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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERMIS

°

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National'Center for dlesearch in
Vbcational Education Military Curriculum Project for diasemination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other Instructional materials agencies. The purpose ofdisseminating these courses was tomake curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian settihg.
The course materials were aoguired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and'prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the Lilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or approval for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.'
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The National Center.
Mission Statement

The National ,Center for Research in
Vocational Eduéation's mission is.to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational problems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progreSsion. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Military Curriculum s
Materials for
Vocational and
Technical Education

information and Field
Sr.:rvicos Dividon
The PatiewIt Center for Research
in Veer...trona! Ethieation

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes
Installing educational programs and
products

. Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURT4R INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curricaum Maietials
WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education
The OhioStale University
1960 Kenny Road, ColUmbus, Ohio 43210
Telephope: 614/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/
8484815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Milithry
Curriculum Materials
.
Dissemination

What Materials
Are Available?
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an activity to increase the accessibility of
military.developed curriculum materials to
vocatioal and technical educators.
This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

Project Staff:

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks apd technical
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Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on Obtaining
materials (e.g.,davailability and cost). They ,
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.
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deemed applicable to vocational and techQ.ical education are sele`cted for dissemination

Education's designated representative to
acquito the materials and conduct,the project
activities.
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One hundred twenty courses on microfiche.
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the voational
Curriculum CoordinatiotPCenters and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi,
nation.
-

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
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Course Description:
. .

This is the last section of a four-part course to train eneironmental support specialists. The course-inckidesi training in water treatment plants, operating
procedures for solid weste disposal, and maintenance of water and waste processing system components. The previous sections dealt with waste
processing, water analysis, water treatment, and Wane disposal. This section discusses maintenance of processing system componen s, and the collection,
transportation and disposal-of solid waste. It contains thy blocks of instruction covering 96 hours.
CP

. Maintenance of Water and Waste Processing System Components contains eight lessons covering 70 hours of instruction. A ninth
lesson on logs and reports was deleted because it used military forms. The lesson topics and respective hours follow:

Block VI

.

External Co/rosion Control (3 hours)
Cathodic Pyotection (3 hours)
Drive EquiPment and Accessories (10 hours)
/Valves,
Meters, and Recorders (8 hours)
Pipelines!
Cherni,el Feeders (8 hours)
Maintenance of Sewage Mont Equipment (8 hours)
yump Maintenance (22 hours)
Wells and Well Maintenance (8 hours)

,
Block VII

.

Collection, Transportation and Disposal of Solid Waste contains seven lessons covering 26 hours of instruction. An eighth lesson
on togs and reports was deleted.

Introduction to Solid Waste Processing (2 hours)
b
, Duties of Solid Waste Monitor (1 hour)
Solid Waste Collection Planning and Procedures (6 hours)
Solid Waste Collection and TranspOrtation (3 hours)
Solid Waste Disposal Methods and Their Operation (12 hours)
Sanitation in Solid Waste Processing (1'hour)
Public Health and Nuisance Aspects (1 hour)

4

This section contains both leacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include lesson plans with an outline of teaching steps and a
plan of instruction detailing the units of instruction, the duration of the lesson, objectives, and support materials needed. Student materials include
two study guides containing objectives, assignments, text readings, and review questions and two workbooks containing exercises and lab work.
Several military technical manuals and commercially produced texts are also referenced but are not provick.A. Audiovisuals re'commended for the
entire four sections but not provided include twenty fihm, three slide sets, and one schematic diagram. This section should bsi preceded by
Environmental Support Specialist, Blocks 1V11741,(17-5), and (17.6). It can be presented in a large group instructional setting oradapted for
individualized study in waste-treatment or ecologY courses.

K1141:01101444 mum
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Classroom Course,17-7
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S_POZRT MAT ERI'ALS AND GUIDANCE
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3

External Corrosion Control'

la

(2/11
Day 46

.

lb a

.

a. Following writtdn instructions,
define corrosion, list factors for corrosion
to occur, list types of corrosion, and methods

.4'541'

.

b. Given samples of metals, determine
kinds of corrosion on.the nietals and their
prevention. .
.

(0.5/0)

.

.

,

.

.

.

\

7k

.

°

/

...re.'
_

.

.
.

..,

.
,Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1..5 hrs)
Laboratory (0.5 hr)
.
Study Hall (t hr)
.
Group/Lockstep
'
,
Instructional Guidance
Discuss the methods of iemoving corrosion and how to treat ferrous,
stainless, steel, and copper metals. iDiscuss and present film.
/
Column 1 Reference
'SI'S Reference
i

.

.

/

of prevention.

-

.

..

.,

7k

.

.

A

STS.Reference

Instructidnal Material's
.
.
'SG 3ABR56330-VI-k, External Corrosion Conerol
WB 3ABR56330-W-1-P1, Introdiiction to Corrosion Control
/
Audio cisual Aids
TF 5568, -Corrosion,in Aerospace Weapons Systems
SAFB 58
.
t Corrosion (Steel Horizons)
Training Methods.
Discuss1on11.5 hrs)
Perfoimance (0.,5 hr)
.
Outside Assignment (1 hr)
:,

1

,

/

4

Column I Reference

3
.

2,

,.

.

'(H01.1115)

.

t

i

.

DURATION

411140 TS. Og INS; RUCT.ON AN() CRITERION OBJECTIVES

4
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Cathodic Protectithi

3

(2/1).

a. Identify methods of cathodic protection,
list the equipment protected by cathodic
methods.
....,:.:-..F ;NSTRuC I.ON NO.

3ABR56330

Day 46

.2a
. 2b

(1/0.5)

.

7
7111.4/

.

-

..-7-

:: i i

6 Ju IE. 19'15

.
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a
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4

;h'

b.

..?r,q1:4RUCTION.AND CRITER_ON.ONJECTIv ES

List the installation pro-Zech-area for

'

DURATION

--i-(HOURS)_

(1/0.5)

cathodic protection, and the safety precautions
:Th5bèWe VillOwiiiking with cathodic
protection systems.

SUPPORT NATERtx-S

:"..PDANCE

-

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR56330- VI-2, Cathodic Prdection
WB 3AHR56330-V1-2-P1, Cathodie Protection
Audio Visual Aids
TF 6142, Public Works and Public Utilities
Training Equipment.
Cathodically Protected Pipeline (12)
Multimeter (6)
Training Methods
Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (1 hr)
Outside Assignment (1 hi)

,

Instructional Envinment/Design

.

Drive Equipment and Accessories

10

(8/2)
Days 46

and 47
Following written iristructipns, inspect, (2/0)

a.
start, operate, and shut down' gasoline enginedri ven water pump and portable generator.

'"3" G4::

n

3ABR56330

DATE

.Classroom (1 hr)
°:Laboratory (1 hr)
;Study Hall (1 hr)
'Group/Lockstep
iInstructional Guidance
Discuss and demonstrate the methods. of providing cathodic protection to
Vire Protection distribution syStems and other components. Check
:cathodically protected pipcline System.
:Column 1 Reference
STS,Reference
3a
6a, 141), 71(2)
7f(3)

13b

3c, 71, 71

"3c

Instructional Materials
3ABR56330-VI-3, Trive Equipment and Accessories
,WB 3ABR56330-V1-3-P1, Drive Equipment and Accessories
'WB 3ABR56330-VI-3-P2, Operating.a Gasoline Engine
AFM 85-13, Maintenance arid Operation of Water Plants and Systems
6 June 1975

.

Thr .Locv uo
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.............1
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continvid)
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
2

DURATION
(HOURS)

li: Using-AFM-85-13 as a-guide, -perform

(1/0)

an inspection of an electric motor and correct
minor discrepancies.
.

c.

Following written instructions,. inspeci
equipment having belts, chains and variable
speed drives; couplings; and shearpins.
Report major maintenance to responsible
organizations.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

.

-

Training Equipment
Electric Motor(4)
Gasoline Engine (12)
Drive Equipment (12).

(5/2)

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hrs)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

.

^

.

.

Instruecional Environinent/Design
Class:oom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (6 hrs)
Study Hall (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep
Instructional Guidance
--Demonstrate how to-start-and-operate the gasoline engine and observe

safety around all moving machineg. Insure that water pumps are
primed before starting? engine. Check outside assignments daily:
Day 46, read $G VI-1 thru 3, and answer questions on pages 15, 1 6, and
20; Day 47, 'answer questions on page 33.
.

Pipelines, Valves, Meters, and
Recorders
,.

a. Using the pipeline trainer and
following written indructions, stop a water

(0/2)

Dny 48

(1.5/0.5)

leak by installing a compression coupling and
cnlculate the chemicals required, within + 1
ounce, to sterilize the repaired extensimi:

PLAN of INST RUCII011 NO,

3ABR56330

.

8

Column 1 Reference
4a

.

4b
4c
4d

7: 10
7h

4e
4f

DATE

6 June 1975

STS Reference
7: 0 7: 9
I.

7f 1.
-1.1g (2

DLOCK HO.

VI

"1 '''
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,

POW OF INSTRUCTION (Continua)
DURATION

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OIJECTIvES

SUCPORT mATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

(HOURS)
2

b. Using related inf ofmation, identify
procedures for locating buried pipelines,
valves, and underground water leaks.
c. Using related information, identify
procedures for thawing frozen pipelines.

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR66330-VI-4, Maintenance of Pipelines, Valves, Meters, and
Recorders
_WRI4BR56330-VI-4-P1, Maintenance of Pipelines, Valves, Meters,
ecordeis
(0:5/0)

(1/0.5)-

Training EqUipment

d. Following written instructions, list
Ur methods and procedures for prevention of
back siphonage.

e. F011owing written instructions,
disassemble, repack, and assemble a gate
valve.

f. Following written instructions, inspect
flowmeters, change recorder charts, and read
water meters within + 1 unit.

(0.5/0) Recorder (12)
Gate Valve (I)
Globe Valve (1)
Water Miter (1)
(1.5/0.5) Pipeline Trainer (4)

Training Methods
Discupsion (2 hrs)
(1/0.5) Performance (4 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Study Hall (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep
Instructional Guidance
Before starting performance, show the students the proper wrenches to

use and stress not to over tighten nuts on pipe clamps. If over
tightened, clamps will be distorted and damaged. Check outside
assignments daily: Day 48, read SG VI-4, and answer questions on
page 51.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 0

3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975

_FT:dr F:

in

pAGE NO.
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION (Continve4
UN:TS OF 'NSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OIJECTIVES

.

DURATION

Chemical Feeders

a. _Following written instructlons,
disasiemble-and reassemble a hypochlorinator.
-b. FoIlowmgvrittewingtructionsdisassemble and_reassemble alluoridalor.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

(HOURS)

(6/2)

Column 1 Reference
5a

STS Reference

Day 49
(3/1)

5b

747)

8

71(5)

Instructional' Materials
SG 3ABR56330-VI-5, Chemical Feedera
.13/1)--7---7-11/137-SAB1R-5633137--VF-5:11- -1-i---Chemicac-Fe-Oers

-Tiaining Equipment
Hypochlorinator, Pump, and Motor (6)
Fluoridator (6)

Training Methods_
Discussion (2 hrs)
Performance.(4 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

----

Indructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboiatory (4 hrs)
.Study Hall (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep
Instructional Guidance
Divide class into two groupsior performance and rotate groups as

required. Check outside assignments daily: Day 49, read SG VI-5, and
answer questions on pages 60 and 61.
r.

PL AN OF MST RUCTION NG.
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3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975

1 !KOCK NO.

PAGE NO:

44

2sJ

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4

,
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CMTE.MON OIJECTIVES

'

DURATION
(HOURS)

,

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

2

. Maintenance of Sewage Plant Equipment
.

a. Using AFM 85-14 and following written instructions, list the maintenance required
for grit chambers shredders, bar screens,
,
and sedimentationtanks.-

8

(6/2)
Day'50

(1/0.5)

Column I Reference
6a

EMS Reference
3c 11g(1), 11g(3), 11h(2), 121

6b
6c
6d

111

.

11h(4), 11h(9), 12k
____111g(1), 1Ig(3), 11h(2), 11h(4), 11h(9)

17k, 121
.--....

.

Instructional-Materials

FOlidiving-written-iiistruction-s;

determine the items of inspection and main..tenanne requiredjor a sewage lift station.

WB 3ABR56330-V1-6-P1, Maintenance of Sewage Plant Equipment
AFM 85-14, Maintenance and Operation of Sewage and Industrial Waste

Plants and Systeitti

--0

c. Using AIM 85-14 and following
written instructions, list the maintenance
required for digester, trickling filters,
separators, and processing equipment.

d. Using base rewage plant (or sewage
trainer during bad weather), inspect sewage

(1/1)

Traininj Equipment
Sewage.Trainer (12J

.
.,

.

Training Methods
(3/0)

FieldTrip (3 hrs)

.

Discussion (1 hr)
Performance,(2 hrs)
Outside Assigunient (2 bre)

lift stations grit chambers shredders, bar

screens, sedimentation tanks, digeders,
trickling filters, and processing equipment
for required maintenance using class notes as
a guide.

.

(1/0;5)-- 8G-3ABR56330-VI-44Maintenance-of-SmVage-Plant-Equ1pment

Instructional Environment/Design
Field Trip (3 hrs)
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (2 hrs) .
.
Study Hall (2 hrs)
.
Group/Lockstep

.

.

.

.

Instructional Guidance
...
.
.
.During trip to base sewage plant, have students inspect sewage plant
equipment for condition and necessary maintenance. It weather is bad,
C.

.
.....

PLAN OF INSTRuCTION NO.

3A13R56330

DATE

6 June 1975

&LOCK NO

VT

NO.
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PL474 OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4
3: 0,:;,CTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

ouftAiloti
2

SUP PORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

(HOURS)

use sewage trainer to perform required inspections. Check outside
assignments daily:" Day 50, read SG VI-6, and answer questions on page
72.
.

Pump Maintenance

22

'

Column 1 Reference
7a

(16/6)

s. Given conditions of a defective cen-

.

Days 51,5a
and 53

...

Instructional Materials

SG 3AHR56339-VI-7, Pump Maintenance
- -WB-3ABR56330rVI77-P1, Identification of Pumps and Parts
.

.

b. Following written instructions,
disassemble a centrifugal punip, inspect and
replace defective parts, reassemble and
connect pump to-a drive assembly, and adjutt
leakige from 3 to 6 drops per7miniite during
operational check.

7f(1)

71(1), lle

71;)

(6/2)

.trifugal pump and a troubleshooting guide,
deteimine iiid Ifst-the-required-maintenancefor the pump.
'

STS Reference

(10/4)

/

WBAABR56330-VI-1-P'2, teardciiit, Reassembly; -and-Operation ota
Centrifugal Putt*
/

-Audio Visual Aids
TVS 56-6, Centrifugal Pump Maintenance

Training Equipment
Centrifugal Pump (1)
Turbine Pump (12)
Axial
row Pump (12)
r
,

Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs)
Performance (12 lira)
Outside Assignments (6 hrs)

Instructional Environnient/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (12 hrs)
Study Hall (6 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

-

.

\

..

,i
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3ABR56330

DA1 E

6 June 1975

1_11.1,00( NO.

VI

.

PAGE NS
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I.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ceminss4
DURATION

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION ORJECTIVES

SUPPORT aTERIALA AND GUIDANCE

2' (HOURS)

Instructional Guidance 1

Observe students to Inoue that they are using correct wrenches. Stress
hazard io equipment from over tightening nuts and bolts. Insure.each
student has aligned puma") withi, ^Motor to preVent shaft' and coupling

damage. If pume has excessiVe leakage,have students recheck packing.
Check outside assignments daily: Day 51, read SG VI-7, Day 52, review
sG

. Wells and Well Maintenance

8

(6/2)
Days 63
and 64
(2/0)

a. Following written instructions,6
identify types of water wells and construction
features.

b. Folldwing written instructions, list .
the methods, and,procedurcslor backwatthing

STS Reference
7g(1

8b
8c

7g(5)
'N4

Instructional Material
SG 3ABR56330-VI-8, Water Well Maintenanc)",
WB 3ABR56330-ATI-8,PI, Water Well Maintenhnce
\

(2/1)

Training Methods

a well, cleaning well screens, ani prevention
of frieze up of wells.

c. Given operating data and follawing
written instructions, calculate static level,

Column 1 Reference
8a

Discussion(3 hrs)
Performance (3 hrti)
Outside Assignment (2 Ars),

(2/1)

Indructional Environment/Design
Classroom ( 3 hrs)
Laboratory (3 lirs)
Study Hall (2 bra)
Group/Lockstep

pumping level, and drawdown, and calculate
within + 1 ounce the calcium hypochldrite
needed to sterilize a well that contains 1000
gallons of water.

Instructional Guidance
Each student will compute problems. nvolving
pumiung
leveli, and drawdoivn. Day 53, answer questions on page 811 in SG for
outside assignment.

LAN OF MST PaCT.Cts NO.

3ABR56330

DATE

.r

6%Tune 1975

&LOCK NO.

VI

pm..(
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Contimi.4
,

Di/RA:nom

A51 RUCTION AND CON7 ER13% 34:1ECTIVEtil

.

9. , Logs and Reports '

--,

6
.

..

.

a. Using AFM 85-13 and AFIA 85-14 and
s identify the
following written indruaion'

(6/0)
Days 54
and 55
(2/0)

purpose of logs and reports iisect in water and
,
waste processing.
(4/0)

Usjpg.AFM 85-13 and AFM 85-14 as

IttgOle,and provided with related information,
take-the romper entries in the appropriate
AF ficrial.

.

dhimn 1 Reference

5STS Reference
6c, 7 1,

,

........,.

InstructionallAaterials
SG 3ABR56320-VI-9, Logs and Reports
WB 3ABR56330-VI-9-P1, Logs and Reports
AF Forms 708, 995, J96, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463
AF14 85-13, Maintenance and'Operation of Water Plants and Systems
AFM 85-14, Maintanaice* and Operation of Sewage and Industrial Waste
Plants and Systems
.

.

Indructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs1
LaboOtory (4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

.

.

3

.
.
,Instructional-Guidance
Lime one of each of the AF lorms-listed in column 3 to each student.
Eit;plain'the use of each form andhave students make4roper entries on
each form. Check outaide assignments daily. Day 54, read, pages 85-99
in SG and answer questions
.
, on pages 99 and
. 100.

.

-

.

.
-

10. Related Training (as shown in course
o.
chart)
.
.

.

,

0

.

.
.
.,
,
11: -Measurement Test:and Test Ciitique

..

..

......, ....., lln la

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs)

.

,

SUPPORT HATERIALS-AHD GUIDANCE

9a
9b

,

,

b.

.

(HOURS)

2

(2/0)

1

.

Day 55

,
S

.

.
-

1ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975 '

!KOCK HO.

vi

j I."' ".'

48

93

COURSC-TITLE

.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

Environmental Stm-----i-iil:ot-Specialist
-...._

OLOCK TITLE

.
-

Collection, Transportatitin, and Disposarof Solid Wade
.

.

WITS OF INsalwaIDN AND CMTERION 0411.1ECTI;IES
a

.

Introductiofi to Solid Waste Processing

.

Column 1 Reference

(2/0)
Day 56

a. Given a list of yarious types of
solid waste and three waste classifications
(garbage, debris, and rubbish), list each
solid waste type under its correct
classiftcation.;
,

.

instruttional Materials
(2/0)

.

SG 3ABR56130-VII-1, Introduction to Solid Waste Processing
WB 3AM:6030-V1T-1-P1, Introduction to Solid Waste Processing
AFM 91-11; Solid Waste Management

Training Methods
biscussion (1 hr)
Performance (1 hr)

.

,

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (1 hr)
Gioup/Lockstep

.

.

personnel. Prepare a list of various types of solid waste so students
may accomplish criterion.

,.

.

.

Instructional Guidance
Student will complete workbook in class. Explain responsibilities of

.

,

Duties of Solid Waste Monitor

7,1olumn 1 Reference

1

(1/0)
Day 56

a. From provided information list-the
duties of the solid waste monitor.

(1/0)

.

2a

/

,
-

.

Instructional Materials
.

.

STS Reference
13b(f), 13b(2),13b(3),. 13e(1), 13e(2),
1303), 1,301), 13e,(5), 13e(6) .

S G 3ABR56330-VII-2, Duties of Solid Waste Monitor
WB 3ABR56330-VII-2-P1, Duties of Solid Waste Monitor
AFM 917,11, Solid Waste Management
.,

PLAN OF INSTRUCT Ohs NO.

23

3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 19'15

--

STS Reference
.L.3_
13b(3), 13c, 13e(6)

,

la

tc4.

-_,

..

.

2

---_,

SUpPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

ITHRoAuT4Z1

2

I b. or, e no.

VE[

I

P 4G'

''

49

3 a)

.

o_s.

ot.

,

'N

.

-PLAWOFINSTRUCTION icsatinued)

,

.DURATION

UNITS OE INSTRUCTION AND tRIT-E-RioN ODJEC TivES
I

SUPPORT mATEINALS AND Gu:DAN.TE

(HOURS)

..

Training Methods
Discussion (0.5 hr)

.

Performance_ (0.5.hr)

Instructional Environment/Design

tlusroom (03 hr)

Laboratory (0.5.hr)
Group/Ldckstep

.,

.

.

.

processing minitor.

.

.

Solid Waste Collection Planning and
ProCedures fr.

.

.

,,

6

(6/0)

'

a. Provided information .from AFM %ell,

DtYs, 56

and 57

(1/0)

list the factors to be considered when planniog
collection activities.
,

b. Using AFM 91-11 and AFR 127-101,
establish a set of safety precautions to be
observed during collectioO operations of
.
solid waste.
.

(1/0)

Colunin 1.Reference
3a

ST'S Reference

c

.

'3)3

9c
3d
3e
3f

.

.

3c, 13e(1), 130(2), 13e(3), 13e(4), 13e(5)
3c, 13c, 13e(6)
3c, 13b 1T: TE(2), 13b(3), 13e(2)
3c
13e

e

13e(3)

1e

instructional Materials .
SG 3A8R56330-V1I-3, Solid Waste Collection Planning and Procedures

,

WB 3ABR56330-VII-3-P1, Solid Waste Collection Planning and

Procedures

....

c.. Using .AFM' 91-11, and allowing

.(1/0)

written instructions, determine the best
locations for solid waste Pickup stations,
and types of storage containers.
,

Instructional Guidance
ThIspresentation is a brief-overyiew of the duties for a solid waste

AFM111-11, Solid Waste Management
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
Iliase Map
,

Audio Visual Mds
FLC 9-251, ,It Must be the Neighbors
.FLC 20-173, The 3rd Pollution

.

1

.

.

_.
PLAN OF INSTFCLCTION '10
I.

3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975

TT:

:-.1t NO

VII

r .. c ...,,

50

,
PLAN Oi INSTRUCTION (Contisur4

,

xi: 7 5 OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OILIECTIVES

DURATION
2

d. *Using AFM 91-11, list the frequency
of collection of garbage, rubbish, and debris
for separate collections and combined
collection.
-

(1/0)

e. Given a base map which shows solid
waste pickup stations-and location of the

(1/0)

4.

Solid Waste Collection and Transportation

Performance (3 bra) /

(1/0)

.

Instructional Guidance
This presentation will &over the planning for best pickup locations, routes,
types of vehicles, number of personnel, and responsibilities for solid
waste collection and disposal. Use of the base map will be introduced
and discussed. Correlation of pertinent manuals and maps will be used

to meefthe objectives.
3

(1/0)

b. Given AFM ,9t-11 and various
problems containing one or more of the known
factore in solid waste collection and disposal

(1/0)

procedures select the best suited equipment
to stccomplish the job.

,

Column 1 Refeience
4a

STS Re f e r enc e

4b
4c

3c,
3d,

.

,

c

,

/
Instructional Materials
SG TABR56310-VII-4, Solid Waste Collection and Transportation
Equipment
Wl3 3ABR56330-VII-4-P1, Solid Waite Collection and Transportation
.
Equipment
4.FM 91-11, Solid Waste Management

Audio Visual Aids

c. Given AFM 91-11, list the rules for
proper utilization, operation, and care of
.
collection equipment.
',7.1, NSTRuCTION NO,

.

.

-A

Mien AFM 91-41, list the four
common types of collection equipment.

......

Classroom (3 hrs)
Laboratory (3 hrs)
Gronp/Lockstep.

.

a.

,

.

Instructional EnvirOnment/Deskgn

(3/6)
Day 57
-

i'raining Methods
biscumnion (3 hrs)

sanitary fill, lay out the most feasible route
for collecting the solid waste.
f. Given AFM 91-11 and a list of various
types of collecting vehicles, pickup stations,
and number of pickups per day, determine the
number of personnel .required to perform
supervisory responsibilities and-driver,
loader, and helper responSibilities.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND G:':Av:f.

:HOUI!Sr

3ABR56330

(1/0)

c-`7E

Training Film: MP 67-5, An Investment in Tomorrow

6 June 1975

J ei.oc, pg...

vil

I :.i...1 ..;

51

33
34

\

.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuo/4
.

t tE INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION
(HOURSI

\

SuPPOR I NATER:11

training MethOds

Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (2 hrs)

InstrUctional Environment/Design
;Classroom (1 hr)
,
'IAboratory (2 hrs)
;Group/Ldckstep

,

,

instructional Guidance
.
Emphasize the importance of proper selection and utilization of
'collection equipment.
,

Solid Waste,Disposal Methods and Their
,
Operation

a. Given AFM 91-11, list the methods
and operatinf principles of a sanitarylandfill.

(1/0)

b. Given AFM191-11, list the items to
observe to determine the,correct utilization
of earth moving eqiipment.
c. Given AFM1I-11, list the standards
and operating principles of incinerators'.

(240)

d. Given AFM 91-11, list the items to
observe when determining the correct
utilization of inCinerators.

(2/0)

e. After Observing the equipment and
Operating procedutes utilized by base sanitary
landfill, name the equipment and safety
precautions obeerved.

(6/0)i

-

Z. :: %:-12.-70

0.

3ABR56330

:Column 1 Reference
.5a

12

(12/0)
Days 58
and 50

5b

5c

i5d

'5e

'

,

STS iteference

3; 13011
3; 13f(3)

3c, 131(2i
3c, 1303)

r

3c, 13V.31
.

instructional Matirials
--

(1/0)

SG 3ABR563307V11-5,_ Solid Wah:te Disposal Methods and Their Operation
WB 3ABR56330-V11-5-P1, Solid Waste DisPosal Methods,and Their
Operatidn
.
'ARM 91711 , Sodli Waste Management
,
Audio,4isual Aids
:Slides MIC 1-5, A Waste Land Saved

.

Training Methods
Discussion (3 hrs)
.Perforniance (4 hrs)

:Field Trip (5 hrs)
,

.

i

"'YE

6 June 1975

BLOCA NO.

'VII

fi2

s.

.

3

-7-'

Pt.* OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

i

..,

untoTtoit

- .-4. ,NSI RUCTION AND.CRI1ERI0R ORJECTIVES

-

`DSOURS)
3

,

.

..,

.

'

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUI)ANCE

Instructional EnOironment/Design
Classroom (3 firs)

Laboratory(4 hrs)
Field Trip (5 bra)

,

A

r

Group/Lockstep

.

.

,

. Sanitation in Solid Waste Processing

1

k

(1/0)
Day 60

i
1

.

(1/0)

a. Provided inforMation, list the

Instructional Materials
pvG 3ABR56330-1/11-6, Sanitation in Solid Waste Processing
B 3ABR56330-VII-6-P1, Sanitation in Solid Waste Processing
1AFM 91,11, Solid Waste Management
.

sanitation practices to Ve observed by all
activities related to the 'collection, transportation, and disposal of solid wastes.

,

.
-

.

rainin Methods
cuss on (0. r)
erforinance (0.5 hr)
tructional Environment/Design

.

-

'Islassroom (0.15 hr)

:

(1/0

Laboratory (0.5 hr)
Group/Lockstep
.
nstructional Guidance
Emphasize the importance of sanitation
when
operating a solid waste
.
!disposal system.
Column 1 Reference
STS Reference
7a
3E;-11c

Day 60

7b

Using AFM 91-11," list the items that

(0.5/0)

.

.

Public Health and Nuisance Aspects

a.

.

Instructional Guidance
Take students on,field trip to a sanitary landfill to watch the operation at
the fill and Observe the equipment. Provide students with directions for
accomplishing criterion objectives.
.
Column 1 Reference
STS Reference
13c, 13g

1

3c,
-

'ate b4:411111h2hnifdd4'1,1,1514teisaZel tArittrm" _
pL,...,....:-..:-.. NO.
3ABR56330.

_

DA1E

6 June 1975

ins,:v 140.

VU

,,,1
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.,

PLAN

of INSTRUCTION (Continued)

2

.

.

DURATION
.HOURSI"

uNITS OF iNS1RuCTION ANO CRITERION OLIECTIVES

,

3

b. Using information provided, list the
disposal activities which will be cooidinated
with base medical services.

:.::CIR MA:1M LS m4D (ROA Net)

j

(0.5/0) Instructional-Materials

\

SG 3ABR56310-V11-7, Public Health id Nuisance Aspects
WBf3ABR56330-V11-1-P1, Public Hee th and Nuisance Aispects

AFM91-11, Solid Waste Management'

'

I

Training Methods

Discussion (03 hr)
Per1ormance(0:5 hi)

/,

Instructional Environment/Design

Z;"---oom (0.5 hr)

I
Group/Lockstep
'
G
Initructional Guidanc'e
Emphasize precautions for handling materia that woul \poselk health

,

,

.

.

Forms'and Reports

2

(2/0)

a. Givewthe necessary information,

comple e AF Form 1452 in accordance with
AFM 9 -11.

hazartto disposal personnel. Also clarify which disposal activities
must-bccooidifiated-iiiith base medical servi es.
Column.1 Reference
8a
.

,

(2/0)
(

,

.

1

.

116 3ABR563307-V11-8, Porthe and Reports

\

CATC

,

- WB 3ABR56330 VII-8-P1,, Forms and Report
AFM 91-1-1toU Waste Management
Training Methods
.
Discussion (0.5 hr)\
performance (1:5 hrs)
Instructimal Environment/Design
Classrom (0.11 hr)
Labo;utory'(1.5-bri)
Graz \/Lockstep

t,

3ABR56330

STS Reference
3c, '13f(4), 13h

D" 60 Instructional Materials

-

I PLAN 0 INSTRUCTION NC.

,

-

LabOratory-(04-5-hr)-

.

.
.

\

6 June 1975

i

5

'Vl1

1

.
Ps.e,1 NV
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49

33

.`,

0

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (ContinuteR
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AtO CRITERION OBJECTIVES.

.DURATION

SUPi'ORi MATERIA-i 4%7;

(HOURS?

..ANCE
N

Instructional Guidance
E mpbasize the need to maintain,accur#e'lrecords of all solid waste
procestibg activities'. .Emphasize thaffthe information recorded in the

S.

records is used as a basis tenlintain and improve the operational
procedures and safety precauttoris of the solid waste collection and
L

disposal 'system.

9 Related Training (as shown in courie

10

Chart)

10., Measuremeqi Test and Test Critique,

11.

1

(1/0)
Day 60

rourse Critique and Graduation

;

1

(1/0)
Day 60
3.

3,

1.

=7" ":0

3ABR56330

A

CAT E

6 June 1975

IBLOC,. NO,
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APPROVAL OFFICE ANO DATIL.

T ETC 17Jun75144-COURSE NUMBER

i

LESSON PLAN ( Peril, Goweral)
INSTRUCTOR

/

COURSE TITLE

3A :R56330

Environmental Su...

BLOCK NUMBER

LOCK TITLE

S. ialist
Maintenance of Watet and Waste
ta .
:
: 'is
stss,s4's
$

LESSON TITLE

,

*

External Corrosion Control (Day 46)
.

Asssoom

LESSON DURATION

MIORATORY

COMPLIMCNTARY

.

2 Hrs
5

40

''-1

6 June 1975

5 3X0

.

PARAGRAPH

1

.

STS/CTS REFERENCE
DATE

NUMUER
s

.

a Hrz

POIREFERENCE
PAGE DATE

PAGE NUMSEA

.

TOT AI.

1 Hr

,

28 Jul 1971

.

SUPERVISOR,APPROVAL ,
DATE

SIGNATURE

-

...--..

SIG-NATURE

1. ---

,

DATE

,.

.
0

PRECLASS PREPARATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN : ASSORATOPY

iNone

EQUIPmENT
FROM SUPPLY

None

I

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

SG V71-1

WB VI-1-P1
TF 5568
SAtB 58

.
1

I,

,

GRAPHIC MOS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

la. Following instructions, define corrosion, list factors for corrosion to occur,
\

list types of corrosion, and methods of prevention.
(1) Corrosion process
(2)

Types of corrosion

(3)

Prevention of corrosion'

lb. Give, samples of metals, determine kinds of corrosion on the metals and
their preliention.
.
\

(1)

Corrosion products

(2)

Protective coating

(3)

Isolation of dissimilar metals

,

,

ATC

F"M

AUG 72

770

.13

BODY (110 Min)
PRESENTATION
a.

Following Written Instructions, define
corrosioll, list factors for corrosion
to occur, list types of cOrrosion,, and
Methods of Trevention.

(1)

Corrosion process

^

.(a)

Defined as the deterioration of
metal as the result of an unfavorable
environment.

(b)

Corrosion is caused basically
by floe of electrical energy
from one point to the\other.

(c) All metalS have electrical potential."
vvltage.

(d)

Rate of corrosion.will be inrelation to position on Eff
series.

1 Metalvith the higher
electromotive force releases ions
to the metal haVing the lower IMF.

a The higher electronotive forCe,
the greater-corrosion rate.

\\, /

3

44

(e) Necessary elements fora
corrosion cell.

ATiode

2

Cathode

Electrolyte

,

4 Nets' bond

(f)

Electrical ions carry small
particles of metal into theelectrolyte.

These are dissolved and
=Changed for hydrogen ions.

a The hydrogen"forms a film
on the cathode.

This is the basic principle
of galvanic-corrosion.

(2)

Types of corroSion

(a)

Galvanic corrosion

I, Most common
4

45

26. May be used for protectioti
_of equipment.

(b)

Cheisical attack

lb

Cannon in water and sewage
plants due to large amounts
OfcheMicals being handled.

/ Easily controlled

(c)

(3)

All other'types of corrosion
nre related to oni or the other
of these two in some manner.

Prevention of corrosion

(a)

Eliminate any one of the
elements necessary for corrosion
.to occur for effective prevention.

(b)

Designing against corrosion.

lb Materials that are corrosion
resistant.

/ Establish conditions that
make it easier to combat
corrosion.

46

lb.

Given simples of metals, determine
kinds of corrosion °lithe metals
and their prevention.

(1)

Corrosion products

(2)

Protective coating

(3)

Isolation of disaimilar metals

APPLICATICN:

Determine the.dorrosion process, types of
'corrosion, and given sanples,of metal,
determine the types of corrosion, protection
required and how to isolate the netal
surface.
Complete SG 3ABR56330-VI-1
and'WEr3ABR56330-VI-1-Pl.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate'by oral or written questions'and/or
observation'of student's performance during
lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (5 Ilin)

6

el 7

v

L MON PL AN (. P en

APPROVAL OFFICE, AN0 Op

T CET C/17.junl.

4,....."

'-

COURSE RUMMER

rt S. cialist

Environmental Su

'LOCK mumsER

CLOCK TITLE

VI

. e Y.*. 10 ONO

"

COURSE TITLE

3ABR56330
i

1, 0~4}

INSTRUCTOR

LESSON TITLE

'MI enance

S .1 !

.

" - er an+ " - : e roces-

i 1_1!..lent8

Cathodic PrOtection (Day 46)
LESSON DURATION

ct .5,910M4A AlicoRaTORY

COMPLENENTAKY

2 Hrs

POI REFERENCE
PAGE DATE

.

PAGE NUMBER

40
-.......

,
........_
--... .---...--563Y.0

.-

STS/CTS REI2ERENCE
DATE

28 Jul 1971

_

r....

smut-ruse

......

1

r

3 Hrs

PARAGRAPH

6 June 1975

../sfr!.../....

NUMBER

,TOTAL

1 Hr

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
DATE

SIGNATURE

DATE

.

-

I
?

-... - ---.

i
..-.....-

1

i

r

.

on.

.,

....RM....m..0m.,

......-.......----

Ib.

c..441PAti. MT t.00AT FO

; Cathodically

Pyoterred Pipeline
! Mullimeter

.

.

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

:ICR:!'t ORY

11:

,

PRECLASS PREPARATION

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

None

GRAP4IC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

SG 17I-2

!

WB VI-2-P1
TF 6142

,

,

i
.a

w

.

U..

,

. OW.. ....... ...31

.

.0.11.1110Of

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND l EACHING STEPS

..
,...,

;i:1,ccitify methoi.:s oi cathodic protection, list the
equipment protected by
ppi!lodi, ln(t!)mir'.

i)

,

i

Cathodic protection methods
Equipment protected

.4,

i

.
...,

.

.

1.1 th, instaliation procedares for cathodic protection,
and the safety
pI*4-4: L.i .: /as til observe when working with cathodic
protection systems.
0.)

Installation procedures

(2)

Electrical safety

_

s

..

ATC "Pm
Allo\77

770

4 r,
_ck)

BODY (HO I4in)
PRESENTATION:
2a.

Identify methods of cathodic protection,
list the equipment protected by cathodic
Methods.

(1) 'Cathodic protection methods

(a) Tbeory of cathodic protection

1 There is a flow of electrical
current between any two
metals connected together in
the presence of an electrolyte

2

If this Current is stopped
or reversed, corrosion willnot..occur

(b)

3

In cathodic protection,
the current is retarded
by passing an auxiliary
current thru the electrolyte
to the structure to be
protected

4

Structure becomes the
cathode

Sacrificial anode method

3

49

Achieved by plaang a
metal object with
higher-INF-in-the same
eledtrolyie with,metal
to be,protected

2

Sacrificial anode will
then flow current to metal
that needs to be protected

3

This will produce a hydrogen
film around metal to be
protected stopping all
corrosion on the metal
surfaces
,

4

4

(c)

This is most economical
method of protection but
not always the most effective

Impressed current method

Achieved by the addition of
a directcurrent from an
external source to increase
amount of electrical current
flow from anode through electrolyte.

441,

P.

More expensive but more
efficient

3

Type used for protection
of inside,of overhead
storage tanks

4

50

4

(2)

Equipment protected

(a)

Qverhead stOrage'tanks

(b)

Ground storage tanks

(c)

Pipelines

(d)

2h,

DC current is provided.by
tapping ac power spume
and using a step down
transformer and a rectifier

Many others as long as they
are in contact with an '
electrolyte and connected
4together electrically

List\the installation procedures for
cathodic trotection, and 'the safety
precautions tO,observe when working with
cathodic protection systems$

(1)

Installati n procedures

(a)

Sacrificia

anode

Sacrificial
ode.must
be as deep as the metal
being

5

'

l'ipetai-Soil potential
.must be lowered to at
least ZIT= 0;8 ,volts

3 May be necessary to wet
areas to increase transfer.

(2)

Electrical safety

(a)

call electrician fii-st-

(b)

TUrn off ac power"

(c)

Tape all connections

,(d)

Check system wi.th voltage

meter before starting work.

APPLICATION':

Complete UM 3ABR56330-VI-2-P1,
Cathodic PrOtection.

SVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral or written questions and/or
observation_of student's perSormance during
lesson. This maybe accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased.effectiveness.

52

Read SG 301136330-VI-1 and answer
questions in thehack Of the stud
guide.
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)
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:PA

COURSCTITLE

,

3ABR56330'
OLOCK NUNSER

VI

.

Environmental Support Specialist
BLOCK TITLE,

Maidenance of Water anNaileirrocessing

'.

Sygtem.Cpmponents
I Drive Equipment and Accessories (Days and 47)
.
LE:SON TITLE

Ct,

4

LESSON DU4TION

Assizoom/LAugmtAtoitv

COMPI.ENIENTAr.

8 Hrs

I

177_
1-pAGL

--

I

TOTA1/4

2 II

.
.
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10 Hrs

.

POI REF ERENC
PAGE DATE

NURSER

\

PARAGRAeN

3

STS/CTS REFERENCE\
DATE

NumaE

563X0

.

28 iuly 1971
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL \
DATE

,
---,---,

SIGNATURE

L
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PRECLASS PREPARATION

I.I.F-ME, r :-OCATED
IN LAdCAAroar

EQUIPMENT

CLASSIFIED MATEIINAL

frA64 SUPPLY

El.e!.t rie \ Mei:or
Gasoline:ksEngine

None

None

,

Drive Etcuipment

I.

A

DRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCL ASSIFIEDJIATERI AL

SG V1-3.

.
.

.

WB V1-3-P1
WB V1-3-P2
AEM 85-13

. .

,

-

.

.

1

\

- --F,Illowilig
- -----written instructions, inspect, start, operate, and shut

ail.

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

-

06L1the engine-,driven Ordier punip aid porfable geherator.
,

.

,

I
1

.

(1;

InspeCtion and maintenance sjstem

(21

Malfunctions that can occuri

i

.

,.

t

.

0;

doVin

.

Minor Maintenance and servicing

.

,

(4, Safety precautions

(5, Start

(c

Operate

(7) Shut down
ATC

AUG' 71

770

.

,

,

-

L ESSON P L AN (Postl, dowel) CONTINUATION SHEET
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND fEACHING STEPS (ConsInusA)

Using AFM 85-13 as a guide, perform an inspectlo of an electric motor
and correct minor discrepancies.
3b.

1

.

.

(I) Inspection 'during operation
(2:

/

inspections after operation

(3) Malfunction:LI:hat can occur
(4

Maintenance performed bY the operator
3afety pr,..-:caution

.)c .

oyiing written instructions, inspect equipment haying bcts, chains
iLb1e :-:pectd drives; ;ouptings; and shearpins. Report major \maintenance
organizations.
Identification of drive equipment
(:!'

Ma; Itenalice z)erformed by operator

PI Maintenance performed by other organizations

,

Safety precautions

LIMPOMMINISOMMIeliMaa II .4

ATC,.jc"'"

*GPM 1072 7711.2111. 24

770A

.2

-

Course No: 3ABR56330
Days: 46 and 47

Branch Approval:
Date:
PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAYIS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIZW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3

'5 ;

j-

epehliJ4L,

BODY (470 'Min)

PRESENTATION:

3a.- Following written Instructions,

inspect, start, operate, and

shut down gasoline enginedriven water pump and portable

generator.

it

(1) Inspection and maintenance

system

/

(a) A well qualified
operator can tell
quickly U something
is wrong with his
equipment

,,Sotnid_

_

2 Speed.

3 Temperature

(b)

Daily inspections are
normally made on one
piece of equipment at
a time

4

57

,

\
Course No: 3ABR56330
Days: 46 and 47

Branch Approval: OgagaYf
Date:
PART' it,

ANTRODUCTION (5 itin
CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMEN

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3

j0-

z

BODY (470 Min)

,)

PRESENTATION:

3a. Following written instructions,
inspect,, start, operate, and
shut down gasoline enginedriven water pump and portable
generator.

(1).

Inspection and maintenance
system

(a); A well qualified
operator can_tell-quidlily if something
ong with his
equipm t.

1

Sound.. _

2 Speed

3 Temperature

(b)

Daily inSpections are
normally made on one
piece of equipment at
a time

4

59

1 Each machine has its
own distinct sound

2 May be necessary to
check more than one
to determine where
noise is coming from

(2)

Malfunctions that can occur

(a)

Failure to start

1

Dead battery

2 No fuel

3 Mechanical problems

(b)

Overheating

1

Low water in cooling
systeni
;

5

60

2 Low oil

3 Broken or loose
belts

4
0

Leaks in cooling
systems

(c) Unusual noises

1 Misaligned coupling

2 Bad clutch

(d)

Internal problems

1 No oil

2 Bearings burned out

6

61

J

3 Burned valves

4 Cracked.block

(3)

Preventive maintenance

(a) Inspections

(b) Servicing

9-

(c) Lubrication

(d) Cleaning
1'

(e) Minor maintenance
%ft

62

(4)

Safety precautions

(a) Install guards Over

drive belts

(b)

Install guards over
drive lines

(c) Do not fuel ta 'zics while
operating engine

(d)

Provide ventilaiion

(e) Do not touch hit
manifolds and exhaust

pipes

(f)

Keep hands and feet
clear of all moving

-parts

(g) Do not wear loose
clothing at any time

8

63

(5)

Start

(6) -Operate

(7). Shut down

APPLICATION:

L

Students will inspect, start, operate,
and shut down gasoline engine and

portable generator.
EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral or written questions
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be,accomplished at any time
during-lessonlorincreasedeffectiveness.
CONCLUSION (Day 46)
SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

9.

64

.

.

;

INTRODUCTION (Day 47)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
CZ

REVIEW:

\

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

)
\

PRESENTATION:

3b. Using AFM 85-13 as a guide,
perform an inspection of an
electric motor and correct
minor discrepancies.

1)

Inspection during operation

10

65.

.1

(a)

Free from dirt or
mois,ture

(14 Good air circulatiOn

(c) Bearing leaking oil

(0

\(2)

Inspections after opiration

(a)' Lubricatiofl

\
(b)

\

Cleahing

(c) -Coupling

(3)

Malfunctions that can ocdur

(a)

Unutual noises

(b)

Sluggish. operation

11

66

(d) Overheatfng
f

(4)- Maintenakce performed by
operator
4

47'

.

(a)

Lubricite as
and clean

tments'

(b) Minor ad
\

SO

(5)

'Sal y precautions

(a)

Power off before
, maintenance

\
Tag power supply
\

(c)

Secure breaker

6

12

s

I

3c. Following written instructions,
inspect equipment having belts;
chains, and variable speed
drives; 'couplingi; and shearpins.
Report major maintenance to
responsible organizations.
o

a;

(1),

Identification of drive
equiPment

(a) Belts

1 V notch.

Flat

3 Rubber fiber

4 Single/multiple set

(b). Chains

1

Metal links

2 Slow/medium/high
speed

3 SproOkets

(c) Variable speed drives

I Adjust speed during
operation

2 Enclosed hou.sing

(d) Couplings

COnnect coupling
to load

2 Metal

4-

4

(e) Shear pins

1

Prevent damage from
overloads

14 69

1

2 Condition of bushing
r

'/
3 Rel4ace when worn

(e) Shear pins

-1 -Check caute- of breakage

2 Greas surface

3

1Ceep adeqUate suppli

7 of pins co hand

4 Make sure pins are
--' right size

(3)

Maintenance performed by
other organizations

(a)

Base CE shops

/

\

1 Metal s op

2 Electric hop

17
I

7 1.1
i

(b)

Fleld maintenance

1 Metal shop

(4)

Safety precautions

(a) Do not operate unsafe
equipment

(b) Do not over lubricate

(c) Mark lubricatin
containers

(d) Be careful of loose
clothing

APPt1CATION:

Complete WB 3ABR56330-VI-3-P1,
Drive Equipment and Accessories
Using AFM 85-13 and following

instructions, the students will inspect
and correct Minor discrepancies on:

18

441)
a. Electric motors

b. Belts

°

c. Chains

d. Variable speed drives

e. Couplings

f., Shear pins

,EVALUATION:

Evaluate by org written questions and/
or observation of student's performance
during lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time during lesson for increased
effectiveness.
CONCLUSI014 (5 Min)
SUMMARY:

19

72

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read SG 3ABR56330-V1-4 and

answer questions in the back of the
study guide.

3
20

APPROVAL OFFICE AND

4

LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Oflfwal)
INSTRUCTOR

TCETC/173un7 $1,...,-,h, /4,
COURSE NUMBER

3ABR56330
BLOCK NUMBER

VI

COURSE TITLE

.

Environmental Su. rt S -ciali,-

LOCK TITLE

,T Piril : IT'

1C

o - 3 er an. " -

-

System Components

LESSON TITLE

rce.- z

:

' Pipelinest Valves, Meters and Recorders (Day 4E
LLASSROON/LABORATORY

LESSON DURATION
COMPLEMENTARY

6 Hrs

TOTAL

2 Hrs
POI REFERENCE
PAGE DATE

PAGE NUMBER

42--

.

8 Hrs
I PARAGRAPH

6 June 1975
STS/CTS REFERENCE
DATE

HuiteER

-563X0
SIGNATURE

28 July 1971
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
OATE

SIGNATURE

DATE

PRECLASS PR PARATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

Recorder
Gate Valve
Globe Valve

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

None

CLASSIFIED MATERI'AL

None

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

SG VI-4

WB VI-4-P1

Water Meter
Pipeline Trainer

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

4a. Using the pipeline trainer and following written instructions, stop a water
leak by installing a compression coupling and calculate the chemicals required,
'within + 1 ounce, to sterilize the repaired extension.
(1)'

Method and equipment to make temporary repiirs

(2)

Chemicals and method of sterilizing a pipeline extension

4b.

Using related information, identify rocedu - s or locating buried pipelines, -:
valves, and underground water-leaks.
procedures used to locate buried pipelines and valves
(2)

ATCAUG
F°"72

List the methods and instruments used in locating water leaks in buried
pipelines
770

*111001 MI 775.351/23

LESSON PLAN (Pott 1 Coastal) CONTINUATION PUNT
CRITERION CIIIJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Comimmod/

s'\

4e.

Using related information, identify procedures for thawing frozen pipelines.
(1)

Fire

(2)

Steam

(3)

Direct current (arc welder)

(4)

Safety precautions

4d. Following written.instrtictions, list the methods and pro cedures for prevention of back siphonage.
(1)

Definition of back siphonage

(2)

Causes of back siphonage

(3)

Danger of back siphonage

(4)

Techniques and equipment used to prevent back siphonage

4e. Following written instructions, disassemble, repack, and assemble.a gate
valve.

.

(1)

Types and purpose of valves

(2)

Maintenance required on valves

Following written instructions, inspect flowmeters, change recorder charts,
and read water meters within 4_ 1 unit.
41.

1

i
1

(1)

Types of meters and dials

(2)

Reading procedures

.

Seivicing recorders
,

I

f

(4)

Inspect flownieters

tr
ATC

"RM

AUG 72

170 A

4

2

Course No:

Branch

3ABR56330

Day 48
PART II

Approva3:244*
Date: J. Aidi

_

INTRODUCTION (5 )fin)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSICHRENT
REVDEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3

BODY (350 Min)
PRESENTATTOY:
4a.

Using the pipeline trainer and following
written instructions, stop a water leak
by installing a compression coupling and
calculate the chemicali,required, within
+ 1 ounce, to sterilise the repaired extension.

(1)

(i)

Method and equipment to make
temporary repairs

(a)

Plugs whittled out to fit holes-

(b)

Iron cement placed in and over holes

(c)

Saddle clamps

(d)

Compression couplings

Chemicals and method of sterilizing a
pipeline extensioh

(a)

Precautions for handling chlorine
solutions

(b)

Repaired piimline seOtions are
blocked off and strong chlorine
solutions injected in repaired
section

4

(c) A chlorine residual of 50 PPM after
a 24-hour contact period is required
.

(a)

4b.

After 24 hours, the ;Avelino is
flushed with potable water until
chlorine residual is normal

Using related'information, identify procedures
for locating buried pipelines, valves, and
underground water leaks.

(1)

(2)

List the procedures-used-to-locate buried

(a)

Geophones (stethoscope)

(b)

Probe rod

.(c)

Noise amplifier and ear phostes

(11)

Metal detectors

List the methods and instruments used
in locating water leaks in buried pipelines

(a)

Wet areas indicate a leak below

(b)--Obtain-a Map of the area that dhows
water pipe location

(C)

Listen for hissing 301/01 of escap
-water

(d)

Check nearby manhoTe for, clear

water flow

(e)

4c.

Sound detection i#struments

Using related- infoliation, identify protedures
for- thawing frolen .pipelines

(1)

Fire

(2)

steam

(3)

Direct current (arc welder)

(4)

Safety precautions

,

'
(a)

Use safe procedures-when thawing
frosen-pipoli#;s

6

a..

(b)

Have electricim'on hand uten using
arc welder

44. -Following written instructionsr-list.the methods
and procedures for prevention of back siphonage

(i)

Definition of bink siphonage

(2)

Calik_Siphopage

)

Improper plumbing design -.

)

Changes in later hoOk-ups

relessness of users

(3)

Dangerso back

,

iphonage

Danger Jf back siphonage is dependent
on the a6unt of pollution or type of
iollution pulled into the system

(4)

Techniques and equipment used to prevent
back siphonage

Prevention: Back siphonage can be
prevented by installing a device in
the wster linethat 'will stop any bickward flow. This May lie a'check valve,

0

oe some companies build a backflow, y
preventer. A,back flow preventer seises
a drop in pressure and vents the backflOi.

to the atmosphere

4e.

Following written instructions, disasseske, V
repack, aneasseable A gmte valve

Types and purpose ofivalves

(1)

(a)- Purpose: A device that stops the
flow or allows an amount to flo0

,

through a sYstea

Gate valve

(b)
3

Most common

2. Fully open or closed.

'Least expensive

1

(c)

,

Globe valve'

Zero floe to wide.open

a

(d)

Withstands erosion

Check/valve

1,No handle

i

Has flipper

Prelents backflow

(2),

Maintenance required on valves

Valves will eventually need maintenance
to stay ii working order

(a)

\

(b)

The wearing parts

Packing

stem

Seat'

9

Following wiltten instructions, inspect
flowmeters, change recorder charts, and
read Water meters within + 1 unit.

(1)

Types of meters and dials

(a)

Purpose-register the amoun of
water that has flowed thro4gh a
pipeline

(b)

Types of meters

Positive displacement

/ Turbine or velocity'

a

Compound meters

0

Venturi tube

(2)

Reading procedures

(a)

Some meters have a direct reading dial
and are read from_left to-right

(b) aSome are equiffed with several small
dials 'around !tile register. These dials

register in multiples of ten

10

(3)

Servicing recorders

Water meter! are fairly\accurate
measuring devices

(a)

1

Canon Meter

(b)

failurils are swollen
dise, scale clogged \chambers, or
Worn measuring chamber and disc

(c)

Scale, and rust may be\ removed by
a 5% /solution of hydrochloric
.

acid,

(d) /Organic matter may be removed
detergents or solvents

by "

,

(e) Meters may be/checked for accuracy
by placing the meter in series with
a known accurate meter or by flowing
a measured value of 'rater through
the meter

Recor,ders are Used with meters

and

must be maintained

Puxpose of recorders is to provide
a pen/anent record of flow
over a period of time

Daily servicing off recoiders

k

Align chart with correct time

g Check ink supply in ink pen

Periodic mainten nace of recorders

& Check pen travel

(4)

k

Check calibration

g,

Clean all parts

sl

Lubricate all moving parts

Inspect ammeters

APPLICATION:

Using the pipeline trainer and following written
instructions, stop a Water leak by installing a
compression coupling and calculate the chemicals
required to sterilize the repaired extension.

DisasSemble, repack,. and assemble a .gate valve,

"DI

a.

Using the WI, have the students complete
the section on valves

taution the student not to use pliers to hold
soft brass stem of the valve

Read water meters and record results

Inspect a flowmeter

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral or written questions and/or
observation of student's performance during
lesson. This may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

SW/MARY:

REKOTIUTION:

13

8.

STUDY ASSIGNIIIENT:

Riad SG 3ABR56330-VD-5 and.answer questiocs
at.the end

4.

0

14

LESSON PLAN ( Pin I:GONNA)
APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE

TCETC/17Jun7

INSTRUCTOR

_..

COURSE NUMBER

COURSE TITLE

3ABR56330

Environmental Su...rt S.- cialist
SLOCK TITLE
,te,
.:" , . ice
... .of1 Water and Waste Processing

'LOCK NURSER

VI
LESSON TITLE

(

*

Chemical Feeders (Day 49)

.

LESSON DURATION
CIA hSROOMit. AhOleATONY

6 Hrs

,

COMPLEMENTARY

TOTAL

2 Hrs

.

8 His

801 ReFERENCE

PACE NUMBER

_ PARAGRAPH

PAGE DATE

44

6 June 1975
_.--------StS/CTS

NumItER

_563-X0-

a

5

REFERENCE
DATE

28 Jul 1971
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE

'

DATE

_

SIGNATURE

DATE

.,

.

0

PRECLASS PREPARATION
EOUIPMENT LOCATED
IN t.ABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

Ncine
Hypochlorinator,
Pump, and Motor
Fluoridator

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

CL ASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

SG VI-5

,

.

WB vi-5-p1

.
,

A

,............__
CRITERION OBJECTIVEPAND TEACHING STEPS
-.

Following written instructions, disassemble and reassemble a hypochlorinat
(1: Type of chemical feeders
,

(2)

Selection of proper tools

(3)

Disasgembly and assembly procedures

(4)

Techniques in repairing a hypochlorinator

(5';

Identify worn or dimaged_parts-------

.,

0

,

...---

..(6)Safe- y precautions

,
ATC

jr"h4

AU G 72

770

.

\

LESSON PLAN (Port I, Gomm° CONTINUATION SNEET
CRITERION OBJECTI YES AND TEACNING STEPS iCorttinus40

Following written instructions, disassemble and reassemble a fluoridator.

5b.

(1)

Disassembly and assembly procedures

(2)

Techniques in repairing a fluoridator-.?

__(3)Identg-y worn, or damaged parts
(4)

Safety iirecautions

1

"*.

t.
o

ATC

4:`'RM

*01,43$ M72.779.4904

2

89

.

S.

Course No:
Day 49

Breach A

3ABR56330

evILI:

Date:
PART II

=mums (5 min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAY1S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTINTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3

PRESDITATION:

:---------iaMTC-2o--wingwritten instructions, disassemble
and reassemble a hypochlorinator

(1)

to*i.

Types of chemical feede'rs'

(a)

Solids, solutions, and:gases
,

t.

t.
\

.(b)

Positive disgacement or tartdlut

(c)

Manual, semi-automatic, or fully
automatic
1

(2)

Selection of proper tools

-(a)

(b)

(3)

No pipe wrenches

Proper sized screw drivers

Disassembly and &suitably procedures

(i)

Disconnect 'owe;

(b) 'Disconnect all solution lines

4

air

(folo

(4)

(C)

Disassembly

(d)

Assembly.'

Techniques,in repairing a hypochlorinator

(i)

,(b)

(c)

.(5)

Chetk proper operation

Clean feeder weekly

Overhaul feeder alnually

Identify worn or damaged parts

(a)

Diaphragm, belt, worm gear,,

check valve

(10

Replace worn or damaged parts
tt

,

(6)

Safety precautices

(a)

Purge feeder of all chemicals
before starting any. maintonsitce

(b)

Hand tighten all plastic parts
5

I

5b.

Following written instructions, disassemble
and reassemble a fluoridator.

(1)

Disassembly and assembly procedures

(a) 6,Disassembly

(b)

Assembly

(2)

Techniques in repairing a fluoridator

(3)

Identify worn'or damaged parts

(4)

Safety precautions

(a)

Solution used in fluoridator is acid

(b)

Flush completely

(e)

Wipe up sPillages

APOLICATION:

Complete WB .8ABR563304,1=5414, Chemical, Feeder
Maintenance
a

6*

Using equipment and tools provided and following
instructions, studeftts/work in a group.to disuse:WA_
/
/ and reassemble the

.

/

!

V
7

,

a.

/

Hypochlórinator

4

//
b.

Fluoridator

EVALUATION:
,

Evaluate by oral or written questions, and/or
observation of student's performance during lesson.
This may be aCcomplished at any time during lesson
for increased effectiveness.
;

CONCLUSION (5\Min)
SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT;
Read SG 3ABR56330-VI-6 and answer the questions
in baCk of.the sbmi* guide.
4

.1

LESSON mai ( Pelt , Gwel)

olloPIOVAt. OFFICE ANO OAT

TCETC/17Jun7

,4

COURSE HUMMER

3ABR56330

f

INSTRUCTOR

_

.

COURSE TITLE

Environmental Support Specialist
BLOCK TITLE
Maintenance of Water and Waste processing
System Components
r

,

BLOCK NUMBER

VI
LESSON TITLE

Maintenance of Sewage Plant_Eouinment ipay 50)
LESSON DURATION

ri Ab.s.t.,,A .0.00.y_
.

1

6 Hrs

-

COMPLEMENTARY

TOTAL

2 firs

,

.8 firs

POI REFERENCE
PAGE,DATE

PAGE'NUMSER

45

,

.

,

PARAGRAPH

6 June 1975

1

STS/CTS REFERENCE
-.DATE

HUMMER

563X0

.

all .Tullt 1971
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
DATE

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

DATE

q
PRECLASS PREPARATION

,

, -EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LASORATORY

EQUIPI.MENT

1

Sewage. Trainer

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

CLASSIFIED MATERIA

FROM-SUPPLY

None

I one
..

,

SG VI-6'
WB VI-6-P1

.

_

AFM 85=,14

,,

.

,

,

CRITE

ON OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

6a.

Using AFM 85-14 and following written instructions, list the maintenance
required for grit chambers, stireddeKs, bar screens, and sedimentation tanks.
.
.

i

(1)

In,spection requirilitts

(2)

Use of AFM 85-14

.

ti

,
.

,

.

,
s

,

-Following written instructions, deterpine the items of irispection and
maintenance required.for a seW,age lift station.
613.

(1) PuMp maintenande
,

Alternator adjustment
_____.----(2)

.

,
i

AT

"RH

AUG 72

4

770

9

LESSON PLAN (Pare I, Gesers1) COHTINUAT1ON !MEET
CRITERION OILIECTIVES AND TEACNIPIO.STEPS (CoNinuft)

6c.

Using A FM 85-14 and following *iitten ins4uctions, list the maintenance
required for
/ digester,' trickling filters, separators, and processing equipment.
(1)

Inspection requirements

(2)

Maintenance adjustments

,' Using base sewage plant (Or sewage trainer during bad weather), inspect
sewae lift stations, grit chambers, shredders, bar screens, sedimentation tanks,:
digesters, trickling filters and processing equipment for required maintenance usj.ngclaas notes.as a guide.

"6d.

3

(1) Inspection of sewage lift station, grit clamber, shredder, bar screen,
Sedimentation tnk, digester, trickling filter, lind.-processing-equipment-during
/field trip.
(2)

Deficiencies detected and requiredCorrective maintenance actions

4.

,

1..
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PART II
INTROLUCTION (10 Min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S ASSIGNMENT:
REVDEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

\

MOTIVATION:

3

/M.

97

BODY (340 Min)
PRESENTATION:
.6a.

Using AtM 85714 and following written
instructions, list the maintenance required

for grit chambers, shredders,bar screens,
and sedimentation tanks.

(1)

Inspection requirements

(a)

Grit chambers

Lubricate and service reducers

2 Lubricate shift bearing

2

Grease drive chains

4

Service chain and sprockets

'5

Inspect lower bearing of grit

washer
4

(b)

Shredders and,bar screeni

Daily inspections

2

Lubrication of bearings

4
0

3

4

(c)

Inspection of cutting edges

a

Sand and grit will dull
cutiers

b

Replace with new or resharpened
cutters

Cleaning procedures

a

Clean shredders of grit weekly

b

Clean'bar screens each shift

Sedimentation tanks

Inspection and maintenance of
chains and sprockets

I Check for wearing and cracks

b

Turn chains once to prolong
life of chains

2 Sprockets have to be replaced

2. Reptir of scrapers

& Replace,wooden flights

b Weld new scraper VO old

2

Cleaning and lubrication

a No lubrication for equipment
underwater

k

Chains receive grease fran
sewage

a

Anmumy pump out tank for
inspection

Daily.hosing prevents odors
'7

(2)

Use of AFM 85-14

(a)

Reading and understanding of
maintenance frequencies

(b)

Guide for performihg maintenance

6

.3.,

11
6b.

Following written, instructions, determine
the items of inspection and maintenance
requii"ed foi a sewage lift station.

(1)

Pump maintenance

(4 Check for rags clogiing pumps

,

(b)

Adjusting packing gland

4,

(2)

AlternatOr.adjustments

(a)

Operated wit 2 pumps

(b)

High and Low flow

"(c)

Alternate pumps weekly

*

6c.

Using AFM,85.44 and following writtea
instructions, list the maintenance
r4uired for digester, trickling filters,
separators, and processing equipment.,

(1)

Inspection requirements

(a)

Digesters

a

Inspect digester outside walls
for cracks and chalking
'.44)

4

2 Ekternal pipes and fittings

(b)

Trickling filters

I.Distribution systen

to

Flush 'arms

b Adjust,guy rods

2 Clean jets

/ Cleaning filter media

Flooding
a.*

b

Chlorinating

eu,

(c)

Separators

Aerate grease

1 02

2' Industrial waste
1

Processing equipment

(d)

Purpose

2

Use

(2) Maintenance adjustments
p,

(a)

Digesters

Check digester cover for leaks

2

Seasonal conditions

(0, Separators

Adjust air conpressors

2

Check oil level in air compressor

Check and dervice air compressor
intake filter screen as necessary,

9

1n

(d)

Processing equipment

0.

I Check processing equipment such
as drying beds, waste gas
burners, and boilers
cc,

2 Flush sludt: lines on ,
sedimentati n tanks

4

;Irain drip trap to wasteigas
burners every 24 hours

Cs

-4

Check and adjust pressure relief

assembly

5

Maintain and adjust flame
arrester and flame trap

0

N.

6

Sludge withdrawal-in sedimentation
tank

7

Sludge withdrawal to'drying
beds

fid.

Usitig base sewage plant (Or sewage
trainer during bad weather), inspect°
"Sewage lift station, grit chambers,
shredder, bar screens, sedimentation tanks,
digesters, trickling filters, and processing
equipment for required maintenance usingilass
notes as ...guide.

(1)

(2)'

Inspection of sewage lift station, grit
chamber, shredder, bar screen, sedimentation
tank, digester, trickling filter, and
processing equipment during field trip.

Deficiencies detected and-required
correiiive maintenance actions.

APPLICATION:
1.

I.

Last the required inspection and maintenance
for-the sewage lift station, grit chamber,
"shredder, bar screen, sedimentation'tank,
trickling filter, sepirator, and processing
equipment.

bbserve the deficiencies and determiner"the
corrective actions on field trip to base
sewage plant.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral or nritten questions, and/or
observntion of student's performance during
This may be accomplished at any-time
lessoni.
durinz lesson for increased effectiveness.

11
a

a

\\
coNausION (lo min)
SUK4ARY:
C.
10

a

4.

IIMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read and answer questions in study guide 3ABR56330VI-7, and workbook 3ABR56330-7-P1, Pump Maintenance.

a

a

r.""

a

12
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dRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

7a. Givcm conditions of a defective centrifugal pump and a troubleshooting guide,
determine and List the required maintenance for the pump. .

/

,

(1

Purpo'ses and types of pumps,,

(2,

Operating principles of centrifugal pumps

(3,

Identify major parts of a centrifugal pump /

,

/

.

/

/
_

,

.

(4,

,

Inspection and maintenance requirements

.
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7b. Following written instructions, disassemble a centrifugal pump, inspect and
replace defective parts, Teassemble and connect pump to a drive, assembly, and
adjust leakage from 3 to 6 ilriips per minute during operatiOnal check.
(1)

Selection of proper/tOols

Pump disassembly

,

\

(3)

Pump assenibly

(4)

Connection of pimp-to drive unit

(5)

Operational procedures

,
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PART II

nimoDucnoN (lo Min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S SIUDY ASSIGNMENT

MIEN:

/

,

4
it

OVERVIEW:

BODY (940 Min)
PIFSP:TA
7a.

Given conditions of a defective centhfugal
pump a:1d a troubleshoetina guide,) determine
and list the required.maintenance for the pump.

(1)

Purposes and types of pumps

(a)

Purposei of pumps

(b)

Types of pumps

1

Centrifugal

2

Axial flow

3

Mixed flow

4

Turbine

5

Ejector well

6

Air lift

7

Reciprocating well
4

k4

otary

.9

Piston.

(2)

Operatin5 principles of centrifugal pumps

(3)

Identify major parts of centrifugal pump

(a)

Pump body

(b)

Pump shaft

(c)

Impeller

(d)

Packing gland

____.(e_Rackingand lantern ring

(f)

(4)

Suction and discharge nozzle

Inspection_pd maintenance requirements

APPLICATION: Given conditions of a defective
centrifugal pump and HO 3ABR56330-VI-7-H1,
Troubleshooting Guide, have studegts to determine
and list the required.maintenance for the pump.

5

)

1

1

Have student to complete WB 3ABR56330-VI-7-P1,
Identification of.Pumps and Parts.

tiqa1,ate b!" oral or written questions, and/or
observatlon of student's performance during lesson.
This may be accomplished at any time during.lesson
for increased effectiveness.

F.

,CONCLUSION (Day 51)

SUMARY:

SIUDY ASSIGNMENT:
SG 3ABR56330-VI-7

Answer questlons in back of
*

LNTRODUCTION_D52
CHECK PREVICUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMLNT ,
REVIEW:

0

6

112

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

7b. 'Following written instructions, disassemble
centriftigal pump, inspect and replace defective
parts, reassemble and connect pump to a drive
assembly,,and adjust leakage from 3 to 6 drops per
minute during operational check.

(1)

Selection of proper tools

(2)

PuMp disassembly

(a)

Bolt removal

(b)

Pump seiarating

(c)

Impeller removal.

7

7

1 1
-4.

7)

(3)

(d)

Shaft removal

(e)

PackiLA- removal

(f)

Bearing removal

Pump assembly

(a)

Install shaft and lantern ring

(b)

Install ,impeller

'(e)

(d)

Install top-easing

Selection and cutting of packing

Explain selection "of packing

Ekplain how to cut packing to
fit shaft size

Install peeking, replace same number
Of-paCking.rings behind lantern ring
as were taken out

Replenpucking gland
-t

.1

(4)

Connection of plump to drive unit

(a)

Alignment

(b)

Secure pump to foundation

-(c)

(5)

Connect piping

Operational procedures

(a)

Activate power supply

(b)

Check for vibrations

(c)

Check for overheating

(d)

Check water discharge

(e)

Adjust packing,gland
allow a leak
of 3 to 6 drops per minute from packing
gland

-

9

11

.

a

AP!LICATION:
Followig wrir:ten instructions, have students
disassemble a centrifugal pump, inspect and replace
defectiveparts, reassemble and connect pump to
drive assembly and adjuit leakage from 3 to 6.drops
per mimite during operational check. Use NB 3ABR56330.

.

VI-7-P2.

EVALUATION :

.

Evaluate by oral or written questions and/or
observation of student's performance during lesson.
This may be accomplished at any time during lesson
for increased effectiveness.

CONCIESION, DAY 52

SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGMTMT:

Read SG 3ABR56330-VI-8

11 6
10

INWODUCTION (Dsty 53)
dfIECK PRTYIOUS" DAM -STAY ASSIGNMENT
P'71TEV!`

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

C.

11

PRESDITATION (Continued)

Ilollowiw written instructions, have students
disa:;sonNe a centrifugal pump, inspect and replace
i.o parts. reasemlle and connect pump to
drivt, as,semk3v, and adjust leakage from 3 to 6 drops
pet minute during operational check.

APPLICATION:

(Continued)

Following written instructions,*have students
disassemble,a centrifugal pump, inspect and replace
defective parts, feassemble and connect pump to
drive assembly and adjust leakage fron Ito 6 drops
per minute during operational check. Use WB 3ABR56330VI-7-P2.

EVALUATION':

Evaluate by oral or written questions, and/or
observation of student's performance during lesson.
This may be accomplished at any timp during lesson
for increased effectiveness.

CONCIESION (10 Min)
SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

NONE
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

N

wells and construdtion
8a. Following written instructions, identify types of water
.
features.
,

(1) Water formatiOns
-(2) Types of wells.*
(3) Water well-construction

.

8b. Following written instructions, list the methods and procedures for back-

washing a well, cleaning well screens, and prevention of freeze up of wells.
(1) Purpose of backwashing
(2) Techniques.used in backwashing
(3) Purpose of well screens
(4) Types of well screens
5 Techniques used in cleaning well screens
is
s_ ., s. f
6 Methods of .r-vt
,,
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8c. Given operating data and.following written instructions, calculate static level,
pumping level, and drawdown, and calculate within ± 1 Ouhce the calcium hypochlorite needed to sterilize a well that contains 1000 gitllons of. water,
(1) Definition of terms
(2) Mathematical formulas relative to well production
(3) Causes of well contamination
(4) Mathematical formulas for disinfection
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Brandi Approval:
Date:

Course No: 3ABR56330
Days 53 and 54
.

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5-Min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STIUDY ASSIGNMENt

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVE.RVIEW:

MOTIVA TION:

g,45

BODy.(3'50..Min)
.

PREgENTATION:

8a; Following written inStructions,
identify types of, water Wells '
and construction features.
(1)--Water_formations

(a)

Starts from räin or
snow
,o5t
5

(b)

Trapped in impervious

iayers .

.

(c)

-

(2)

Flows in aquifers of
sand or grayel

(d), Top bf underground
viater is Called the
water 'table

Types of wells

4

t

0)) Dug

briven

14.

(f)

(3)

,

Artesian

Water well-construction

.

(a)

.

Water wells are most
often drilled by
contractors"-

41,

.

(c)

Water well casings
extend from above
ground levelto top
of-the water bearing
formation

(d)

Casing prevents
surface contamination
and well from caving
in
.

(e) The well-should

.penetrate the full
depth of the water
bearing forthation
4

(f)

No standing water
glowed within 50 feet
,of well head

APPLICATION:

Have students accomplish
WB 3ABR56330-V1-8-P1,
questiOns 1 through 14.

A

6

o

24

EVAtUA TION:

Evaluati by oral or written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performauce during lesson. This
may be accomplished- at.any time
during lesion for increased
effectivenesS:
CONCLUSION (Day 53)
SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

1. Review SG 3ABR56330-VI78 and
answer questions at end of
chapter.

2. Read SG 3ABR56330-VI-9

INTRODUCTION (Day 54)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT
REVIEW:

7

0 2..
a

OVERVIEW:

1
,1

MOTIVATION:

PREENTATION:
\

8b. Following written instructions,
the methods and procedares
for backwashing a well, cleaning
welt screens and prevention of
- freeze up of wells.

(1)

Purpose of backwashing

a

To-dislodge s ilt

Break up. crusts
,

,

,
,

( )

.

.

.

8.ean-pores of

,

f ormation

12G
8

(d)

Restore unrestricted
flow

(2)

Techniques used in
backwashing

(a)- -Reyerse-flOw ofwater
-

(b) _Surge, water in well

(c)

Pressurize well

(dry ice) /

(3)

Purpose of .well screens

(a) Supports the formation
.

,

Presients cavin in

(c)

PerMits water td flow
in well

9

19 -1I

(4)

Types of well screens

(a) Reinforced wire mesh

(5)

(b)

Thinly slotted secidons
cupiPe

(c)

Perforated pipe
Sections

(d)

Finely spaced wire
_wound on a structural
skeleton .

Techniques used in cleaning
well screens

(a) Backwashing

10
I.

128

(b) Surging

(c)

Pressurizing

(d) Acid

treating

(e) Remove from well
and clean mechanically

(6) Methods of prevention of
freeze up of wells

(a)

Continuous pump

operation lessens
chanCe cCfreezing

(b)

Construct a shelter
over Well

8c. Given operating data and
following written instructipns,
caldulate static level, pu&tping
level, and drawdoWn, and
calculate within ±1: ounce the,
calcium hypOehlorite needed to
sterilize A well that _cotains,
1000 gallons of water.
,

_

(1) t Definition of tern;is

.

(a)

Static level

1. Top of the water
table before
Pumping

2

(b)

Highest level
water_ will rise
in a water well

Pumpine. level

1

Elevation of the
water level while
water is being
pumped

2

Level is dependent
on amount being
pumped and amount
flowing into hole

(c) Drawdown

17Differen:ce-betweenStatid level and
pumping level

2

Rate, of pumping
depends on the
drawdown and

wells ability to
recover

(d).. Yield

1 Maximum yield

2_ Desired yield
3 Safe yield

_Specific capacity

(2)

Mathematical formulas
relative to welt production

13

(a) Conversion of psi

(psi x 2.31 a ft)

(b)

Static level.= Uri-eh

ot telltale - psi

before pumping x 2. 31

(c) 'Pumping level = length
of telltale - psi
,

while pumping x 2.31

(ci)

Drawdbwn = psi
before pumping - psi
while pumping x 2.31

(or static level pumping level =

(3) Causes of well contamination

(a) Contamination during
drilling
-

qb) Surface water
contamination

14

(4). Mathematical formulas for
disinfection

(a)
1

1

If pipe dimension is
in inches
4fr r2 x length of

pipe in ft x 7.48 =
gals 1120

(b)

if pipe dimension is in
feetn
4rre x length of pipe
in ft x 7.48'Au gals
1120

(c)

lbs Cl
=
.2

.11 0 x 8.34 x

= lbs HTH
,

(use decimal value for
% HTH)
(e) Chlorine solution best

(150 PPM)

_

15

133

af

2.

NN

Mixedin rubber or
crock cot:ainers

(f)

_

Poured into well head

(g)

APPLICATION:

.

Given operatIng.data, calculate
static level, pumpiifg level, draw-.
down of a well
a. Telltale measurement
(see AFM 85-13, page 338)
b. .Compute drawdown using
problems in AFM 85-13,
page 339,, and page 28 in

.

WW 3ABR56330-VI-8-P1

Calculate the amount of calcium
hypochlorite required to provide
the minimum Strength solution
to disinfect a well with 1000 gals
water
0

EVALUATION:
.

,

Evaluate by oral or written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance.during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased
effec tiven es s .

16

,

CONC LUSION (5 Min),

y

1

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

None

,
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A

PURPOSE Or STUDY GUIDES AND WORKBOOKS

,

Study Guides and Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air Training
Command (ATC)- for student use in ATC courseii.
,

'The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presentethe inforMation you need io complde the viaof instruction, or makes assignments tor you to read in other publicatiois which
'contain therequired information.'
The WORKBOOK '(WB) contains work procedures designed to help

you achieve
the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. ; Knowledge acquired
-from
uling the dudent study guide will help you perforni the missions or exercises,

solvethe problems, or answer questions presented in the workbook.
A

THE STUDY'GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SG/WB) contains both SG and WB material
under one cover.... The two training publication, may be combined when the WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and Wt. are issued for you
to keep:

Training publicationl are designed-for ATC .use only. They are updated as necessary for training purposes," but are NOT to be used on the job ay autheritative
referencei in preference to Technical Orders or other official publications.
-

44I
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6 March 1972 -

INTRODUCTION TO EXTERNAL CORROSION CONTROL
OBJECTIVE

The purpose.of this study guide is.to help you understand
the processep by which metal corrodes and to help you prevent
corrosion. You must, be able to recognize the common types'of
corrosion and know the most.effective methods used to prevent
corrosion of plant equiliment more effectively.
iNTRODUCTION

_

Corrosion is the natural process of metals changing back
to their natural state. Corrosion is essentially the same in
all metals. However;the rate of corrosion will vary-with
different types of metal, and more so in different environments. Therefore, corrosion can be defined as the deterioration
of metals as,a result of an unfavorable environment. This study
guide will discuss'the basic causes of corrosion, types of
corrosion, and methods of preventing corrosion'under the
following main topics:
THE CORROSION PROCESS
TYPES OF CORROSION
PREVENTION OF,CORROSION
This study guide will mit contain all of the information
you need to know about corrosion. Therefore, the research of
the reference material at the end of this study guide is highly
recommended.

THE CORROSION PROCESS
We already know that corrosion of metal is the deteriora.,
tion as the result of an unfavorable environment. We need to
know what causes some of these unfavorable environments.

For many centuries there seems to.have been little
curiosity regarding the causes of corrosion, although a few
significant observations were made. Due to the results of
these observations many extensiVe studies have been made in the
last few years. From these studies it has been determined that

.

the control of corrosion is a very'important
factor in the
continuous efficient operation.of water and
waste
Corrosion attacks on utility systems can interferesystems.
seriously
with the accomplishment ok the.base mission by
causing
plant
.shutdowns for repair and ,iehabilitation.It has been aetermined by the National Association of Corrosion
corrosiOn in the United States causes losses in Engineers that.
billion dollars annually:" The Air Force's share excess of 6
cost runs into several million dollars annuallY. of this huge
emphasizes'
the need for an effective control program. Such a This
control
pro- 'gram cannot eliminate all corrosion,
but it can reduce it by a
very.high précentage.

You muit first understand some of.the basic facts about
corrosiOn before ydu can effectively control corrosion.
The,
corrosion process is the deteriOration of metal-in the process
of 'returning to its natural state.
It changes into a different
substance. An ,example is the rusting of iron.
The iron
actually goes through-a chemical change or chemidal
reaction.
The change from iron to iron oxide (rust) is
process of
iron changing back to its natural state. If the
you could-calect
enough iron oxide it can be iefined Or smeltered.into
usable
iron once more.
,

This deterioratioh of metal known as corrosion
takes place
in one of several different fonds which will
be
discussed
later
in this lesson in more detail. The most common types
or
forms
of corrosion that you will be dealing with in
water and waste
processing will be either Chemical.or Electrochemical
attack
corrosion. These two types or forms of corrosion
are caused
basically by the flow of electrical energy from
one point to the
other.

Where does this electrical energy come from? \We all have
some basic knowledge of electrical energy, but in most cases not
enough for a good Understanding of electrical
energy and corro-,
sion currents.
All metals have electrical potential voltage.
This is in
the form of stored electrical energy.
It might be said that
this enerly or potential voltage is trying to find
a place to go.
When two metals are joined together"in the
presence
of an electrolyte (any liquid or moist'substance that will
conduct
electricity) the one having the higher electiical
potential gives up or
releases electrical ions tia the metal having the lower electrical
potential.
This flow of electricity, together with the particular
electrolyte invOlved, creates a favorable environment
for the
2
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metal having the highest electrical potential to corrode. The
order of electrical potential of the different common metals is
given in the E.M.F. (Electromotive Force Series Chart) shown in
figure 1. The speed and intensity of corrosion are determined
by the amount of separation of the metals in the E.M.F. series.
This can be seen by reading the voltage potential in the
extreme right column of the series chart. Therefore, the
greater the separation the greater the change for a corrosion
cell to exist.
The E.M.F. series was developed through experiment and by
measurement of the difference in electrical Potential of these
metals. The difference in electrical potential is caused by the
atomic structure of the meta/ which has been developed over
countless years by many scientists. In' block I of this-course
you studied atomic structure to the extent necessary for this
field of study; therefore, it will not be developed further in
this ciwrse.
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE SERIES CHART
Anodic End or Most Corrosive

METAL

...

ELECTRICAL. POTENTIAL

+
+
+
+

MAGNESIUM
ALUMINUM
MANGANESE'
ZINC
CARBON STEEL
CAST IRON
LEAD
HYDROGEN
TIN
BRASS
COPPER
BRONZE
MERCURY
SILVER
GOLD

-

2.37
1.66
1.18
0.76

.+ 0.71

+ 0.62
.+ 0.13
0.00

-

0.15
0.20
0.34
0.47
0.79
0:80
1.68

Cathodic End of.Least Corrosive
Figure 1.

Electromotive Force Series Chart

This table does not include all of the corrosive metals,
and the metals listed will have different electrical -potentials
in different electrolytes.
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The metal having the

highest electrical potential is
known as thefl anode or anodic area, and the metal
haying the

lowest potential is knoWn as the cathode or cathodc.area.
The
anode or anodic area is the point where
corrosion.always'occurs
in metal.
Small metallic particles are carried frOm the anode
into the electrolyte and are dissolved'and
exchanged for
hydrogen ions which flow to the cathode and tend
to dei)osit as
hydrogen film on the cathode. This is the basic
principle-of
galvanic corrosion, which is the most common form of corrosion
\that will be encountered in water and waste
processing equipment.
.

TYPES OF CORROSION
Now that you know something about the corrosion process,
let's discuss types of corrosion.

Electrochemical Corrosion
This is the ma-di-common type of corrosion.
It is more
difficult to detect in its early stages than some other types
of corrosion, and it has a much wider range of unfavorable
environments to control. .Electrodhemical corrosion
attacks any
exposed metal surface.

*

,

This corrosion process is also known as galvanic corrosion.
We discussed.the source of electrical energy earlier
in this
lesson; therefore, the same basic principle that was discussed
will apply-to all electrochemical (galvanic)
attack corrosion.
There are two rules to remember about galvanic corrosion
currents. These rules will apply to all electrochemical
corrosion cells.
1.

Where the electrical current leaves the metal (anode)

it ,corrodes.

2.
Where the electrical current enters the metal
(cathode) it is being protected.

These rules can be applied to all galvanic conditions.
For a'better understanding of a galvanic corrosion
let us
use a dry cell battery as an example. The dry cell cell,
battery
consists of a cathode (carbon rod), anode (zinc can),
electrolyte (salmonic paste), and an electron path (the connection
between the cathode and anode). This electron path is
not
completed until the battery is installed for operation.
All
dry cell batteries are constructed with these
components and all
galvanic corrosion cells have these same components also.
See
figure 2 for an example.
4
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SEALED TOP

ZINC CONTAINER

( ANODE)

Figure,2.

Dry Cell Battery

When the connection is made between the positive and
negative terminals of the battery the ions start to flow
creating electrical current flow. This flow will continue
until the connection is broken or the anodesis
completely
eaten up or displaced.
Electrochemical.reaction means that Chemical changes
and an exchange Of electrical energy take
place at the sake
tine. Thus, whenever corrosion
occurs, there is a flow of
electric current from the corrodimportion of'metal into the
electrolyte or conductor of electricity, such
as water or soil.
The electric current flowing from the metal carries
particles of metal with it. The Charged particles
are called
ions. As the-metallic ions
are dissolved in the electrolyte,
they are exchanged for hydrogen iony,
which flowitO the cathode,
and tend to deposit a hydrogen film'on.the
cathode. The
metallic partiCles carried from the parent metal are usually
changed to oxides as they move into the
electrolyte and are
deposited as corrosion products, most often
near or on the
anode.
In the case of steel, these oxides fork the
familiar
pattern of rust.
There are several ways in which a galvanic cell
may be
created. We have already discussed
the dry cell battery type,
5

Another.common type of corrosion cell;is one consisting of two
metals and one elettrolyte as shown in figure 3.

IRON OR STEEL PIPE

BRASS OR COPPER FITTING

ELECTROLYTE

H20

CATHODE

CORROSSN CURRENT

Figure 3.

Corrosion Cell-

.

,In the above example the iron or steel having the higher
electrical potential gives up ions to the lower potential
of the brass or copper, therefore creating a galvanic cell.

Another tyPe of galvanic corrosion cell commonly found
in water and waste systems is one on metal with a dissimilar
surface on the same structure. See figure 4,for an example.

ANODIC AREAS
CATHODIC AREA

ELECTROLYTE

FRESH THREADS

Figure 4.

PIPE WRENCH-CUTS

Galvanic Corrosion Cell

In figure 4 the new threads and pipewrench cuts become
anodic to the remainder of the pipe due to the dissimilarity
of the two surfaces regardless of it being on the same metal.
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These polished or bright surfaces corrode at an
accelerated
rate, weakening the pipe at that point.
Chemical Attack
This is a coalition type of corrosion to be found in water
and waste plints due to the large amounts of chemicals,used
in these plants.

Chemical attack of' meta/ is easy to deteci'and equally
easy to prevent. Most metals will react
or corrode when they
come into contact with acids. If you place a drop of strong
acid on a piece of.iron, you can see it-bubbling.
After a few
minutes of exposure or contact with the metal, you can see the
plts or holes left-in the metal by the chemical attaCk
the
acid. Some metals will resist chemical attack by acid,of
but
will corrode readily when exposed to alkalies. Almost all
metals will have some reaction with one or the other of the
two.

-

Most chemical attack of metal occurs in industrial waste,
in heavy industralized areas, or by chemical spillage.
Any,
one of these would:be considered to be an unfavorable environment and therefore, increase the amount and rate at which corrosion will progress.
,

Chemical attack corrosion can be prevented in most cases
by preventing chemical spills, venting:chemical fumes away from
equipment, or by using equipment constructed of materials that
will not be subject to chemical attack. Genekally any measure
that will eliminate the unfavorable environmental
conditions
will retard chemical attack corrosion.
Bacteriological Type of Corrosion
Bacterial corrosion is another type of corrosion resulting from electrolytic or galvanic cell action of biological
organisms. By definition, baaterial corrosion is the deterioration of metals by corrosion processes which occur as either a
direct or an indirect result of the metabolic activity of
certain bacteria, particularly in water or soil environments.
These biological organisms causing bacterial or biological
corrosion are bacteria, slime, and fungi.

Microbiological Corrosion
Microbiological'corrosion action in the soil is due to
physical and chemical changes of the soil by action
of these
organisms. Some types of aerobic bacteria
are responsible for
7
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the production of active galvanic cells. These cells are produced by the production of variations of oxygen content in the
soil (differential aeration) or the reduction of the hydrogen
film over the cathodic areas (depolarization).

Anaerobic bacteria are responsible for the reduction of
sulfate salts into sulfide compounds. As already studied,
sulfides, like hydrogen sulfide, vigorously attack most metals.
Anaerobic bacteria, is mostly found in highly water logged,
sulfate bearing, blue clay type soils. The bacteria concentration as well as the corrosion rate varies considerably between
the different seasons of the year. Cast iron and steel piping
are corioded mostly by sulfideproduction.
PREVENTION OF CORROSION
Since we have discussed some of the causes and types of
corrosion, now let's cover the most important aspects of corThat is the prevention or control of corrosion.
rosion.
In a given situation, corrosion may have one cause or
many. Therefore, control measures must be planned to meet the
specific condition.

Designing Against Corrosion
(1)
To
Two steps are necessary in general design:
incorporate features that minimize corrosion at the'outset:
To establish conditions that make it easier to combat
(2)
corrosion showing up in subsequent opekations. Proper design
includes the selection of the most corrosion residtaht-ffiateria s
for a given environment. Among light metals, aluminum,
magnesium, and cadmium are relatively,corrosion resistant.
Corrosion resistant.heavy metals include'cast iron and lead.
Nonferrous metals such as copper and bronze are even more
corrosion resistant than/the' ferrous metals. In many cases
nonmetallic materials may be substituted for metal.

Where possible use the same metal throughout the system
to prevent galvanic action caused by dissimilar metals. When
it is necessary to use dissimilar metals, use metals as close
together on the electromotive series as possible. The closer
two metals are on the E.M.F. series chart, the slower the rate
of corrosion. See figure 1 for the E.M.F. series chart. The
beginning on the chart is the least noble or more corrosive,
metals, progressing to the noble or least corrosive metals'at
the bottom of the chart.

8
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Cathodic Protection
Another method of preventing or controlling
coirosion
.is by cathodis.protection.
Cathodic protection by definition
is the application of sufficient
direct'curreht to prevent
currents.from leaving the ano4ic areas of a metal structure.
The entire object then becomes negative
or cathodic tO its
surroundings. This is using the
knowledge of the electromotive
potential of a metal and applying enough
current to make the
object more noble or to have a lower electrical
potential than
another metal with which it'is in
contact with.. Cathodic protection systems will be discussed fully
in another lesson later
in this block.
Corrosion is classified as two types:
Chemical and
Electrochemical. There are many different
kinds
of these two
types of corrosion as follows:
1.
Pitting - Most destrdâtive form of corrosion,
characterized by irregular surface destrdction in
small areas.
2.
Uniform Attack - Where large areas become un#Ornily
corroded.
,
3.
Galvanic Corrosion - Occurs where two dissitilar
metals are in contact in the,presence
of an electrolyte.

4.
Intergranular Corrosion - Starts at the surface and
penetrates the metal.
5.
Exfoliation - An advanced stage of
co rosion resulting in flaking or scaling off intergranular
of surface.
6.
Stray Current Corrosion,- This occurs in
areas in
conj ction with industrial
areas,
or
electric
transportation
system
.

7.
'Dezincification - This affects copper alloy
tubing;
the removal of zinc by corrosion leaving
only the porous copper.

Since\there are many different kinds of
corrosion, the
control or Oz7tion: Of corrosion'is
a
very
complex
and
expensive op ae best control
or prevention is to
treat corrosion\ in its early stages or perform
preventive
measures in advance to prevent the forming
of:corrosive cells.
-\
Thention

PREVENTION OF CO

SION

Since you kn
that the necessaiy
corrosion cell are a anode/ a Cathode, requirements for a
an electrolyte, and an
electrical.path, it is apparent that to prevent
corrosion from
9

occurring, it will be necessary to remove one .of the necessary.
'rimaluirements. Methods J.n which this may be.accomplished are
as follows:
1.

&

Use only corrosion resistant metals.

Do not create galvanic cells by connecting dissimilar'
2.
metals, such as iron and copper, together.
3.

Use insulated couplings when such couplings must be

made (to break thefl path of electron glow).
4.

Eliminate the electrolyte.

Apply cathodic protec'tion (for elimination Cf all
5.
anodic areas).

Apply protective coating over surface to prevent
6.
electro4yte from contacting surface of the metal,
()f all the above mentioned methOds of preventing corrosion,
the most widely used and mos,t practical. method for preventing
external corrosion is painting or applying a protective coating.

There are many types of proteaive, coatings used for this
purpose. Asphalts, coal tars, plastics, mastics, greasese and
concrete are,a few. These coatings are considered insulating
materials. They,are. designed td insulate or isolate the Metal
from the pkygen and moisture of electrolyte to prevent corrosion.

oft

These coatings are not effective in all environmentS, but
each one was developed to fulfill the requirements of a certain
type of corrosion environment. Listed below are Some of.the'

.

many coating's and .their uses.

Metallic coatings,,such_is-gatvanizing (zinc coating).-is
very effective 'in_protecting any metallic structure or p-ipe
against'atmoSpherio,type corrosion. This type of coating is
ideal for cold water lines ancl metals exposed to normal,i
atmospheric temperatures. However, at elevated temperatres,
as in high'temperature equipment, metals such as iron corrodes
Very rapidly. The reason for this is that at a critical
temperature of approximately 14007 iron becomes anodic to.
zinc. This results.in the iron becoming the sacrificial anode
which'corrodes readily.
.

,

Portland cement coatings have been used with success when
properly applied to pipelines to be laid in highly corrosive
soils such as areas containing acid mine drainage or in
10
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brackish marshes. .041i mixed Portland cement,
is applied to it.pipeline
generally-1 to 2,
The thicknemeof the Cement applied.
simay be up to two inches thick.
'and tamped-around the piper it If the cement ie properly,mixed
may last for fortY years. How.
ever, cement has the tendency
to
disorb moisture and creel which
in Many ways iilits its use.
In
fact,
where the cement cracks,
Ielectrolyeis immediately starts
to
corrode
theaMaterial. This
corrosiOn can ha:reduced by
painting.the -pine with.a.bituminous
primer before.coating or. by grounding the pipe,
andby- fining
the creels with asphalt or coal
tar.
The portland cement cOating
applied to-the outside of piping previously Aiscussed is
to prevent external corrosion.
Portland.gement coatings are now being
applied tO the inside df
piping by atprocess known
as
the-centerline-process.
This
process invOlves cleaning the pipeline
the Anterior.with A layer .of concrete, mechanically and coating
The process can be
effgtively used.on a pipeline' having
a diameter of four inches
or 1geater.
Grease coating is another tyPe of
protective coating
commonly used on piping.
This gremis is Usually made5 from
petroleum base and reeembles
either hot 'or cold; however., paraffin or wax.,. It can be applied
itmust be protected by some type
of wrapping in order to keep the
or absorbed-by the badkfill soil. greaie from being displaced

a

Asphalt and coal base coatingi
are by far the most common
types of protedtive coatings used.
Aiphalt
base coatings are
produced from petroleum residue
and natural resources. These
coatings can take cOnsiderable abrasion'or
impact and temperature'change without creating it cocrosive
cOndition.
Howliver,
coating of thie'type absorbs considerable
water and disfsolves
readily in many forms of petroleum
products. Some typds of
asphalt coats are considerably
more
expensive than coal tar.
coatings.
t
'Coal far coatings are donsidered the
most common type
used on piping today. It
has been,proved that these.coatings
'last longer, and they have
continuity, hardnet(., adhesion, and
resistance to CorrOsion. Coal
tar .coatinge are.less expensive
titan asphalt base coatings.
This type of coating has the disadvantage of not having a very
good impact resistance and a
'wide change of-temperature often
causes cracking On the.surface:
Another major group is
the paint and enaMel proiective
coatings.N-Coal tar, asphalt,
rubber, and vinyl are just a few
of the paints that are mentioned
in thie,study güide
.
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Coal tar paints have the outstanding Characteristics of
low permeability to water, res atin4. electrolytic .reaction, and
are not affected by the.action of the witer...These paints are'
recommended for.piers, marihe i sta4ations, flood,control
structures, sewage disposal plauls, and industrial
concrete
.
,

piping. -.

-;
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i

,

i
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Asphalt tar paint ii.especilly weather resistant and
durable against industrial- fumes, ,condensation an9 sunlight
'action, Because of its iesistance\against water solvendy, it
is used on steel tanks 4nd COncret&reservoirs.
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RUbber based paints such as ch drinated'rubber base
type are veil, kesiitant to'acidst -alkalies, salts, alcohols,
petroleum products,'and inorganic oile. Resistance to these
industrial6products makes this type of\protective cOating ideal
for use On theinside of metallic'ehd concrete storage tanks.
If these structures are.sUbmerged, pither in water Or in the
ground, a special form of this paint muSt be .used because of
condensation.
.
.

,

I
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Vinyl type paints are one of the many synthetic resin
base paints. . This paint dries .to a film that is tough,
abrasion-proof and highly resistant to electrolysie. It is
oaorless, tastelessl'nontoxic and nonflammable. This,film is
especially resistant to oils, fats, waxes, alcohols, petroleum
olvents, formic acid, 'organic acids, amonium'hydroxides, and'
phenols. Because of these characteristics it is very good for,
use on tlanks, pipelines, well iieads, off-afiore drilling'rigs,
piping in.oil'industries, railroad hopper cars, dairy and
brewery/eguipment t storage tanks containing acids and alkalies.
gasoline
storage tanks, andaconcrete exposed to-corrosive
in
environ enta
e
0
s
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Most paint, coatings or bonding material-requires a
priMer!to provide a thin layer so it will penetrate into the
pores Of the metal and adheie both to,the metal-and the paint.
''

Preparation of Sgriaces for Prptective Coating - Surface
preparation before.the application of a protective coating
means to remove contaminants and improve adhesion of the
coating. 'The protective coating fails in direct proportion
to the lack of adhesion to the surface. Therercire, it is.'
important that the surfaceis clean so that the maximum amount
of adhesion is obtained.

The surface preparation methods are mentioned In three
.. basic classes as follows: mechanical surface preparation,
chemical surface preparation, and solvent cieaning and
aegreasing.
12
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Mechanical,Surface Preparation - Mechanical surface
Oreparation includes !lend cleaning power tool cleaning, sand
*or shot blasting and flame cleanin . Hand cleaning is,best
adapted for spot Cleaning and is n t recommended for use over
large areas., The operation is per ormed chiefly with wire
brushes, abrasive cloth or.paper, s rapers, knives, chisels,
,or chipping hammerS.' Hand cleaning is primarily used,to remoire
loose*scale, paint film, and caked. oil.

.

1

Power cleaning,is more effecti\ve and efficient over larger
areas than hand cleaning. Power too s are usu44y,pneumatic
or electric driven grinders, sanders and brushes which- are
able teremove corrosion products down to the bare metal. Oil
and grease should be removed by a solvent before power tool
cleaning in order to prevent these podacts from spreading over
,ihe entire surface.
\
Sand.or shot blasting is another mechanical process used
to remove mill scale, rust, rust scale, and\foreign matter down
to the base or white metal. The process involves abrasives shot
under high pressured against the surface of the 'metal to be
' cleaned. For best resultst.the surface should\be immediately\
ted with a primer coat to avoid the formation Of corrosi0
pdducta on.the crater like surface depressions ridged, or
metal hairs produced by sand blasting.'
'\

.

Flame cleaning is anoiher mechanical method of surface
preparation. This method is used on structural ilurfaces of
sufficient thickness and where warping And dehydration present
a probleM. Flame cleaning is used to remove unbonded mill
scale and old mill scale whichlhad not been previously painted.
Flame cleaned surfaces must be }painted before it is affected
by condensation. This is generally done within ttio hours_after
flame cleaning 'whili'the metal id Sail Vein.
Chemical Cleaning
The second major method of surface preparation is
chemical cleaning. Chemical treatmsnt encoMpasses alkali
cleaning, acid pickling, steam cleaning, and phosphate surface
treatment.
-

Alkali treatment uses a strong alkali to remove oil,
grease, and soluble rust stimulators. Alkali cleaning does not
rete heavy or carbonized oils or rust1 inhibitive oils. -The
surf ce must be neutralized with a weak acid solution so that
the alkali does not attack the primers vehicle.
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Acid pickling is another method of

chemical treatment
of foetal surfaces. A weak acid such
as
a
diluted muriatic acid
°is used on a degreased iron
or steel surface to remove all mill
scale.and corrosion products.
Diluted phosphoric acid or
,chromic acid is' used right after'the acid
cleaning'in order to
protect the, metal surface. When the
surface
is dry, a protective coating or paint is applied, So
as to offer a more permanent
coating on the metallic surface.
,

Steam cleaning is,anOther process 14hich removes dirt,
grime,'grease,and loose oxidized paints, but it.does not
remove rust or mill scale. Detergent steam cleaning
has been
used with good success to remove
grease from metallic surfaces.
After.steam cleaning, thefsurface is usually
rinsed so that the
alkali on the surface does not chemically
attack the iiriMer.
.
,

The phosphate sur4ce treatment is a chemical
process
designed to treat the metallic surface
with an insoluble metal
phosphate which extends the life of the paint used.
The
metallic Surface must be/previously treated by some mechanical
or chemical process to remove the corrosion products
before
the phosphate can be applied, because
the
metal
phosphates
have
no effect on corrosion Products.
These metallic phosphates
extend the life of protective paint film by improving
,
adhesion,
-------_retarding underfilm corrosion, redtcing
electrochemical
readtioni and,reducing/the decomposition'of the
paint,vehicle.
This phosphate treatment can beepplied by immersion,
brushing,
or spraying.,,

;

,

Solvent Cleaning and, Degreasing

The third major method of surface
Preparation is by solvent cleaning and degreasing.
Solvent cleaning is basically
used to dissolve oil and grease and does
not remove rust, mill
scale or corrosion products.
Precautions as to the fire hazard
and toxicity ofsolVents must be observed when
this method of
treatment-is us d.
.

Application of Protective Coatings
Technical 0
1-1-8 deals with application techniques,
paint equipment, urfaceipreparation, and
a discussion of
individual cciating
Tot provide optimum protection from
deterioration and orrosion, the proper coating systems
*
(combination of pr trea ent, primer, and
topcoat)
must
157e
selected for a specifi application.
The selectionk, the proper coating
marily on the materi 1 to be coated, the system depends prienvironment to which
the item will be sub ..cted, and the service
life requirement
14

of the coating. No'single coating or coating system can perform
adequately under all cOnditions to 'Which Air Force equipment is
subjected. For example, a Phenolic paint 'conforming to Specification MIL P-11507 is good for water immersion or when subject
to high humidity conditions but inadequate for exposure to an
"indUstrial atmosphere.
1

Many primers and topcoats can be used in various combinations; however, some primers are specifically formulated for
a particular type of topcoat. The coating systems presented
in Air Force Technical Order 1-1-8 adequately cover most Air
Force painting and requirements.
SUMMARY/

cc4rrosion is the deterioration' of metal and can occur
because of-direct chemical attack or by an electrochemical
reaction. Most corrosion is caused by electrochemical reaction.
A corrosion cell will be created-when there is an anode,.
cathode, electrolyte, and metal path present at the same time.

The best way to prevent or control corrosion is to
eliminate ani one of the necessary elements of a galvanic cell.
This can be accomplished in many ways, but the most practical
way is by applying a protective coating of paint or other
insulating material to prevent the metal object from coming into
contalct with the electrolyte.
There are many-different types of protective coatings,
but all of these are not effective for all environments. For
that reason it is necessary to have an understanding of the
type of coating and the environment in which\ eaCh coating would
be used.
QUESTIONS
1.

What is corrosion?*

2.

What is the most common type of corrosion?'

3.

Explain how painting protects metal Objects'from corrosion.

4.

In what portion Of a galvanic c1l does corrosion occur?

5.

What is the meaning of EMF?

6.

When connecting A brass fitting to a
most likely to corrode first?
15

teel pipe which is

7.

Where can cathodic protection,be used?

8.

What is the most important step in
applying protective
coatings?
.

9.

10.

In a galyanic cell whiCh metal would
have the highest
electromotive force, the anode or the cathode?
What is seleOtive attack?

11.

Explain whit unfavorable environment means.

12.

What kind ofisurface preparation is steam
cleahing?
What is the most commonly used protective
coating today?
Welt factors'determine the selection of
the proper coating
of a metal?

13.
14.
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CATHODIC PROTECTION

OBJECTIVE

This study guide is intended to provide an understanding of cathodic protection and
its application to metal structures. It will also cover some of the common tasks performed in maintaining the system.
INTRODUCTION

Cathodic protection may be used to prevent corrosion of any metal surface which
is in continueus contact with an electrolyte. It may be used on buried metal surfaces
such as steel pipelines and metal etorage tanks. It may also be used to protect the
bottom of storage tanks resting on the ground, the inside surfaces of water towers,
ship.hulls, and other metal struttures in water. Cathodic protection will be covered
under the following topics:
*

THEORY OF CATHODIC PROTECTION
METHODS OF CATHODIC PROTECTION

EQUIPMENT PROTECTED
MAINTENANCE OF PROTECTION SYSTEMS

THEORY OF CATHODIC PROTECTION

There is a flow of electric current between two dissimilar metals electrically conT
nected. U the flow of this current can be stopped or reversed, theoretically the metal \
will-not corrOde. In cathodic protection, the current flow is retarded by passing an
auxiliary current through the electrolyte to the metal to be protected.

1

METHODS OF CATHODIC PROTECTION

The flow of protective current may be motivated by sacrificial anodes (galvanic
method) and by an impressed current.
To achieve cathodic protection by the galvanic method, a sacrifical anode (a metal
that will corrode more readily than the one being protected) I. put in the electrolyte
and electrically connected to the object. Electric current will then flow from the more
anodic or corroding metal through the electrolyte to the metal for which protection is
desired.
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The electrical connection between the two objects
completes the circuit, allowing
the current to return to the corroding
of a purposely establiihed dissimilar metal. The corroding metal becomes the anode
metal cell, and the protected metal becomes the
cathode.

.-Generally, the relative position of the'metals
in the.electromotive series determines the direction of current flow. The
current
from
the corroding sacrifical anode
is strong enoUgh to prevent all current
from
leaving
the
metal being protected. Since
the cathodic protection currents flow from the
electrodes
they act as sacrifical anodes
and disintegrate. When this happens the
protected metal then becomes cathodic, or
negatiirs to its surroundings.
Metals such is magnesium and zinc which
have been found to be very effective sacrifical are higher in the electromotive series
on the Other hand, is an anode when coupled anodes when coupled with iron. Iron,
with copper. For large structures or
piping systems, cathodic protection by
the
galvanic
method is not economical and a
direCt current must be used.

Impressed Current System

This is the other methsdeof'cathodic
protection. A direct current from an external source such as storage batteries (wet
or dry), rectifiers, or generators must
be used. The positive terminal of the
generator
or rectifier is connected by an insulated wire to the iron, carbon, or graphite
electrodes
buried near the structure. If it
is a Water tower, the electrodes will be in
the
water.
The
negative terthinal is connected directly to the struCture. The external
power
source
is used to force the current through the ground (or water) to the
structure and then back to the power source
through the negative terminal. This current
neutralizes the normal galvanic current
flowing from the structure. Figure .1 illustrates
this form of cathodic
protection.

7'

EQUIPMENT PROTECTED

Cathodic protection is limited in application
cannot be used to retard corrosion in general. to only certain structures, and it
instance, _the outside surface of
a buried pipe can be protected cathodically, but For
not
the
inside of the pipe. In an elevated storage tank or ground storage tank, only the inside,surface
that is submerged
will be protected. The outside of the
tank is protected from atmospheric corrosion
by painting, plating, or by applying other
coatings.
-

Buried Pipelines
Buried pipelines are most commonly protected
,system. It is necessary to force the current into theby using the impressed current
line being protected and then return it to the source. soil and, through it to the pipeContact is made with the earth by burying

Figure 1. The current requirement provides scrap metal such as carbon rods ee
different factors such as, pipe coating, area ofcomplete protectiosAeperrding on many
exposed metirrioil resistance metalto-soil potentials, potentials of anodic and cathoditle-i-s,
the kind of Metal in the
structure. The major factor of these-irtlie amount of metaland
that
is exposed. For example, on a mile of bare...124fia pipeline with about
18,000
square
feet of metal surface, 100 to 150-amperes of current might be
necessary for adequate protection. In a
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Figure 1. Cathodic Protection of Buried Pipeline Using External Power Source
mile of a well coated 12-inch line, a fraction of an ampere may be sufficient, 'which
indicates importance of a goodspeting.
No general rule can be given, although for preliminary estimating purposes 0.003
amperes per square foot of bare surface is used for_iron structures. When cathodic
protection is installed, the external current is applied until the pipe-to-coil potential
is lowered to et,least minus 0.8 volts. This is measured with a multimeter and i
copper-copper *fillets half cell. When the protection is maintained, corrosion will
be stoppedor greatly,reduced.
Steel Water Storage Tanks

of-direct current to the tank wall,
which is the reverse of cur! tuiowtImtiicaused by corrosion. The equip:dent conroduce a direct current from an a. c. source, control rheostats,
sists of a rectifier
electrodes
suspended from the roof Of the tank into the water. The
, and
an am
ectrodes are connected to the positive wire of a d. c.. circuit. The negative Wire is
connected to the tank bottom, completing, the circuit for current flow from the eleotrodes to the tank surface. Current density must be about 5.0 milliamperes per sq ft
of bare metal; less, if the metal is protected by paint. It is essential that the electrodes be Ificated at different levels throughout the tank to maintain adequate prOtection. It may be necessary to locate the electrodes in a circle in large tanks for adequate protection. The riser (if any) will have an electrcide in it to within a few feet
from ground level.
Cathodic protection stops corrosion by fl
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A great deal of emphasis is usually
placed on the
of the tank. This and the area
subme .ged surface
thenormal waterinterinittently
line will Corrode. It is for this
reason that the entire interior ofabove
the tank
be painted.

,

MAINTENANCE OF .PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Impressed Current Systim
While equipment is in operation,
note and record current flow shown
If there I. no-current, check the
by the meters.
fuses,
immersion of the electrodes. Check electrodes, grodnd wire .to tink, (or pipe), and
polarity and direction of current. If the connections to the rectifier are reversed, rapid
damage to the tank will result.
Check the operathig records and other
data to be sure electrodes are normally
covered with water. Maintain enough
water in the tank to cover the electrodes.

Check deterioration of ele'ctrodes.
The amount of corrosion will ii\crease
anodic area (elecirodes) decrease. Replace
as the
Watch for a reduction in current flow,which electrodes that are badly corroded.
is a sign of a Worn or failing
(or sacrificial anode).
electrode,

; Protect the electrodes installed in
damage them or tear them from their elevated storage tanks from ice, which may
hangings. If ice formation is a serious problem,
the only way to protect them is
to'remove
them during cold weather. Reinetall
at the end.of freezing season.
them
Test effectiveness of equipment by
coating on the wall. Check this area lowering the water_level.and rem ving any
every three months
dez--;t;; insure adequate
protection.
SUMMARY

_cathodic protection is a method used

to prevent corrosion of both new and\ old
fiuctures. It is usually the only sure method-of
halting corrosion on undergrOund
structures. The use of impressed current reduces
the rate of corrosion of metal
surfaces in contact with an electrolyte.

cathodic to its environment. The two It does this by making the metal ftructUre
methods by which cathodic protection mali be
applied are, the sacrificial anodes
system
and the impressed current System. The
ianodes must be made of a metal higher
on
the
EMF series than that of the metal
protected.
being
QUESTIONS
1.

What is the purpose of cathodic protection?

In which direction must the current flow
in order to protect the metal?
3. How often is the interior of a water tank
checked for cathodic protection?
4. What is the
copper-copper sulfate half cell used for in cathodic
protection?
5. How is the inside of
the riser on an elevated storage tank
protected?
24
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DRIVE EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide is to list the common types of drive equipment and
accessories found in most water and waste plants, and to acquaint you with the inspections
and minor maintenance performed+.
INTRODUCTION

In many cases drive equipment_ cons iste_of eithe r an-electric motor or an engine. In
this lesson we will,discuss both units. We will also include inapection procedures and
minor maintenarice that you will be expected to perform.

An electric motor or engine Must be connected to equipment to be of any use. How
they are connected is of major importance, and we will discuse several types of
conne ctions.

There are three main topics in this lesson listed as:
* ELECTRIC MOTORS
* GASOLINE ENGINES
*DRIVE EQUIPMENT'

,)
ELECTRIC MOTORS

Electric motors supply power to many pieces of equipment in water and sewage
treatment plants. The plant operator performs cleaning and minor maintenance, such
as, lubrication, for the equipment to function properly.

The repair is normally left to personnel assigned to the electric shop, or contract
maintenance (civilian contractors). The electric, shop personnel performs any major
maintenance. You will be responsible for performing "before starting" inspection and
services, .test running.the motor, and accomplishing "before stopping"inspection. If
you are required to service an electric motor, it will be done in accordance with the
manufacturer's spedifications.
The plant operator is responsible for the minor maintenance of the electric motors
as follows:
Check Motor Condition:
1.

Keep motors free from dirt or moisture.

2.

Keep operation space free from articles that may ob3truct air circulation.

3.

Check for oil leakage from bearings.,

Note All Unusual Conditions
22
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any of the following conditions to Civil E gineer 6ervice Call Desk for

correction by the electrical staff:
1.

Unusual noises in operation.

Z..

.
Motor failing to start or come up to normal. Slu gish operatiOn..

3.

Motor 6r bearings feel or smell hot.

4.

Continuous or excessive sparking at commutator or b ushes; blackened
commutator.

S.

Intermittent siarking at briishes.

6.

Fine dust under coupling having Tubber buffers or pins.

7.
8.

Smoke, charred insulation, or solder whiskers extending from
armature.
Excessive hum.

9.

Regular clicking.

10.

Rapid knocking.

11.

Brush chatter.

12.

Vibration.

13.

Hot commutator.

-\,..---+^

Lubricate Bearings:
1.

Check oil in sleeve bearings and replenish if needed.

2.

Check_grease-in ball-or-Tolle-r-bearings-and- replenish if heeded.

Antifriction Bearing:

The base civil engineer may direct the plant operators to
service antifriction
bearings when they have the skill and tools for the required work. For procudures see,
AFM 85-17.
GASOLINE ENGINE

Normally gasoline or diesel engines are provided for in the cise
or commercial power failure. The repair of standby engines is the responsibilityofofbase
the
base
ground power section. Emergency power may disturb certain processes of water and

sewage treatment or cause damage to-equipment. To prevent any disturance
damage,
prepare a list of actions in order of their importance to be followed in case Oforsudden
power failure; post one checklist with the piece of standby equipment and one in.the
plant office.
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All gasoline engines must be oPerated continuously for at least 15 minutes each week
to detect malfunctions and to keep the engine functioning prbperly. If an engine has not
been in operation for several days,'t'inspect before starting it. The following inspection
and/or maintenance should be accomplished:

\

\

Preope ration Service
1.

A visual check of fuel, oil, and water; add if necessary..

Z.

Check accessories and driTes such as Carburetor, generator, regulator, starter,
fan, fan shroud and water pump for loose connection or mountings.

3.

Check engine for leaks (water, oil or/gas) and then trace all leaks to the souic,e/
and repair or report it to.prOper authority.,

4.

Check battery and voltmeter:

,5.

Start the engine and let it 'i arm up before'putting it under load.

:

After the engine starts, ch ck instruments, oil pre /sure, ammeter, tachometer, \ fuel gage, voltmeter and temperature gag
.

8.

9.
10.

After the engine is warmed to operating temperature, apply a load to engine
and'check controls periodipally to make sure ehgine is operating properly. If
any unusual noises occur, ihut down the engine and notify the installations
engineer. If engine performs well under lod, check the engine periodically
to assure it continues to futiction properly.
kin,
After the engine is shut dow check the water and oillevel and Service if
necessary. Report any leaks that have developed.

Give engine a complete visuial check.

'Clean-air cleaner and breather caps if ciirty.

11.

Change engine oil and filter at the ela se of specified engine running time.

12.

Check fuel filters.

13.

Check engine controls.

14.

Check fiir leaks:

15.

Check gear oil levels.

-Additional Services

The following services should be performed weekly:
1.

Checkhattery and voltmeter. Clean dirt from top of batte4. If terminal
connections or posts are corroded, clean them thoroughly and applythin coating of CGL)grease; add water if ,required.
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2.

Check accessories and belts. Tighten or adjust
,mounting of accessories. Examine all belts for loose connectionS, linkag Or
wear, cracking, correct te
and niake necessary*adjustment.

3.

Inspect electrical wiring..

4.
.5.

Check air cleiner and breather caps.
Check fuel filters. .

6.

Lubricate.

r-

4

Drain oil from'crankcase while engine is hot
and refill with new OE 10 or OE 30,
depending on conditions. For engines
on
standby
service, ank 64 hours of ens.:;,3 operation is considered as one week.
Malfunctions That Can Occur
1.

Broken fan belt.

2.

Overheating engine.

3.

Cracked block;

4.

Burned valve.

5.

Throw, rod.

6.

Broken hoses:

7.

Battery charge (low or dead).

8.

Oil seals leaking.

9.

Ba&plugs, (if any):-

10.

Inoperative electrical system.

These are just a few of the things thatcan go wrong with equipment if it is not
properly maintained.
DRIVE EQUIPMENT

Belt Drives

)

,

Maintaining proper tension and alignment of belt drives
insures lorig life of elts
and sheaves. Inorrect alignment
causes
poor
operation
and
excesisiv7 belt wear. Inadequate tension reduces the belt grip and
causes
high
belt
loa4sI
unusual wear. ,
snapping .,. and
1

IP)

\CLEANING BELTS. Keep belts and sheaves
clean And free o oil which causes
,belts\to deteriorate. To remove oil,
remove
belts
and wipe cle with a rag moistened
in carbon tetrachloride.
25
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REPLACING BELTS. Replace belts as soon as thcy become frayed, worn, or
.
cracked. Never replace one belt on a multiple drive (2 or more). Replace°the complete
set with a set of matched belts. All belts in a matched set are Machine-checked to
insure equal size and tension.

. INSTALLATION QF BELTS. Before installing belt, replace worn or,damaged
sheaves, then slack off on adjustments. Check multiple belts for matching size and
length. Do not try to force è1t into.position; never use screlkdriver or siMilar lever
to.get belts onto sheaves. £er bela are installed, adjust tension and recheck tension
after eight hours pf operation:
STORING SPARE BELTS.

tore spare belts in a cool dark place. Tag all,belts in

storage to identify them with th 'equipment on which they can be used.
1
TYPE OF BELTS. Eie lts are classified as to their design. The two belts most
commonly used are the Al-belts and flat-belts/

V-Belts. A properly adjusted V-belt has a slight bow in the slack side when running;
when idle, it has an alive, springiness when thumped with the hand; an improperly tight1-.
ened belt.feels dead when thumped. If the slack side of the drive is leis than 45 degrees
from the horizontal, vertical sag at the center Of the span may be adjusted in icce :dance
with the following tabulation:
.

Belt Tenslon
Span (inches)
VertiCal Sag
(inches)

z6

IQ

From 0.01
To: 0.03

'-10.03

0.09

,

50

loo

0.20

0.80
2.30

0..58

.

150

zoo'

1.80

3.30

4,913 ,

8.1.00

a. Check Tension. If tightening belt to proner tension does not correct
slipping, check for.overload, oil on belts, or other possible caus7's.
Never use belt dressing tO stop belt slippage. Rubber wearings dropping
near the .drive are a sign of imprope:: tension, incorrect alignment, or
damaged sheaves.

b. Check Sheave Alignment. Lay a long .straightedge or string across outside fa.css of pulleys and allow for differences in dimensions from center
lines-of groOves to outside pulley face s! of the pulleys being aligned. Be
especialy carefulan alignik drives with more than one V-belt on a 'sheave,
as a misalignment can cause .uneimal teDsion.

Flat Belts. Leather or rubber belts are usually used in flatrbelt.drives. Kost
flat-belt drives have either an adjustable idler pulley or a pivoted-base motor drive to
maintain belt tension.
v
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a. Check Operation and Tension. Check general
operation conditions during
regular, tour of duty. Keep

surroundings clean. Observe
adjust if necessary. Slr.pping and whipping are evidences belt tension and
of improper tehsion. If a rubber flit belt slips after tensionhas been
properly
adjusted,
moisten pulley side of b lt slightly with boiled linseed oil. To keep
leather
belts from slipping, use pproved stick type belt
dressing; never use rosin
on leather belts.

b. Check Alignment. Check pulley alignment the
same as for V -belts.
Chain Drives
Chain drives (figure 1) May be
designed for slow medium, or high speeds.
Slow speed chain drives are serviced by
removing them from their sprockets,
soaked and washed in kerosene, then soaked
in 30 weight oil,to restore lubricating film.
Remove excess lubricant by hanging chains
up' to drain. bo not lubricate chains that
drive elevatori or feeders which handle
dirty or gritty material because dirt combined with lubricant forins a butting cornpound.which reduces chain life.
1

sLpvt SPEED DRLVES. Because 4\low

speed drives are not usually enclosed, \
adequate lubrication is difficult. Heavy \oil
applied to the outside of the chain seldom
reaches the working parts; in addition, the
oil catches dirt and grit and becomes abrasave. For lubricating and cleaning method,
iee paragraphs on next page. °

SILENT CHAIN

SINGLE ROLLER CHAIN

oN(TheaWas
omrirolTh.
7
.#11%

Ord. OIVORAWITO-1
0110 646 0
TRIPLE ROLLER CHAIN

Figure 1. Types of Chain Drives

MEDIUM AND HIGH SPEED DRIVES. Medium speed
drives should be continuously
lubricated with a device similar to sight-feed\piler.
High
pletely closed in an oil-tight case, and the oil maintained speed drives should be comat proper level. Lubricate
roller chains with Z075 or 3065.
a

CHECK OPERATION. Check general operation condition
during regular tours of
duty.

a

CHECK CHAIN SLACK. The correct arnount of slabk
is essential to proper operation of chain drives. Chain drives .or belts should
not
be
tight
around the sprocket;
when chain is-tight, working Parts catry.a much heavier
load
than
necessary. Too
much slack is harmful; on lorig cent.:rs, particularly,
too
much
slack
causes vibrations
and chain whip, reducing the life of.botk chain and
sprocket.
A
properly
installed chain
has a slight sag or looseness bn the return run.
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CHECK ALIGNMENT. U sprockets are not in line or if shafts are not parallel,
'excessive sprocket and chain wear and early chain failure results. Wear on inside of
chain, sidewalls, and sldes of sproket teeth are signs of misalignn?ent. To check'
alignnrnt, remove chain and place a 'straightedge against sides of,sprocket teeth of
both sprockets.
.

/
/
CLEANING. On enclosed types, flush chain
and enclosure with kerosene. On
exposed types, remove chain and soak and wash it with kerosene. If chains are too
large to soak them conveniently, wish them by applying gasoline or kerosene with
a brush.
,
),
CHECK LUBRICATIO. Soak exposed type chains in CWIIB or in OE 30 oil to
restóre lubricating film. Remove excess hibricant by hanging chain to drain. Do
not lubricate under-water chains-that operate in contact with grit. If water, is clea
lubricate by appliing WP or GG I grease with brush v hile chain is runping.. Do npt
lubricate Chains that come n contact with dust or g it as these comj4ce with the
' lubricants to form a cutting compound which shortens chain life.

CHANGE OIL. On enccosed types only, drain il ind refill case to proper/level
'as needed or semiannually.
TROUBLESHOOTING. Sorzie common symptoms of improper chain drive operation and their remedies are as follows:

/

i. Excessive Noise. Check alignment, pro 2. chain slack and lubrication. Be
sure all bolts are tight. U chain or spr skets are worn, reverse ori renew if
necessary. Frequently, additional chai life caz:t be obtained by turning the
chains over.
2.

Wear on Chain Sidewalls and Sides-of- eeth:Remove chain and c rrect

.

alignment.
i

3.

Chain Climb Sprockets. Check for poo ly fitting sprockets,.and r place if
necessary. Make s ure tightener is ins alled on drive chain.

4. Broken Pins and Rollers. Check for ch in speed Which may be oo.high for
the pitch, and poorlly fitting sprockets, nd replace if necessar. . Breakage
may also be caused by shock loads.
I
5., Chain Clings to Sprpckets.
Check fOr inc rrect or worn sprockets or heavy,
tacky lubricants. Replace or reverse spr ckets, or change to proper lubricant.

6.

hain Whip. Check for centers that are to long or high pulsating loads and
correct cause.
Chain Gets Stiff. C eck for Misalignment, i proper lubrica ion, or excessive
overloads. Make nelcesaary adjustment and c rrections.

.

Spare, Links. Check to see if spare links are clean, oilei aiid ready for use.

1
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Variable Speed Drives
.

A ila`riable speed drive is used so that
the operat'or can adjust the speed of the
drive shaft to.that of the rate of flow of the
liquid being purnped. A variable speed is
wn in figure 2.
_ _ attention that must-be given to a
variable peed drive is as follows:

(

1.

Check Speed-Change Mechanism.
Shift drive through entire spee.d
range to make sure shafts and'
and bearings are free and parts
slide freely on shafts.

Z.

Clean Disks of Disk Drive.

Remove, grease, acid, and water
from disk faces,and lubricate
bearings. Use clear solvents
that leave no residual.

Fi....tre 2. V-Belt Type Variable Drhe

3._ Check V-Belt Drive.

a. Make sure it runs level and true. If one side rides high, a disk is sticking
on shaft because of insufficient lubrication or wrong lubricant. In this case,
stop the drive at once, remove V -belt, and clean disk hub and shaft thoroughly.with kerosene until disk moves freely. Relubricate with soft ballbearing vease and replace V-belt in opposite direction from that in which
it formerly ran.

b. If drive is not operated for 30 days or more, shift unit to minimum speed

position, placing spring on variable speed shaft at minimum tension and
relieving belt of excessive pressure.

4. Lubricate Driye. Make sure to apply lubricant at all six (6) force-feed fittings

(figure 2, A, B, C, D, E, G, and H), and the one cup type fitting (C); use BR
grease.

a. Once every 10 days to two weeks, use two or three strokes of grease gun
through fittings A and B at ends of shifting screw and variable-speed shaft,
respectively, to lubricate bearings of movable disks. Then shift drive from
ont.: extreme-speed position to the other to insure thorough distribution of
lubricant over disk hub bearings.
b. Add two or three shots of grease through fittings D and E to lubricate frame
_be;.ring on variable speed shaft.
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c. Every 0 days add two or three cups full of grease to cup C. which lubricates tiirust bearing on constant-speed shaft.
d. Every 60 days use two or three strokes of grease gun through fittingsG

and H todubricate motor frame bearings.

CAUTIONi Do not use hard grease or grease containing graphite.
5. Lubricate Gear-Type Reducer. The gear reduce

Without oil when unit

leaves factory. Fill the gear case with the type o oil described below until
it drains out of oi1 plug. The reducer is provided with splash type Selflubrication, and oil supply is replenished only when it gets low. Check oil
level every 60 days by removing oil hole plug. For temperatures of -10°F
to 40°F. use 2075 oil. For temperatures of 40°F to fpo°F, use 3080 oil.
Obtain manufacturer's recommendations for lower or IiiiSher temperatures.

Couplings

Couplings,between driving elements of a pump or any other piece of equipment must
be kept in proper alignment or excessive breaking or wear may occur in the coupling,
'the driven machinery, or the driver. Worn or broken couplings, burned-out bearings,
sprung or broken shafts and excessively worn gears are some of the damages caused by
misalignment. To prevent the expense of replacing parts, check the ali.;nment of all
equipment before damage occurs.

Flexible couplings (figure 3, item 1) permit easy assembly of equipment, but they
must be aligned exactly as flanged couplings if maintenance and repair are to be kept to
a minimum. Rubber- bushed -types cannot function properly if the bolts cannot move in
their bushings. Excessive bearing and motor temperatures caused by overload, noticeable vibration, or unusual noises may all be warnings of misalignment. Realign coupling, when necessary, using a straightedge and thickness,gage or wedge (figure 3,
item 2) to insure satisfactory operatiOn (level to within 0.005 inch). Change oil in fast
couplings (figure 3, item 3). Drain old oil and add gear oil to the proper level. If proper
alignment has been secured, coupling pins can be put in place using only finger pressure.
Never hammer pins into place.
Shear Pins
Shear pins may be found in many sewage plant units. These devices prevent damage
in case of sudden overloads. To serve their purpose, these devices must be in condition
to function tvhen needed. Under unfavorable operating conditions, shearing surfaces of
a shear pin device may freeze together so tightly that an overload fails to break them.
Manufacturers' drawings for particul4r installations usually specify shear pin material
and size; if not, request the information from the manufacturer, iving the model, serial
number, and load Conditions of unit. When necessary to determine shear pin size
quickly, select by trial the lowest strength which does not break under the unit's usual
loads. Never use a pin of greater strength than is required, a bolt, or a nail. If
necked pins are used, be sure necked-down portion is properly positioned with respect
to shearing surfaces. When a shear pin breaks, determine and remedy cause of failure
before inserting a new pin and putting drive into operation.
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To replace broken`shear pin, remove broken shear pin. Lubricate thc parts if
necessary and operate motor for a short time with shear pin removed to st moth out
any corroded or rough spots on shaft and other parts. Grease shear.ing pin surtaees
with WB grease or OE 30%

Make sure an adequate supply of pins is on hand and that all are prope..ly identified.
Keep a record of proper pin size, necked diameter, longitudinal dimensioni, and type
of metal to be used.
Lubrication

Improper lubrication causes damage to wearing surfaces, increases maintenance
costs, power consumption, and service outakes. Lubrication instructions 4iven in study
guide include recommended lubricants and frequencies; these are intended -is guides and
may require modification depending on the use and type of equipment and local operating
conditions.

PRECAUTIONS. Most plant equipment failures are caused by improper lubrication.
The following precautions must be observed:
1.

Never over lubricate. Excessive lubrication causes antifriction bt-arings to
heat up and may damage grease seals; may also cause damage to %.indings in
electric motors.

2.

Do not lubricate completely enclosed inadequately gUarded machinery while
it is in operatfon.

3.

Guard against dust, grit, and abrasives getting into containers used for storing
lubricants; wipe spouts and lips clean before using containers; clean grease
guns before applying grease. Use only clean grease.

,..

GREASE FITTINGS. Lubrication can be simplified. The number of grease guns
needed can be reduced, and the use of wrong lubricants can be prevented if ill lubrication points requiring the same grease are fitted with the same type grease gun fitting.
Each gun can then be plainly marked, according to a standard color code, fc,r the kind
of greaselo be used in the gun.
IDENTIFICATION. The product symbol and identifying color should be Marked on

all containers, and on all grease guns and oilers used with a ?articular grace of lubricant.
The proper markings should also be placed hear oil cups and lubricating fittings to insure
use of correct ltibricant.
SUMMARY

By reading this study guide on the maintenance of drive equipment and accessories,
you can now realize the importance of preventive maintenance. It is your job to know
how and when to realign, oil, grease, clean and paint operating equipment. Also, you
must know how to repair or replace parts of equipment that show signs of wear or deter.:
ioration. If a piece of equipment does break down or fails to function properly, follow
the manufacturer's specifications and instructions for repairing the piece of equipment
or refer to AFM 85-13 and AFM 85-14.
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Inspection of operating equipment must be conducted at certain tunes and during
operation of the equipment to insure proper running. In this way, you can detect trouble
in the equipment before it becomes serious. For example, let us take a gasoline engine
driving some type of equipment. It is inspected and is found to have no oil pressure; so
you shut the engine down and check it over and find it is just low on oil or ma oe
line broke causing the loss of oil pressure. At any rate, you have saved the engine from
burning up, and with a few minor repairs it-is off and running again.
You also have to know what io look for when you are inspecting the equipment at
treatment plants. This study guide should have given you the basic knowledge of What
to look for when you are inspecting the drive equipment at treatment plants and how to
take care of this equipment,
'QUESTIONS
1.

Name five things you may find wrong with an electric motor when you inspect it.

2.

What is the minimum operating time for a gasoline engine each week?
S

3.

What items must be checked before starting a gasoline engine ?

4.

What is the policy concerning multiple drive V-belts when one belt becomes frayed
and worn?

5.

Why are chain drives that drive equipment which handle dirty or gritty material
not lubricated?

6.

What are soma of the things that will happen when couplings are misaligned?

7.

What tclerance is allowed when aligning or realigning a coupling?

8.

Wha '.

9.

What is used to clean belts ?

10.

is. the reason for using shear pins ?

Name two reasons wliy it is harmful to overlubricate equipment.

,
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MAINTENANCE OF PIPELINES, VALVES, METERS AND RECORDERS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide is to present to you the techniques used in locating
and repairing water leaks, thawing frozen pipelines, repairing valves, maintaining
meters and recorders.
INTRODUCTION

A water man not only has to treat water but must also insure that it reachOs the
users. He is als6 responsible for the maintenance of the water distribution line$ and
controlling valves and metering devices to insure customer satisfaction and éconotny of
operation.
The information will be presented under the following headings:
METHODS USED IN LOCATING WATER LEAKS IN BURIED PIPELINES

LOCATING BURIED PIPELINES AND VALVES

TEMPORARY PIPELINE REPAIRS

DISINFECT7d PIPELINES
METHODS USED IN THAWING FROZEN WATERLINES
BACK SIPHONAGE
CROSS-CONNECTIONS
.

a

.

BACKFLOW
VALVES

PRINCIPLES OF WATER METERS
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE bF RECORDERS
METHODS USED IN LOCATING WATER LEAKS IN BURIED PIPELINES

The elimination of water leaks is.an important part of any water works op4ration.
Water leaks may be caused by pipe failure due to expansion or contraction, vibration, pressure, water hammer, freezing or corrosion. They may also be caused by
using defective piping, hydrants, valves and other compbnents inthesystem :
35

Water leaks can be located by various methods: the
visible flow of xater from th.
ground; hissing noises made by escaping water; flow
of'
clear
water in manholes; met( ring the flow of water when increased consumption is
observed;
and the use of sounddetection equipment.
Most of the methods mentioned are self-explanatory with the
exception of finding
water leaks with sound-detection instruments.

The sound-detection instruments provide the quickest
and most reliable method for
detecting hidden leaks. These instruments vary from simple
geophones (figure -1),
which work like a doctor's stethoscope., to more sensitive
electronic equipment.

Figure 1.. Geophone Leak Detecting Device

-

The elecirically-operaled water leak detector (figure 2) consists of a microphone
on a probing rod, a.detector box, and a set of earphones.
The deteetors are usually
operated by dry cell batteries since they are lighter to
carry
,than storage batteries of
equal capacity.
The location of a leak may be found by pushing the probing
it contacts the buried pipe or valve and checking the intensity rod in the ground until
the detector, Another way is to attach the unit to Successive of the sound of the leak On
hydrants or valves, and
compare the intensity Of the sound at various points.
lized to a small area where the signal is most intense.In this way the leak may be locaLOCATING BURIED PIPELINES AND VALVES

The successful maintenance and operation of a water distribution
system depends
on accurate. records of the location of all buried pipes, valves, and other
components
that comprise the system. A lost valve or an inaccurately
located
pipe
may
seriously
delay. operations during an-emergency. Many valves have been
improperly
located
on
maps and records, and as a result, they have been "lost"
many
times.
Lost
valves
and
everr pipelines have been discovered in the course of a location-survey.
Buried
valves
which have been found have sometimes been partially closed,
causing inadequate water
flow.
36
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Figure 2. Microphone on Probing Rod Detects Leaks by.Sound
,

Records Ind maps showing the layout of buried pipelines and valves should be
evaluated per.odically andrevised -as new equipment is added to the distribution system.
The simplest method of locating-buried-pipelines-and valves is by probing the
ground with Ereel rods. However, if the pipes are buried under pavement or if they are
too deep to reach with steel rods, thore elaborate detection devices must be used.

Electrical metal detectors may be used to locate buried.pipes and *yes. These
instruments consist of a transmitter which sends out-signalS and a receiver that picks
them up. The_signals from the transmitter radiate through the sending aerial in all
directions. When the signals or radio waves are intercepted ,by metal, they are dis;
toiled causing tone difference at the earphones and a deflection of the meter. indicator.
Twb operitors are required when attempting to locate buried pipelines with
cal pipe locators. The two operators start from a fixed Base line, such as.a curbelectriand
advance with,the ingtruments keeping the transmitter and receiver parallel at all times
(see figure 3). If the pipes are deeply buried, the distance between the instruments
should be gre.i.ter than for shallowly buried pipes. The location of the pipeline will be
indicated by a high reading on the meter, and an increase in tone volume (hum) in the

'

.
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earphone when the instruments are over the,pipeline. After the pipe hai been located,
the instrument should be moved back and forth over the pipe until the silent zone is
found. This location will be indicaed-bra--"1-ow=tone"-er "no-tone" in the earphones and
a low.indcator reading. This indicates the exact center of the pipe.
,..
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FigurAi 3. Locating Water.Main and Determinipg its Depth Under Pavement

TEMPORARY PIPELINE REPAIRS
1

treakii incwater mains must be repaired as raPidly as possible to prevent unnecessary loss of water and to keep out-of-service periods in the affected areas to a minimum.
Complete,. adluate plans must be made well in advance to Insure prompt repair: Telephone numbers of key personnel should be posted. Valves, keys and'handtools should be
available,andlocated in specific places when not in!use. Digging tools and a selfpriminecentrifugal portable pumps should be readily available at all times. Adequate
pipe-repair ,materials must be kept on hand. Speed in making repairs to restore water
service to the affected areas is most important.
1

Some of the methods used to.make temporary repairs to pipes include plUgging with
wooden plugs, the application of iron cement, Installation of saddle pipe clamps, and
installation of mechanical compression couplings: The particular method used to repair
1:4a pipe depends on how badly it is damaged. For Small leaks, wooden plugs may be used;
but in the case of large holes, saddle clamps may be employed. The repair may require
A a new section of pipe. If so, the section of pipe can be connected with mechanical
couplings.
38
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DISINFEdTING PIPI ELINES

During the construction, 'alteration, or repaii of water .
pipelines, contamination of
the interior surface can be expected. (The dirt, riust
and,water
during transportation, storage 'and installation can contaminate collected in the pipes
the pipes. Therefore,
to insure a safe water supply after inStallation and repairs,
you
must clean and disinfect
the lines.
.

Flushing the lines with treated water will remOve,the
accumulated dirt, waste water
and other similar substances from the inside of/the
pipes;
but disease germs and other
harmful microorganisins must be destroyed by 4terilization.
A

When using liquid/chlorine, a gas chlorinator is used: Chlorine
cylinders should
not be connected directly to 'mains 12ecaus-water
can enter the cylinder, cause sever
corrosion, and result in hazardoueleakage. HypoChlorlte
ing pumps, by a gravity-feed mechanism, or by portable solution is-applied by meq.0
pipe disinfecting units.
Before applying the disinfectant, the section df the, main to
be sterilized mUst
thoroughly flushodvith water until all dirt and mud have been removed.
The disinfectant can,then be introduced from the, chlorinator-into
an auxiliary waterline leading te one of the hydrants or taps. Air is bled
from the,line at the high points.
The predetermined chlorine dosage is added
as the main is slowly- filled.with water. The
disinfectant is continually fed into the syStem until the
water discharging at the ether end
of the section contains the desired residual
chlorine.
A
chlorine, residual of 50 p.p. m.
for a 24- to 48-hour contact period is required.

,

After,the specified contact period has been,met, the
unit or section is again flushed'
until the chlorine residual is reduced to the chlorine
residual of the local supply.
METHODS USED IN THAWING FROZEN WATERIOES
1

\

In frigid or near frigid Climates, cold temperatures
present atmajor problem to
Water supply systems. Pipes Must be insulated and
in areas where the ground is perManently frozen. heated or carried lin heated conduits
Where seasonal yeezing is the only
problem, pipes muSt be buried below the depth to which
the frostpenetrates. t may
also be necessary to heat stored water in col51 areas. Because
of atlack of preper protection against freezing, pipes may freeze in temperate
as'well
as,Irigid zones. When
this happens, the pipeit must bethawed.

-

In some cases, an isolated area of`pipe can be
out by building a fire close to
the pipeline. Steam thawing is another method used.thawed
A hote conneCted to a boiler is
inserted through a disconnected fitting and gradually advanced
as the Steam, melts the
ice.
1

.
Eiectrical thawing is quick and relati sly inexpensive. The
electlricar current for
the thawing operation consists of a source Of current (a direct-current
generator, such
as a welding urit or a transformer connected to an A. C. -outlet),
a
length
of ,the frozen
pipe, and two insulated wires connecting the
current-source
and
theTipe
(figure
4). As
current flows through the pipe, 'heat is generated and the ice within tite-pipe
begins to
39

Figure 4. Connection Points for Thawing Service Lines

melt: As the water starts to flow, the remainder of the, ice is progressively melted by
contact witlIthe floviing water.. The wires from the Current source are usually connected
to nearby Wranea, valves, or exposed points-at the4nds of the frozen sections.
To-thaw Pipes with a welding generator or similar &rect-current source, setthe
generatOr to the amperage required for' thirtype ot pipe to be thawed and connect the
leads to the. pipe. To Minimiie hazards, a competent electrician'or lineman should set
and connect the t$iisformers, make the connections, and assist in the thawing prqce dures.
BACK $IPHONAGE

Public health standards require thatall parts of a water 4ply system be free from
sanitary defects and health hazards. Any physi:cal connections between a water supply of
good quality and an unsafe s4ply will not be permitted, nor will any connection be permitted between a potable supply and a sanitary or storm sewage system, including manholes, pumps, valve pits, or any other location jhat will allow unsafe or contaminated
.watei.to enter the potable supply.
CROSS-CONNECTIONS:

Cross-annection is the physical 'connrction of a safe supply and an unsafe or
polluted supply. It allows liquids or chemicals of unsafe, unknown or questionable
quality to flow directly i to or be & charged intol a potable supply.
If an installation su ly is to t4 lriterconnected with an independent supply, approval
of the major command and the mu cipality or water company concerned must be obtained.
a
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BACKFLOW
\

........
1

Blackflow is the backing up of contaminated or pollutedwater

system.

into the potable water

Back! low conditions

,

frequen4 occur because of improper plumbing design, subsequent changes in later hook-ups (piping), or carelessness
of users.
.
i
The hazard created depetxision the degree of pollution4n
the unsafe water; the
volume of bsckflow, that could o cur, and the
frequency of conditioni that could cause '
backflovi, Such as negative pre sure in the potable
system,
'installation of plumbing fixtur . Negative pressure resultsand iinproper design and
from line shutoffi owing
to main breaks and repairs, hip fire flows,
especially with pumpers; inadeqUately
sized or tuberculated pipe; pressure
surges and water hammer. The folloWini are
examples of backflow eonditio4 in different
-locations:
.,
1. Water Treatment Plants.
Flow between raw and treated water tanks may
occur through crackel dividing Walls or leaking bypass.valves.
,
I
\
2. Valve Piti and *ydrants.
Valve pits and hydrants d;.ained to sanitary seweis
are subject to flooding through sewer stoppage. Backflow.can
occur through
leaking valve stenis and through drain ports of
automatic valVed and hidrants.
3. Swimming Pools., Direct
connections of the fresh-water inlet to the swimming
pool or tte recirculating piping creates possible
backflow conditions.
4. Plumbing Fixtures. If pipes supplying water
closet tanks, lavatories,- sinks,
orITiffei similar fixtureti terminate below the highest
fixture may hold, a danger of backflow exists. To level of liquid that the
prevent this condition, it is
necessary to provide an air gap of at least 3 times the
diameter of the supply
pipe between the water level and the water supply.
The numerous conditions under which bz...kflow can occur require waterworks
personnel to be constantly vigilant. Periodic
surveys of the system must be made by
competent personnel. Occurence of nonpotable
bacteriological samples from one section
of a system indicates possible backflow in that area.
Backflow prevention units may be used only between two potable
water systems. No
connection is permitted between a potable and
device affords protection against backpressurea nonpotable water system. This type of
on the discharge side and negative pressure on the supply (see figure 5).
The crane backfloW protection unit, shown in figure 5, is
one of many units used
for backflow prevention. It operates automatically
by
means
of
line pressure. The
greduced pre3sure" principle is applied in using
air-gap
break
to
atmosphere to create
a zone ivithin the, unit where the,pressure is always less
than
the
supply
Water cannot flow from this zone of low pressure into the one of higher pressure.

.

pressure.

A check valve (see figure 8 ) is another method used
to control the flow of water in
one direction only. Fluid flow in the proper direction keeps
the valve open, and reversal
of flow closes it automatically.

4-1-

1

17j
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4.

TEST COCK NO 2
TEST COCK NO 3
REUEF VALVE

TEST COCK NO 1 IS INS AU.ED -DA INLET GATE VALVE

Figure 5. Crane Backflow Preventer
0
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VALVES

Valves are devices used to stop, start, or
regul'ate flow of liqUid into, ihrouiti, or from
Essentialli, a valve consists of a body
cOntainirig an operiingand a means of closing,
the *ening with/a disc or plug which can be
tightly pressed/against a beating surface or
within the operiing. (See figure 6.)
I

1

HANDW HUT

WHEEL LOCK NUT
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PACKING NUT
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THREADED STEM

'The most widely used types of pipeline
vallies
are the gate, globe, and cheOk valves.
,
,

,

Gate Valve

_
1

SODY*NNIT

.2

Gate 'valves contain a sliding disc which
moves perpendicularly to the path of fluidflow
arid SeatS between and against two opposite seat
faceS to Shut off the flow. A threaded steam
and,handwheel are used to lift or lower the
'),
dise, to open or close the valife.
1

GAS ET

BOLT

/1

/
TAM WEDGE

souoriisc

/

i
SOVY

.
/in infrequent valve operation and whprc: ,the
Figure 6. Gate valve
diit is kept either fully opened or fully closed.
When fully opened, the seatidg design of the valve permits the fluid to move through the
valve-in a straightline'with_ajninimum reStriction of flow and a-minimum lostpf-pr ssure at the valve.
/

Gate valves are used for services requir-

.

1

i
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This type of valve is not suitable foie a throttling operation (where the valve is kept
only partly open), sinCe the velocity of flow against the partly opened valve disc may
causevibration and damage to the disc and seating surfaces.

Most common maintenance required by gate valves is oiling, tightening, or replacing stem or stuffing-box packing.

To eliminate excessive friction between valve stem and packing, lubricate packing
with a few drops of graphite-bearing oil. Use GG grease on packing which requires
lubrication. Stop leakage by tightening stuffing-box nuts, forcing packing gland tightly
against packing. For repacking a valve, use instructions contained in Workbook
3ABR56330-VI-4-Pl.

Operate inactive gate valves to prevent sticking. Lubricate gate valves recommended by the manufacturer. Lubricate thoroughly any gearing in large gateas
valves.
Wash open gears with kerosene and lubricate with WB grease or 5190 oil. Clean
'threads on rising-stem gate valVes and lubricate with WB grease.
Globe Valve

Globe valves have a horizontal interior partition which shuts off the inlet from° the
outlet except through a circular opening in the partition. Figure 7 shows the various
components in a globe valve.
WHIRL

WHIRL NUT
STIPA

PACKING NUT
GLAND
PACKING
STUFFING BOX
SONNKT

UNION SONNET RING

tODY MAT KING

The lower end of the valve stem contains a replaceable fiber, or metallic disc,
shaped and fitt4.to close the circular hale
in the horizontal partition. The volume of
flow through globe valves is roughly proportional tci the number of turns of the
handwheel. Surfaces of the seit and disc
may be either flat or beveled, depending
upon the type or disc.

DISC STEM RING

Globe valves are used for services
requiring frequent operation and applicaLoa( %VAMP
tions where the valve is used to throttle
semand regulate flow. The seating design of
this type of.valve causes a change in direction of flow through-the valve body, thereby
increasing resistance to flow at the valve.
Figure 7. Globe Valve
The fluid flow through globe valves can be
closely regulated. To insure proper operation of globe valves the following actions
should be taken periodically.
atr.oN Disc Naomi

Disc

Operate globe valves to prevent.sticking. Check valves for leakage and adjust packing nut. When no.idjustment can be made, repack valve.

To prevent serious damage, repair or replace disc and seat in globe valves when
leakage occurs by following the manufacturer's specifitations. Repairs on globe valves
can frequently be made without removing theth from the line.

Check Valves
1

Check valves are used when it is necessary to control the flow in one direction only..
Fluid flow in the proper direction keeps the valve open and reversal of flow closes it
automatically.

For installation purposes, most check valves are marked to indicate the inlet opening or direction of flow. There are two basic types of check valves: swing check valve
and lift check valve (see figure 8).

Lift Ch.& Valve

Swing Cheek Vnive

Figure 8. Check Valves
Swing check valves contain a hinged disc which seats against a machined seat in the
tilted bridge wall opening of.the valve body. The fluid enters below, the disc. Line
pressure overcomes the weight of the disc and raises it, permitting a continuous flow.

If the flow is reversed or back pressure builds up, this pressure is exerted against the
disc, forcing it to 4eat and stop the flow.
Lilt check valves contain a disc which seats on a horizontal hridge:wall in the-valve
body. The disc is raised from its seat by the pressure of the fluid flow and moves vertically to open. The_disc, is seated by backflow or by,gravity when there is no flow.

For prOper operation, check valves should be inspected periodically. Tnspect disc
facing; if ring,is scarred, dress irwith a fine file and lip,with fine emery paper
wrapped around a flat:tool.

Check pin wear on balanced disc check valve, since disc must be accurately,posi-'
tioned in the seat to prevent leakage. ,
,

PRINCIPLES OF WATER METERS

Water meters and flow measuring devices measure volume and rate of flow of water.
'Phey work on three principles: volume displaceinent, velocity, and preisure differential.
4
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Types of Water Meters

The main types of water meters are these: positive displacement, turbine or
velocity meters, compound meters, and venturi tube meters.
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT. The positive displacement type nieters use an

"oscillating pinor a "nutating-disc" measuring device that drives aA.egister to
"count" the nurkber of'times the measuring chambers are filled and emptied. These

meters should be accurate within plus or minus 2% with changing flow rated. At high
flow rates, this type meier restricts the flow of water. (See figure 9.)

.-.....REGISTER DIALS

WETER GEARS

STUFFING-SOX NUT
441

St/EMERGED

GEAR TRAIN
SCREEN

MUTATING DISK

OUTLET \

it

INLET

Figure 9. liutatingrDisc Water Meter
CURRENT VELOCITY METER. The current metei or turbine type meter uses a
propeller device that depends on the velocity of the water to turn the recording
mechanism. These meters do not restrict the flow as much at high flow rates. Their
chief disadvantage is that they will not accurately measure low floW rates. (See figure
10.) .
.COMPOUND,METER. The compound meter is a combination of a postive displacement and a velocity meter. At low flow, all the water is forced through the positive
displacement meter. Mien the velocity increases, a valve opens and allows most of the
water to pass through the.velocity meter. Thus,- the advantages of both meters are
utilized. (See figure 11.)
45
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Figure 10. Current or Turbine Type Meter
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Figure 11. Compound Meter
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VENTURI TUBE METER. The venturi tube meter uses the principle of pressure
differential to measure flow. The pressure differential through a venturi or an orifice
in a_pipe indicates the rate of flow. The volume of water is read from recorder charts.
(Figure 12.)

z

Figure 12; Ventdri Meter
The venturi meter has no moving parts in the stream and it does not restrict the.

flow, it is not accurate at low flow rates.

Maintenance of Water Meters

Fiepair and maintenance of the different meters are Nery similar. The common
failures are-due tp swollen discs, scale clogged chambers, or worn .measuring chamber
and disc. A water meter should operate for 5 to 10 years without trouble. A meter that
loses its accuracy in a short time win usually be corrected by being cleaned and having
the clearances rechecked. Hat water will swell the hard rubber disc and stop the meter.

Cleaning must remove rust, scale and any organic materiah- Scale-and rust may be
removed by a brief application of hydrochloric acid diluted-to 5%. Organic may>can
be rernoved with detergent solutions or solvents.
-

,

Testhig Water Meters
The action of a water meter may be watched by observing the gallon indicator on the
register as water is flowing through the meter. Use a flow rate of about 5 gallons per
minute for a meter up to 1-1/2 inches. If no movement is noted, remove the register
and watch the drive gear for movement. If the drive gear does turn, the register is
faulq or the drive gears are out of mesh.

47

A meter may be checked for accuracy by placing it in series with a fneter known to
be accurate. This method is accurate enough for meters used for water treatment moni:
toring. For very accurate measurement, the meter should be checked by flowing a
measured volume of water.through the meter (see figure 13).

Figure 13. Testing Water\Meters

All meters have a primary element and a.secondary element. The primary element
is in contact with and activated by the water, Ale the secondary element translates the
action of the water flow on the primary element in terms of water quantity or rate of
flow. The type of primary element determines meter type.
The secondary element of a water meter is activated by the movement or the pressure change of the primary element through either mechanical linkage or hydraulic,
pneumatic, or electric impulse. They are classified bqlowoin accoidance with the func-

\\tions they perform:

\\ 1. Indicating devices show only the momentary rate of flow, an example is a cali\\ brate4 staff gage.
2.

Totalizing or integratini devices show total flow which has passed through the

meter, as in a disc-type house service meter (see figure 9).
3.

Recording devices<show continuous rate of fldw on a clock-driven chart.
48
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF RECORDERS

Recording devices are used with various primary elements such as the venturi tube "
and the Parshall flume.
For exainple, a still well is connected with a -Parshall flume, as shown in figure 14.
The float in the well moves an actuating rod which changes the electric current in the
transmitter. The,thanges in current are reflected by the movement of a pen in the

recorder.

4

Figure 14. Parshall Flume with Metering Device

The pen traces a continuous ink line on a chart which is ruled so that a direct reading can be made of the volume flow. The chart is divided into 24 divisions and makes
one revolution in a day.
Daily servicing of recorders includes:
1.

Chanjngthe chart.,
49
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a.

2.

Aligning the chart with the correct tinie.

3.Checldng the inking pen for ink supply.
Yon must be Oareful not to damage the pen when you change charts on the recorder.
Lift the pen gently when removing a chart. If you start a new chart at 8 o'clock
in the
morning, be sure that the chart is turned so that the 8 o'clock line will be directly
under
the pen. Be careful not to drop the pen when replacing it on the chart. When you add
ink to the pen, be careful to put in only the amount required. Too much ink in the pen
will flood it and ruin the chart.

Be,sure that the chart is marked,with the starting date, time, and the finish date
and time. If die chart has a spring drive, wind the spring; but do not wind it
so tightly
that the mechanism will be damaged.
,Periodic maintenance of recorders is accomplished according to manufacturer's
specification. Maintenance includes.checldng pen travel, checking calibration, cleaning
all parts andlubricating all moving parts.
SUMMARY

Locating water leaks Tgckly, to insure proper operation and servite, is very
important. There are various methods.used to locate leaks ranging from ligtening for
hissing sounds to the use Of sound detection instruments. All leaks should be repaired
as soon as possible, and the water systems placed back into service.
In order to operate and maintain a distribution system, accurate and up-to-date
records of all.buried pipes, valves, and other components 'should be kept readily available.
Some of the methods uged to repair leaks in water pipes include plugging with
wooden plugs, the application of iron cement, use of mechanical cordpression couplings
and.installation of saddle iipe clamps. Theparticular method used depends on how badly ,
the pipe is dimaged. The pipes have to be disinfected after repairs are made.

In cold climates, frozen water lines become a problem." Pipes can be thawed by
building a fire close to ttie pipe, steam thawing, or electrical thawing.
Back siphonage can become a health hazard. Where the poisibility of back siphonage could existbackflow preventera must be installed:

--

Leaky or inoperative valve& are another problem common to the distribution system:
-Valtierifi-o-uld always be kept in good operation for proper.control of water flow. The
most widely used types of valves are the gate , globe, and 'check valves.

s,

Water may be measuFed in terms of rate *Of flow or total volume. Units and equivalents usually used are: cubic feet per second (c.f.$) is used to measure rate of
streani flow; gallons per minute (g.p. ) expresses pump output; million gallons per
day (In. g. d.) expresses daily flow or rate of flow; and thousands of gallons per day is
also used in preparing repoits.

.
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Due to close tolerances used in the manufacture of water meters sticking or binding
may develop from accumulations of 4cale and sand or use of hot water. When 'trouble
develops, the meter should be cleaned and checked for accuracy. A check with another
, dependable water meter is accurate enough for normal water treatment control purposes.

Recorders are sensitive instruments. They should be handled carefully to prevent
damage. Daily servicing of recorders indudes changing the chart, aligning the chart
for the correct time,".and checking the ink supply. The charts are kept as a daily record
of total plant flow.
QUESTIONS

Name six cauties of water leaks.
2.

Name five methods used in locating water leaks.

3.

What is required for the successful maintenan ce and operation of a water.distribution system?

4.

What is the simplest method used for locating buried_pipelines and valves?

5.

What items of equipment are kept 'readily available for emergency pipeline repair ?

6.

Name four methods used for temporary pipeline repair. .

[

7.- What is the required chlorine residual, content and contact time for
pipelines?
8.

Name,three methods used for thawing frozen pipelines .

9.

What is a cross-donnection?

10.

What three conditions can cause backflow. .

11.

Name two methods used to prevent backflow?

12.

Why can't a gate valve`be used for throttling service?

13.

What are the two basic types of check valves?

14.

What type of meter uses a nutating disc?

15.

How are scale and rust removed fronfwathr meters?

digrcting
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CHEMIC1L FEEDERS_
OBJECTIVE

The objectives or this study guide are to increase your knowledge of the different
types of chemical feeders and to help prepare you to operate and maintain thisiequipment.
1

0

INTRODUCTION

Water treatment usually includes the feeding of chemical's at a controlled rate
which is in proportión to the vohime \of water being treated. Various types Of chemical
feeders are available; the three maintYpes being gas feeders, solupon feeders, and
dry chemical feeders (these terms indiCate the state or condition of/the chemical when
it is added to the water).
.
The information in this study guide will be piesented under the 'following main
headings:
GAS FEEDERS
.

SOLUTION FEEDERS;

-0

DRY CITEMIdAL FEEDERS'

You are encouraged to read the more extensive-coverage of;this-inibTnUtraccvhich"
is contained in the material referenced at the end of this study gnide.
oAS FEEDERS-

Gas Chlorinators
. The-chemical gas feeder iiihichyou are most likely to operate for the
Air Force is
I
a gas chlorinator. With respect to the method by which the discharge rate is controlled,
i
there are three types of gas chlorinators: (1) Manually controlled type, where the
. /
equipment must be started and stopped manually, \and the rate-o eed is manually
adjusted to.ttle rate of water ilow; (2) semiautomatic type, whe the.equipment starts /
and stops automatically, but must be manually adjusted to the rat of water, flow; 3
luny automatic type. Note-, in allthree p,pes, the amount of chemical dosage is s by
!manuai.adjustment.

feed.

Gas chlorinators may also be classifiedas being either direct feed or solution
1

o

1
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DIRACT FEED.CHLORINATORS. This type feeds-the 'chlorine gas directly into the

.water being treated. Direct feed chlorinators may be called!'pressure gas chlorinators"
or "direct diffusers's and are,used chiefly as emergency equipment on small installations where it is.not possible to obtaina water,supply suitable for oPerating a solution
feeder. They cannotbe usedwhere the pressure of the water is 'More than 20 P. s. i.
Due to the chlorine being under pressure as a os at all tlines, tnesi are highly susceptible to leaks. Should a chlorine gas leak
will be extensive corrosten
adjacent equipment and structures.
,
K.

-

.

.

.

.
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SOLUTION FEED CHLORINATORS. There are tWo general tyPes of solution feed
chlorinators: (1) the "bubbling" or "pulaating" reduced pressure type, (2). the
"vacuum" type. Since all solution feed chlorinators keep the chlorine gas under a partial vacuum; they cause fewer chlorine leaks than the pressUre gas chlorinators.. Note,
vacuumiype solution feed chlorinatord. have largely replaced the'pulsating tYpe solution
- ..._
feed chlorinators.
.
,

\
The solution feed chlorinators are also classified by the ty
.

i
,1

\ ..

pe of cuaphrigm used in,
controlling the chiorine feed. One type uses a water diaphragM, while the other type
.
uses a mechanical diaphragm: The water diaphragm is always\,a vacuum type, so it has
the advantage of being friction free and having a puncture-prooUdiaphragm.
1

4

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE: In order for gas chlorinators to operate satisfactorily for lengthy periOdii, itwill be necessary for the operator to, perform the following
preventive maintensIce inspections. The following inspection intektiiii are based on the
recommendations of experienced engineers and operators, the equipment guides ofi.
manufacturers, and standard text books.
,

,

,

.

,

a. . Each DAY! the equipment is operated;

.

\

Inspect for leaks. Exa.mine chlorinator and ill piping tor chlorine or
water leaks. All chlorine leaks are serious because they increase rapidly in size and a
cause extensive corrosion and damage. Red discoloration meand scale. To locate
chlorine leaks, hOld.the mouth of an unstoppered ammonia-water bottle near all joints,
valves, and alongipiping; any white fumes from the bottle are ammonium chloride'and
" indicate a chlorine- gas-leat.--Keep ammonia-Water bottle
tightly stopPerbd when not in
,use to prevent kids of strength.
(1)

,

1

(2) Operate Chlorine Valves. Open sand close all chlorine valves t&prevent
threads on the vale stems from becoming set in one position. Do no't use force in
closing a valve. Check stuffing.boxes. Repair or replace fatilty yalves at once.L

t

.

(3)_Check Gas Systein. Check that all piping and parts carrying chlorine gas..
are operating proPerly. See that metering devices, preisure ieduCing and shut-off
valves-function p perly. Disabsemble and clean where necedsary, determining the
cause of the fault. At4irst sign of weakening, replace:any 'faulty parts. ,
(4) Checc Vacuum Relief. Make sure the entire asiembly operates properly
and that the relief, ose is not plugged. Insects, such as'mud daubers, May plug such
lines by building n sts in them.
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b. , Weekly:

,

- Thoroughly clean chlorinator cabinet, glass parts, floats, metering devices.
and other parts in which dirtmightinterfere with operations or make equipinent'unsightly. Clean and cover unpainted metal that might corroqe with a good film of petrolatum or similar Protective compound.
c.

Monthly:

- Check water system. Clean the water strainers and check pressure-reducing,
valve for proper operation. ,See that float,valveS are properly controlling water levels
and that there is little or no leakage. .See that water.flowing to waste is not excessive
and that water levels are kept at their propex. ele4ations. See that ejectors have their
ample capacities. If they do not, remove a 'd clean with muriatic acid.

%,

4

.\

d.

Quarterly:

Disassemble or Operate Hard Rubber Threads, Valves, and Parts. Hi`rd
rubber threads rparts on a chlorinator freeze oe stick when not operated for long
periods, causing leake when parts are disassembled. To keep the threads ,from
freezing, operate 11 parts needed to keep chiorinator in service. Do this more often if
found necessarif,, Before reassembling such parts, cover witlpgraphite.
-

3.

AnnuillY:c

(1) Overhaul. Disassemble and clean all cMorinator parts.thoroughly.f Paint
chlorinator cltbinet inside and out with rust-resistant paint. Carefully examine 'each
chlorinator part. Reassemble and check for proper operation.

(4 The only safe liquids for cleaning chlorine lines are woçd alcohol and
carbon tetrachloride. After cleaning; allow cleaning solution to evapora e to dryness.
Ethyl alcohol or ether must'NOT be used as theyreact with chlorine to form.a solid
waxy substance ,which is veriarfficult to remove. Water reacts with chlorine to forms
a highly corrosive acid.
,

---(b) Oil or-grease react with chlorine to form a bulky,t fiothy substance.
Therefore', they should NOT be used as lubricants at points where,they thi come in
contact with chlorine,

(c) CondmisatiOn forMing on chlorine-cylinder outside wallimay corrode
scales and other equipment around the cylinder. Guard against such damage-by insuring
that there is sufficient ventilation around the equipmeilt to keep everythisig dry. An
electric fan may suffice. Do not apply direct,heat to dry the cylinder.
(0) It/isidkqerous_W_attempt.to increase the rite of gas withdrawal by
heating chlorine-cylis br containers abo,ve tfie normal room temperature witirhot
water baths or other means. Inipect regularly to see that chlorine cylinders are not
exposed to direct 4un heat or near stead or,hot water lines or óthesr sources of heat.

-

Use a new lead gasket eaCh titne a valve or tuhe is connected and-when
replacing engsty chlorine cylinders. Use only ONE lead gasket.
(e)

,

0.

(2) Examine Solution Tube. Check tubing for abrasion or cracking that might
cause leaks. Inspect.tubing for kinks or for mineral deposits restricting discharge.
Remove iron or manganese deposits restricting discharge. Remove iron or manganese
deposits from diffuser tube by adding ten percent solution of hexameta-phosphate or
septa-phosphate tomake-up water, at rate of orie drop per minute. To add reagent,
attach rubber hose to the bottle containing treatment solution, and place a pinch clamp
on rubber hose. Invert bottle and adjust pinch clamp for proper feed rate. Continte
until deposit is removed. (See figure 1.)

Figure 1. Rear View of Vacuum Type Gas Chlorinator
SOLUTION:-FEEDERS.

Hypochlorinators.

A hypochlorinator is a good example of the chemical solution feeders. Its principle
'function is to introduce chlorine, in the form of sodium (or calcium) hypochlorite solution into the water supply. The same type unit is sometimes used to feed chemicals
55

(usually a polyphosphate solution) for scale and corrosion control. Hypochlorinators are
usUally modified 'positive displacement, piston or diaphragm mechanical pumps. However, hydraulic, displacement hypochlorinators are also used. Hypochlorinators may be
manually controlled, semiautomatic, or fully automatic. (See figure 2.)
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Figure 2. Motor-Driven HypochlorinatOr with Semiautomatic
Control
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. (For Pump Type Solution Feeders)

a. Each DAY the equipment is operated:
(1) Check Operation. Inspect sight-feed indicators to insure that solution is

being fed.

(2)

See that automatic controls start and stop properly.

(3) Make sute there is enough prepared solution.
(4) Check for leaks in piping joints and packing glands.

de

..

b.. Weekly:
Clean Feeder. Remove and clean glass and plastic parts of sight-feed indicator.
Remove white coating caused by hard water in the hypochlorite solution by soaking in
five percent solution of muriatic acid.
c.

Monthly:

Clean and flush solution tank.*
(1) Clean suction strainer and hose'.

(2) Disassembl
valves.

d.

inspect, and Clean solution di4hragm chambers and check

(3)

Clean screens and strainers on water-operated feeders.

(4)

Exercise all shnt-off valves and length-of-stroke controls.

Annually:

Overhaul Feeder.
(1) Replace worn parts and packing.

(2)

dlean screen in water meter.

(3) Touch up and paint all metal parts.
DRY CHEMICAL FEEDERS

The amounts of dry 'chemicals added to water must he carefully controlled to insure
uniform treatment. The dry chemical feeders may be either manually or automatically.
,controlled. They are accurate, and simple to operate. Those which are automatic have
been equipped with flow-measuring devices which proportion the chemical feed to the
rate of-water flow.

Dry chemical feeders may be of either the volumetric (see figure 3) or the gravimetiic loss-in-weight type (see figure 4 ).
Volumetric feeders displace a preset volume of chemical and will deliVer as little
as three to four ounces per hour to treat supplies of 200,000 gallons or more daily.
Gravimetric feeders displace a definite weight of the chemical and will feed as little as
one pound per hour. They are used to treat.supplies of 5,000,000 gallons (or more)
daily. Chemicais which are commonly fed in the dry condition include lime, soda-ash,
alum, and the fluoride compounds.

+re'
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Figure 3. Dry Chemical Feeder Installation
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Figure 4. Loss-in-Weight Gravimetric Dry Chethical
Feeder
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (FOr Loss-in-weight Type Gravimetric Feeder)

a.

Each DAY the equipment is operated:

(1) Clean and Check. Clean feeder, feeder mechanism, and surroundings.
See that scale is sensitive to small changes in weight. Whenever feeder is completely
empty, determine tare weight, or see if scale indicatetrzero weight. Look for oil drips
and Wiring defects. Observe general performance of feeder, changing'tare weights of
scale. Probe solution tank for sediment or undissolved chemical. Clean tank and improve dissOlving conditions it necessary. If chemical feeder is out of service, see that
hopper and feed mechanism is empty and that condensation is not causing corrosion or
deterioration.

b.

Weekly:

Inspect for loose bolts and defective parts. Carefully wipe clean all parts of
feeder; inspecting for andrepairing loose ioolts, leaks, defective parts, and the like.
c.

Quarterly:

Service drive mechanism and moving parts according to manufacturer's instructions. See also tables 10 through 14 and section 2 of part H PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE of AFM 85-13.
d.

Annually:

Overhaul Feeder and Scale. Disassemble feeder and clean and inspect all
parts for wear or deterioration. Clean and paint feeder inside and out where necessary.
Makeircessary repairs and properly lubricate all mechanical parts. Service motors
and d,riye mechanisms.
SUMMRY'

Most methods of water treatment involve the additicn of some type of chemidal to
the water. To feed these chemicals under controlled conditions, we must utilize chemical feed pumps. The three main types of chemical feeders are gas feeders, solution
feeders and dry chemical feeders. The best way to keep the chemical feeders operating
properly is by strict adherence to the preventive maintenance schedules, as prescribed
in AFM 85-13.
QUESTIONS
1.

Why ire ali chlorine leaks serious?

2.

Why should all chlorine valves be operated daily?

3.

Why should you never use oil or grease on gas chlorinator valves or fittings?

4.

How are chlorine gas leaks located?

5.

What is the big disadvantage a a direct feed chlorinating system?
60
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6. How is the easiest way to prevent the valves on a gas chlorinator from sticking?
7. List two chemicals commonly added by means of a solution feeder.

8. Assuming that the chemical feeders are in operating condition, how frequently
should they be overhauled?
9. How do you makesure that the solution is being fed by a proportional type solution
feeder?
10. What provision is incorporated in dry cheniical feeders tO insure a continuous,
even flow of the chemical out of the hopper? (See figure 3.)
REFERENCE

AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation .Ar Water Plants and Systems
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MAINTENANCE OF SEWAGE PLANT EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able to identify
the inspection,and maintenance procedures as.performed by the waste
plant operator.
INTRODUCTION

Waste treatment equipment is designed to last for many years without
mechanical breakdown, but eventually it haPpens. Worn parts must be
replaced, bearings must be lubricated and inspections must be performed
to determine when maintenance is.needed.
The general Standard for maintenance of sewage plant equipment is
that they shall be in operating condition at all times. This means you
have to recognize equipment failure and know how to repair any defect as
rapidly as possible.

Subjects in this unit of instruction will cover maintenance on the

following equipment.

GRIT CHAMBERS

COMMINUTORS, SHREDDERS AND BAR SCREENS

SEWAbE LIFT STATIONS
SEDIMENTATION TANK

TRICKLING FILTERS
DIGESTER AND DIGESTER EQUIPMENT
GRIT CHAMBERS

Equipment used in grit chambers is usually made of heavy cast iion.
This is so that the metal will not wear away easily. The scrapers,
buckets and shoes are used to aid in the removal of sand and gravel.
They will eventually wear down and have to be replaced.
62
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When scrapers, buckets or shoes have to be replaced, the ubual
method is to pull out a large steel connecting pin so that the worn piece
will drop off and a new one can be installed.
If chains are used to drive*equipment, the chain sprocket axle will
need.lprication. Non:ha lly, the grease found in sewage will be enough
to keep the chain sufficientlY lubricated.
ome grit chamber equipment has zerk connections for grease guns

and ome have oil reservoirs that lubricate the bearing. If these are

/

,s rviced regularly, the equipment will last many years.
b

Most grit .chambers use electrically,poliered equipment. The
inspection and cleaning- of motors are your responsibility. Since you
must keep the equipment operating at all times, you must oil the bearings,
and keep trash, dirt and rags from the motor. Never washa: motor to
clean it. Water will cause the motor to short Circuit and burn out.
COMMINUTORS, SHREDDERS AND BAR SCREENS

Comminutors a-ld Shredders

Comminutors and shredders are both used to grind or break up large
solids. In either case there are wheels or drums that turn on an axle.
These axles have luliricating points which must be oiled at recommended
intervals, perhaps daily.
Comminutors and shredders are powered by an electric motor
(figure 1).
Electric motors must be inspected occasionally for overheating,
noise and lack of lubrication. The motor drives the wheel or drum to
which is attached the cutting teeth or blades. Sand and grit eventually
dull the cutters. During an inspection if the cutters are found dull, a new
or resharpened set must be installed. .1

Bar Screens. Bar screens are usually heavy cast-iron gratings
that stop large floating materials. Maintenance is seldom required on
the screen itself; however, if the screen has a mechanical scraper, then
the gears, bearings, drive chains, and electric motor require servicing.
Lubrication of these parts is simple, but very important.

204.
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SEWAGE LIFT STATIONS

Lift Stations
Lift station's are used where
gravity flow is not possible. The pumps
used in a lift station must lift
sewage
ground to a higher point so the waste and water from a tow area underagain. For this reason, the pumps can start its slow downhill travel
must handle large quantities at low
velocities. The pumps must also have
large openings to allow large
solids to pass through them.
Pump Maintenance

Pumps used in a sewage lift statioA ire
of heavy-duty construction.
They will very seldom require
maintenance; however, you will need to
inspect them to see if rags or strings
have been caught in the pump.
Normal servicing such as lubrication and
tightening packing glands will
be required.
Building Maintenance

Sewage lift stations are housed in a concrete
or brick building. Thewalls of the building may s.erve to held the
incoming
sewage. When the
depth of sewage reaches a certain po
t,
the
pump
will
automatically come
on and pump the level down.
Maintenance on the

building can actually be divided into
three separate areas: ceilings and upper walls,
lower walls and then the floor.

The ceiling, upper walls, windows
the time from condensation. Sewage and overhead pipes stay wet all
gases create an acid condition in the
humidity and this acid eats at the masonry
in the-building,
it corrodesAthe

metal iti"the pipes and windows.

Proper ventilation helps get rid of the moisture
and a good paint job'
on the pipes and windows helps
protect them from rust.
The second area of building
maintenance is the cleaning of the walls
that is below the sewage level. Thick
layers of grease builds up on the
walls and has to be scraped and hosed down.
Accumulation of grease
creates nuisance odors and unsightliness.
11.

The third area of building
is the °cleaning of the floor.
Grit, stones, grease and heavymaintenance
materials have to be cleaned
out. This
job is usually done manually las
the amotint to be hauled.out is small.
65
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SEDIMENTATION TANK

There are many types of sedimentation tanks, however, ihey all
r'equire inspections and maintenance. SoMe waste plants have installed'new sedimentation tanks, and maintenance can best be performed 6y
following the manufacturer's instructions.
,

Older plants have equipment listed in AFM 85-14. When performing
other than very simple maintenance, a set of directions should be
followed.,

To be a good maintenance man, you must know the machinery and
the names of the parts that make up a complete unit. It is not within the
scope of this c8urse to teach the many small components of equipment;
therefore, you will have to follow printed directions in much of your work.
Directions will take thg forth such as shown in the following paragraphs.
Inspection and LUbrication

Check oil level in speed reducers, oil baths and gear cases, and see
that oil is clean and of good body. Drain a small amount of oil froth.
bottom of gear casings and oil ba hs to eliminate any accumulated water.
If oil is gritty or lacks body and o iness, change it promptly:
Lubricate countershaft bearings\with a small amount of grease
'forced through each of the fittings. (1)9 not overlubricate.). Excess
grease enters worm gear housing and Mixes with oil producing a heavy
oil that will not flow properly around ball bearings and worm gears. Too
much grease may force shaft seals out of place.
Do .not lubricate bearings submerged in sewage except when unit is
taken out of service and emptied. Before starting equipment in which
bearings have dried, lubricate with light oil. Inspect 'bearings to see
that they are anchored securely: Grease pillow block bearings until
grease squeezes out at the ends.

Small bearing points use Oilite bushings of porous bronze, whiCh
soak up and retain-a large aniount of oil. These bushings do not have oil
holes as oil penetrates them readily. To lubricate, put a few drops of
light oil:in the cups to keep bushing saturated. 'Some bushings are Made
of graphitized bronze and require no further lubrication.
flak
Rolle chains are lubricated by two Methods. If the chain is totally
enclosed, 't,is iubricated by dipping into an Oil bath. If the bottom of
the chain guard is open, the chain is lubricated by squirting or brushing
the lubricant on the chain.
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Chains usually deteriorate when not used for long periods. If chain
is to be idle long, remove it, coat it with a heavy lubricant and store it
until needed.

'Replace worn or damaged links promptly to prevent.unnecessary
wear on adjacent links and sprockets.

Tighten chains, if loose, by removing links and/or proper positioning
of takeup shafts or drive equipment. In final tanks where takeups are not
wied, place chains around sprockets and remove links until chains reach
desired tension.
Check drive cable foiamount of slack and if it is excessive, correct
it by adjusting takeups at opposite end from drive unit. In general, a
cable which is slack, rather than too tight, will minimize wear on cable
and mechanism.\ On cables that are not submerged during oper
n
make necessary adjustments to compensate for difference in cable kenh
caused by winter and summer temperature .changes.
Inspect wood flighti for cracks and make sure they are securely
fastened on attachments. If bolts are loose, tighten them and peen end of
bolt,So nuts cannot work loose. Weld stellite to steel wearing shoes when
they become worn, to Prolong their usefulness.
Before starting collector eqUipment on some, units in extremely cold
weather, make sure, that ice has not frozen chain-to sprocket. If. chain
has frozen to sprocket, .remove guard and pry chain loose with a bar.
Flush Sludge Line

Back-blow sludge line with compressed.air or high-pressure water.
Protect water connection against cross connection hazards. See that
sludge or foreign matter is wnot plugging sludge line.
Check Tanks for Sludge Overload

If sludge overload is built up, open discharge while machine is running. If the overload on the motor is so great that heater coils in starter
box opens the switch and stops the machine, drain the tank and sluice out
the sludge.
CAUTIONS. When the overload alarm rings the bell Or stops the
motor, do not try to keep the equipment running. Instead, find the source
of trouble and rernoyeitimmediately.--Do-not.start the-equipment with a
load-of sltidge in the tank. Do not tamper with the overload alarm switch
adjustrdents just to keep the machine operating.
87
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Ita foreign object drops into the tank, stop the machine and try to
remove the object, if necessary, cutting off influent to stop sludge
accumulation. If the object cannot be removed with tank filled, drain the
tank and remove the object before resuming pperation.
TRICKLING FILTER

Lubrication procedures already given can be applied.to trickling filter
equipment. Inspection and maintenance procedures for trickling filter
equipment will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Inspection and Maintenance

Inspect spreader jets, splash plates or orifices and clean them if
necessary. Before replacing orifice cover, apply grease or Tite
Seal compound (furnished with some equipment) to threads to prevent

leakage.

Sothe distribution arms have gates on the end of the arms which can
be opened after cleaning the orifices to flush out the distributor arms.

Adjust turnbuckles or vertical guy rods slightly when necessary
during hot weather-to prevent the distributor arms from coming too close
to the bed surface. If spreader jets are used, operate them with hinged
flap down to diStribute sewage more evenly. In cold weather, adjust
,turnbuckles as required to keep arms level. Iii adjusting, balance all
arms exactly by measuring to a mark on filter wall.
Check to see that distributor arms and branches are level. If arms
and branches are dismantled from center column, replace them in their
original position because no two arms or branches are alike.
Check the distribution of sewage over the filter bed. Inadequate
coverage of filter media results when distribution is poor. Overdosing
one portion of filter may cause ponding of that portion only., as it.prevents
interinittent penetration of air and deprives bacteria of the necessary
oxygen-supply:The outer part of the distribution arm sweeps a larger
area so make.sure a proportIonately greater quantity of sewage is discharged by that part of the arm.'
Inspect the elbows that flush the tank wall. The function of these
small elbows in the dump gate is to control the development of filter fly
larvae by directing a stream at the tank wall. Clean the elbovis and
check the flushing action. If necessary, turn elbows to direct stream at
different poftion of wall or change their size.
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Mercury Seal

Distributors equipped with a mercury seal have an annular mercury
well between the stationary column and the rotating section to prevent
water from getting to the support bearing. If the seal is accidentally
blown, mercury is caught in a trap below the manifold. When dkaining

seal or trap, catch mercury in a glass, earthenware, enameled or steel
container. Never use galvanized or tin container as mercury mixes with
solder, destroying the joints.

Cleaning Mercury

Wash mercury by placing in container with a tight lid. adding water
and shaking it vigorously, then pour off the water. Repeat until mercury
is clean.

To remove any grit, place mercury on dampened chamois skin,
wateiliasses through chamois and grit particles adhere to chamois when
mercury is poured off. Repeat this procedure several times if necessary.
If the mercury has become badly sludged, dissolve the sludge with
kerosene, then treat it with a 50% concentrated solution of nitric acid and
wash with a sodium bicarbonate solution to neutralize the acid. After two
or three washings in water, the mercury is ready for use.
DIGESTER AND DIGESTER EQUIPMENT

In an earlier block of instruction, the purpose and operation of
digesters were thoroughly discussed; therefore, this section will be
devoted to maintenance only.

There are many makes and designs of digesters and it is beyond the
scope of this course to teach maintenance on every type of digester. A
study on general maintenance will enable you to adapt your knowledge to
any type of digester.
Structure Maintenance

Most digesters have a concrete exterior and it must be inspected for
cement challdng. Chalking is a powder condition usually caused by chemical attack on the conerete. To stop chalking, the concrete should be
wire-brushed or sandblasted down to hard concrete and then a coat of
paint applied.
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It has been found in hot climates that light-colored
the efficiency of digesters because of the cooling effect. paints increase
Dark-colored
paints cause the digester to warm up and become overactive.
All exterior metal pipes and fittings should be cleaned of rust, then
primed with a good metal primer and lastly covered
with an exterior
grade of industrial paint.

The interior walls and floor of a digester will
little or no
maintenance. The interior should be inspected for require
stress, cracking and
breaks and repaired as required.
Metal parts on the underside of a floating cover digester should be
inspected for rust. If the digester has been in operation for
length of
time, there will be a lard-like coating on the metal parts. Doany
not
remove
this coating as it protects the metal from corrosion.
Cover Maintenance
(1

Very little maintenance is required on the outside of the cover on
type of digester. When a fall in gas production is noted, it normally any
indicates a leak idthe cover. Flooding the cover with water will allow
you to locate the leak.
Floating covers are held in place by rollers and rails. When the tank
has been emptied, the cover is in the down position
and the rollers and
rails can be inspected for breaks and corrosion..
Pipeline Maintenance

Exterior piping on a digester requires no special inspections, other
than prevention of corrosion. Proper painting will prevent
rust problems.
Interior piping becomes lard-coated and corrosionis no problem. A
stopped-up pipe can usually be unplugged by tying into a thigh-pressure
water supply and back-flushing the pipe.

Pressure Relief Assembly Maintenance

The pressure relief assembly and waste gas flame trap are usually
one unit mounted in the center of the top of the digester (see figure 2).

The pressure relief assembly holds a preset amount of gas pressure
within the digester. Maintenance on this unit
checking it for
operation and inspecting the leather diaphragmincludes
for cracks.
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Figure 2. Pressure4te1lef Waste-Gas Mame Trap
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SUMMARY

Maintenance of sewage treatment equipment is not an everyday.job;
however, inspection of the equipment is a constant job.

Anytime you look at the grit chamber, bar screen or comminutor,
you are observing for operation, unusual noises or anything out of the
ordinary.
Sewage treatment equipment must be kept in good operating condition
and occasionally cleaned. Exposed iron must be protected from corrosion, worn parts removed and replaced, tanks occasionally drained and
hosed down.

Good maintenance and regular inspections prevent sewage plants
from becoming a worn-out health hazard.
QUESTIONS

1. What is the general standard for sewage plant maintenance?
2. 'Name two methods used to remove grit from a grit chamber.
3. Which two units use cutting teeth in their operation?
4. What is most likely the cause of pump stoppage in a lift station?
5. In a sewage lift station, where would corrosion be most apt to occur?
6. What material is usually found as a coating on the walls of a

station?

7. What two methods are suggested for tightening chains on sewage
plant equipment?
8. If the arms of a trickling filter are not level, what might occur to

the filter bed?

9. How can a gas leak in the top of a digester ,be easily located?
10. What flexible component within a digester pressure relief valve
needs inspection for cracks?
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PUMP MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study guide are to acquaint you with,the types of pumps used
in water and waste systems, to give got) an idea of the pump maintenance which is
requiredand-to give you a knowledge of the major parts of p. centrifugal pump.
INTRODUCTION-

Pumps of different design and sizes will be required to pump water from the source
to the water treatment plant. After treatment, additional pumping may be required to
force the water into the mains or into the storage reserviors. Many types of pumps are
required to operate a sewage system at maximum efficiency:
The information will be presented under the following headings:
TYPES OF PUMPS AND THEIR INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS

GENERAWNSPECTION ITEMS, FOR PUMPS
MAJOR PARTS & COMPONENTS OF A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP'

You are encouraged to read and become familiar with the information which is
contained in the references listed at,the end of this study guide.
TYPES OF PUMPS AND THEIR INSPECTION
AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Pumps'used in the-water supply system are classified according to both design
and use, and they include five-major types. The major types are: velocity, displacement, turbine, air lift, and ejection.
Velocity Pumps

Velocity pumps include centrifugal (vertical or horizontal), mixed flow, and ailel=

flow pUMps.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. i(c:i'lfitrugal puMp consiSts of a rotating impeller, an
impeller casing, and a flow receiving chamber. The impeller is a radial group of
vanes curved backward from the direction of rotation and mounted either directly on
the shalt or on a single disk (open impeller). The impeller and impeller casing are
usually enclosed by a flow receiving chamber with a volute or, progressively expanding
spiral passage. In some types, the flow receiving chamber is an annular passage to
the shaft. In either type the cross-Sectional area increases toward the point of discharge. Centrifugal pumps have many forms, such as single or double Suction, and
single or multiple stages. A horizontal, double suction, volute pump is illustrated
in figure I.
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Figure 1. Horizontal Split-Case Double-Suction Volute Centrifugal Pump
Centrifugal pumps are the most commonly used type of pump in Water systems
because they are well adapted to electric drives and a wide variety of operating conditions. For reliable operation, suction head shoCild not.exceed 15 feet. Multiple
stage centrifugal.pumps are used where high discharge pressures are required.

Operating Precautions. By observing these precautions, you will eliminate many
of the commonly 4encountered problems with centrifugal pumps.
(-1). -Fill-centrifugal-pumps-with-water-before gtarting-them. This proce-dure,
,known as priming, lubricates close-fitting sealing rings and packing, and insures that
the pump is free of air or air bubbles.

(2) Make certain tliat suction piping is airtight.
(3). ,To operate at design capacity, keep speed of rotation and total head as close to
design figures as possible. When-total-head-is less-than-that_ior which_the_pump is
designed, the,pump motor may; overload and overheat.
MIXED FLOW PUMPS. Mixed flow pumps are similar to centrifugal pumps, with
the exception,that theNim,peller discharges water in a patch inctined on the axis of the
shaft. The flow receivinhamber is either a volute passage or an expanding discharge pipe similar to that bl an axial flow pump (see figure 2).

Operating Precautions,. Oper mg precautions are the same as for centrifugal

pumps.
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Figure 2. Mixed-Flow Pumps
AXIAL-FLOW PUMPS. Axial-floW
pumps, also Imown*as propeller or screw
pumps, consist of a rotating impeller
resembling the propeller of a ship, a
cylindrical casing, and a slightly expanding annular discharge passage, see
figure 3. Axial-frow pumps are suited
only for very low head (5 to 30 feet), high

capacity service. Their principal use is
for industrial irrigation and storm water
pumping.

Displacement Pumps

Displacement pumps may be reciprocating or rotary (each of which may be
vertical or horizontal). Reciprocating
displacement pumps include piston, plunger,
and diaphragm puMps. Rotary displacement pOmprinclude-the-helical-r
the rotating types such as centrifugal and
axiel-flow pumps.
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Figure 3. Vertical Axial-Flow Pump
with Screw Type Impeller

RECIPROCAT/NG PUMPS. A reciprocating well pump consists of the following
major parts: a powerhead or jack located above,ground, a
pump cylinder submerged
in the well, and a drop pipe which houses the rods and supports
the

cylinder and foot
valves and conduts the water to*the top of the well.
The jack-which-is driven by an
electric mOtor or gasoline engine through gears ox a belt imparts
reciprocating motion
to the plunger. Reciprocating well pimps may have single,
double, or triple stroke

operation, see figure 4.

FigUre 4. Reciprocating Well Pump
Reciprocating well pumps are normally used for small wells or moderate depth
with capacities less than 25-g-. p. m. They are used at such, locations as firing ranges,
bivouac areas, and other small facilities not served by the installation water supply.

Reciprocating iiump Maintenance. The delivery per stroke should be at least
90 percent of the columetric displacement of zthe,pump. (Area of plunger times length
of stroke). When delivery falls below 50 percent of the, voltumetric diiplacement,
or if water Supplied:is below installation water requirements, remove pump from the
well and examine valves .and cup, leathers. Note: Consult the manufacturer's
instrUctions, for picking up foot-valve and additional maintenance procedures.
ROTARY PUMPS. A rotary pump consists of a stationary casing containing one
or more rotating elements. Figure 5 shows four of.the.many types of rotary pumps, all
with the same general *principal of operation. Rotary pumps are used in water works
for priming larger pumps and for limited special'applications.
.
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Figure 5. Several Types of Rotary Pumps
Rotary Pump Maiptenance: The pump should be disassembled and cleaned
thoroughly on the inside and outside. If the interior of the pump is subject
to rusting,
paint the interior surface with a suitable underwater paint, or other effective
coating.
(Areas not subject to close tolerances only). Check all clearances
according
manufacturer's instructions: Check packing assembly and repack as needed. to
PISTON TYPE PUMPS. -A piston type pump has a piston whichlits tightly and
operales inside a cylinder. The pump may be direct or belt driven; single
or double
acting. Pump tyoubles can generally be traced,to poor packing, foUled
water
cylinders;
worn valves, or to faulty condition outside the pump itself, see figure 6.
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Figure 6. B.elt-Driven Self-Oiling Piston Pump,
s Single-Cylinder, Double-ACting Type
Piston Type Pump Maintenance. Dismantle and thoroughly inspect the pump.
Remove and examine all valvest valve seats, and all valve springs: Remove
old
packing. Examine plunger or rod for scoringor grooving. Repack and checkall
alignment. Clean:interior and exterior of pump. paint interior iron with suitable underwater paint or protective cdating. (Areas not subject to close tolerances only).
Turbine Pumps
The turbine pump has a disk-shaped rotating\;mpeller with many small radial
vanes near the edge. The inside of the caiirig iss,`channeled around the impeller vanes,
providing water passage from suction port to discharge port, see figure 7.
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Figure 7. Impeller and Housing of Turbine Type Pump
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Turbine pumps are used tor high head, low capacity service. A-common use is
for booster pumps for solution feed chlorinatois.
TURBINE WELL PUMPS. A turbine well pump is a small diameter, multistage
centrifugal or mixed flow pump buspended in the well. The well diameter limits .
impeller diameter. As a result, this linitts the head produ6ed in a,single stage; multiple stages are provided to create the head and capacity desired. Weight of rotating
parts is usuallY carried by the thrust bearing in the pump head. Pump and intermedi;±7 bearings may be either Oil"or water lubricated. From a saniiy-point of view,
sterlubrication of pump bearings in any-well is preferable. Contannnated lubricating
oil- has been responsible for contaminating well water' (see figure 8).
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Figure 8. Water Lubricated Vertical. Turbine Pump
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Turbine *ell pumps are used in deep wells of 4 inches and larger in diameter.
They may also be used as booster pumpi.

Turbine Pump Maidenance. With pump'assembled, check clearance of impeller
between liners and check movement of shaft endways.
NOTE: Most pimps of this type have an adjustment for centeririg the impeller._
Adjthit Clearance equally for both sides of the jinpeller. If clearance is not 0.010" 0.012't replace the impeller and liners. Coat the interior Of the pump with a suitable
underviater paint or protective material. (Areas not subject to close tolerances only).

Air Lift Pumps.
Air \Lift is a method of raising water by compressed air. The principle of operation
is shown in-figuA 9. if the U-tube is filled *ith water, the water stands at height
H in
both legs of the tube. When compressed air is introduced as shown in the figure, a
mixture of air and water is formed in one leg. The solid column of water W weighs
more filen the air-water column P, forcing it over the top of the U-tube. The pressure
requ,tred fpr pumping depends entirely on submergence; the height to which water must
be elevated has no effect. The starting pressure is always greater than the working
pressure after the well pumping level is reached. If drawdown is excessive, the higb
starting.pressure may require an auxiliary compressor connected in series with the
main compressor and receiver. The auxiliary compressor is-operated only during
.

p.

'Figure 9. Principle of Air Lift

..
.

Air lift pumps are useful for grotips'of wells crthir:ging to ground storage and
served by a sing,le ,compressor installation. .we
Lo
efficiency is offset by lack of

-maintenance4pr6blemsr pspecially in crooked wells 'and thOse producing sand. They
are particularly adapted for emergency deep well pumping, using -a portable air com,..
pressor for power. Air lift pumps cannot be used for direct pumping to a distributiOn
system or for horizontalstransmission of water. The added oxygen in air lifted sUpplies
tends,
. to make water more corrosive.
6
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Mr Lilt Pump Maintenance. Checklor air contamination. Make sure that thereare no cross connectionsin.air_system tlyhich-contaminated-air-or-water-may-enter
a well. Examine the water sample from the viell for presence of oil which may come
from Compressed air. Examine compressor for oil pumping if oil appears in the
sample.
Ejector Well Pumps
An ejector well pump consists, of a centrifugal type sinble impeller pump above
ground and a stitionary ejector asseMbly in the well. The ejector assembly is made
up of a nozzle within a tube which tapers down to a narrow throat opening at the top of
the nozzle (see figure 10).

Ejector well pumps are suitable for small wells within limited ranges of depth.
Because there are no moving parts in the well, they can be installed away from dr
directly over a wen.

STORAGE TANK
ELECTRIC MOTOR

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

EDUCTION PIPE

141;4_1710

EJECTION LINE

EJECTOR JET
FOOT VALVE
SCREEN

Figure 10. Ejector Pump Installed Away From Well
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Ejector Pump Maintenance. When the ejector, foot valve, and screen are removed
from the well, examine all parts for corrosion. Check the size of.the nontle-and
ejector throat. If there is evidence of wear, gonsult the manufacturer's instruclions
for proper diameters. Check the foot valve for leakage, and replace seat, replace valve,or reseat if necessary. Renew strainer if necessary.
GENERAL INSPECTION ITEMS FOR PUMPS

Pumping equipment normally operates with little troiible if it is properly maintained
in accordance with instructiOns. Pumps handling chemicals or abranive solutions may
require-more frequent inspections and preventive maintenance operations than shown,
and schedules should be modified on the basis of actual operating experience.
Listed below are general inspection-items zor pump:
1.

Inspect driving equipment, electric motors, etc:

2.

Check operating conditions. To maintain a pump properly, operators must
learn to recognize the normal sounds and operating conditiona of aproperly
ruzining pump and to investigate any change in these s6unds or operating A.
conditions.

3.

Check wearing or sealing rings. These rings seal discharge water from
suction water in rotating pumps. Excessive leakage seriously affects pump
efficiency.

4.

Check pump for cavitation. Cavitation generally results from improper pump
design or improper use of the pump. .Cavitation-neverely pits the impeller,
_and_enn-usually-be-torkeeted by lowering the pump and.reducing the suction
lift.

5.

Test performance of pump. Determine the pump's efficiency, using accurate
instrUments and gauges. Data obtained from the tests helps in controlling operating cOsts and locating defects in equipment or its use. Compare the pump
test data with the manufacturer's specifications and investigate any wide
differences.
.

6.

Check pump packing. Yumps with rotating or reciprocating shafts require
periodic packing to prevent excessive leakage. The packing can be adjusted
to reduce the leakage.

7.

Lubricate bearings. Where oil lubricated, use the specified amount and type
of lubricants. Where water.lubricated, insure that the system is functioning
correctly.

8.

Adjust impellers. Check impellers for maximum efficiency setting and adjust
if necessary.

9.

Check for oil leaks. Air lift pumps may-cOntaminate the well with oil from
the cdinpressor.

10.

Protect, all pumps and plumbing from freezing.
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MAJOR-PARTS-AilD-COMPONENTiS OF- A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

The major parts of a centrifugal pump ate named in the fdllowing paragraph. They
may be,,seen on the cutaway pump in the classroom, or in figure 1 in thie study guide.
1.

Pump-body

2.

Pump shaft

.

3.
4.

Packing and lantern ring (if pump is equipped with one)

5.

Picking gland

6:----Zuction and discharge nozzle.
SUMMARY

Many pumps are required in b-oth-water and sewage plant operation. These pumps
are classified\according to design and use. -Since pimps are subject to malfunction,
it is netessarli to be familiar with the*commonly encountered types of pumps and to be
*le to perform maintenance on them.
-------QUESTIONS

1.

What are the five major types of pum0?

2.

What is the name of the rotor in a centrifugal pump?

3._I1ow-rhay-the;direction of rotation be deterMined on a centrifugal pump?
4.
5.

What type of p

p is most frequently used in a water works system?
I

Explain the prihciple of operation of the air lift pump.
;

6:

Name the parts \of an ejector well.purhp.
;

7.

What type of o

\

is suitable for ejector well pumps?

8.

Where is the irott, and the cylinder of a reciprocating well pump located?
\
9. In which type o well is a reciprocating well pump used?

10.- -Whak'type-otp is\ a rotary pump?
11.

What is the mea1n of the Word "cavitation"?
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WATER WELL MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVE

This study guide is to acquaint you with the construction features of
water wells and the maintenance required to maintain the maximum production from the well.
INTRODUCTION

Any large concentration of tAops such as found on establjshed bases
must have an ample supply of water. In some cases one or mo e water
wells must be drilled to furnish water because lakes and rivers rpay not
be available as a water source.

Civilian contractors normally drill the wells; however, once the contractor- completes-the-well, the military Otisonnel aye ti-maintain it,
especially in overseas areas.
To familiarize you with water wells; we will cover the information
under the following topics:
Methods of Drilling Wells
Construction Features of Wells
Well Maintenance
Capacity of Wells
METHODS OF DRILLING WELLS

In most areas of the world fresh water can be obtained by digging or
drilling into the ground. Shallow holes of only a few feet in depth will produce water in some areas, while at other areas, perhatis not far away,
it-is--necessarytcrdrilrthrough several hundred feet of earth and rock to
obtain a supply of water: For the purpose of this lesson, the deep source
of supply will be our interest. Shallow dug wells will not normally be used
for military water supplies due to the difficulty in maintaining the
structural and sanitary. conditions -of these wells.
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,Ground water may occur at places where it is least expected, such
as deep under the Mojave Dersert or very shallow under the Arabian
Desert. Even more variable than the locations and depths at which water
is found is its chemical, physical, and bacteriological characteristics.
Even when these characteristics are such to render the water unfit for
drinking or other uses, they can almost always be altered sufficiently to
serve the purpose. However, .there is one important aspect of ground
water that cannot be changed. That is, the quantity which occurs at a
particular place. Almost all ground water used for water supplies has
its origin in rain and snow. The amount of this precipitation that becomes
ground water depends on several factors. A portion of this precipitation
is taken up-by evaporation or is taken in by plants and trees. Another
portion flows away in the form of surface run off. The remainder continues-downward through-the soil until it strikes a layer of rock of relaatively impervious material. It then begins to move in the downhill
direction of the impervious layer, taking the path of least resistance.
The layer of sand, soil, gravel or broken rock through which the water
moves-is latown as the aquifer, and the top level of the water in the aquifer
is known as the water table. In order to reach this water table it is
necessary to drill wells.

Percussion Drills
Holes-or shafts sunk into the earth to obtain water are called wells.
The kind of well and the method by which it is sunk depends on the type
of ground and the depth of the aquifer. The earliest practical method of
drilling wells, was with a percussion drill. The procesE of drilling with
a percussion (sometimes called a cable tool) drill is accomplished by
alternately lifting and dropping a heavy bit and drill stem. The impact
of the bit breaks up the rock and loosens the material in the hole. The
loo4ened material, Imown as drill cuttings, is removed from the hole by

a bailer. The bailer consists of a large tube or bucket with a hinged
door or flap on the bottom end. When dropped.into the hole the bailer
fills with drill cuttings Mixed with water and the flap or door prevents it
from emptying until it is brought to the surface.
During the process of drilling, water is added to the hole to aid the
drilling process. Also iti almost all wells drilled by this method, the
well is cased from top to bottom at the time of drilling to prevent caving
and as protection' against contamination from surface water. This casing
is nothing more than a large steel pipe that is forced into the hole.
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This method of well drilling is no longer in great use

because of the
time required to drill a deep well. Nevertheless,
it
is
still
considered
to be a very efficient method.
Rotary- Drills

The rotary drilling method has almost
completely replaced the percussion method of well drilling due to its many
.advantages.
In the rotary method; the hole is drilled
by the drill pipe with the bit
attached. The bit cuts and breaks up the material
as it penetrates the
formation. Drilling fluid is pumped through the rotating
drill pipe and
flows from-holes in the bit. This fluid swirls in the
bottom
.of the hole
picking up the material cut by the bit. ,It
then
flows
upward
outside the drill pipe, carrying the cuttings to the ground in the space
surface, thus
keeping the hole clean. The drilling
pit or basin to allow cuttings to-settlemud-a-fliiid is then sent to settling
out.

-

The rotary is_much faster than a
percussion type drill and has another
advantage of sealing the side walls of the
shaft as it drills by forcing the
mud into the pore spaces of the shaft andyrevent
caving to a certain
extent.

Rotary drilling and percussion drilling
not the only methods of
drilling wells, but they are the ones widely are
used
for either domestic or
Air Force use. Therefore, the other
methods
such
jetting, or driven wells will not be discussed at this as hand digging,
time.
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF WELLS

The construction features of wells
vary according to locality, terrian,
desired yield, requirement; and depth of
aquifer. Regardless of any
other features that may be used for
will haire some
basic features that will be the same.construction,_allwells
Some
of
the
basic
features
are as
follows:

I. Wells will be located on relatively high ground so rain water will
flow away from and not toward' the well.

The_well. head-or-discharge will always be above
ground level to
prevent contamination from spillage or leakage and
other sources
of contamination.
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3.

There will be a sanitary seal between the top of the casing and the
pump.

Cesspools, privies, septic tanks and sewer lines will not be allowed
within 100 feet of any well.
5.

Vent pipes will be extended at least 18 inches above the Pump apron
and end in an elbow pointing downward with a screen covering.

6.

All wells should be hOused over "and locked.

Straight Cased Wells

Straight casing of wells are probably the most common type used.
Straight casing consist of a large pipe or housing for the pump, tha is
installed atthe time of drilling. 'This casing or pipe should extend from
a minimum of 4 inches above the surface into the last impervious layer
of earth or rock overlying the aquifer. In addition to the casing, there is
also a well screen to be installed upon completion of. installation of casing.
This screen prevents large gravel and shale from enterinrthe--pump while
in operation. The length of the screen is determined by the thickness of
the water bearing sand formation.: ,Well screens must be resistant to the
corrosive effects of the water; therefore, many different types of metal
are used. The two most common metals used are brass or stainless
steel.
Gravel Packed Wells

As a further aitt in keeping out fine particles, gravel is-frequently
placed- around the well screen. To place the-gravel, *it is necessary toconstruct a hole of larger diameter and use a double casing down the
aquifer. A space in the aquifer is then made to receive the gravel. (For
a comparison of the differences in construction features see figure No. 1).

thiji

Water

which acts

as a reservior. This increases the oPen face area of the aquifer,thus,
reducing the velocity of the water entering the well. The slow moving
water does not erode the open face area of the aquifer and does not parry
as many fine particles in suspension. As a result, the screen and the
aquifer around it are not, clogged and the amount of water delivered by the
well does not decrease as much over a longer period of time.

a
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A gravel packed well is. more expensive 'to
cases the cost is more thaii off-set by increasedconstruct, but in most
production.\
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Comparison between-RYStraighttiffied-Well and
12) Underreamed Gravel - packed well
WELL MAINTENANCE

After a well has been drilled and developed and permanent
pumping
equipment installed, it becomes an integral part of a planned and
designed
89
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water system, whether it be municipal or military. The water, thus,
produced can be well considered the lifeblood of the municipility or the
military installation.

.,

Too often the wells and pumps are separated and located apart from
the Water plant proper; and consequently, are not given the_care and
attention usually bestowed on the water plants themselves. The operator
or maintenance personnel of at/ater supply system utilizing wells and
pumps should fully acquaint themselves with the structural details of the
well or Wells, casing sizes, types of screens, screen elevations, and
other pertinent data, particularly a record of the pumping test prior to
acceptance of the well as a permanent part Of the water supply system.

This record should include static water level, gallons per minute
pumped, and pumping levels. A complete pump record indicating the
type of pump installed, sizes and dimension of component parts, amount
or length of pump column, air line lengths, and a performance curve of
'the pump bowl unit should be made available to the operator or maintenance personnel. This data can usuallyte_obtained_from the contractor
at the time the well is put into service.
This data\is very_important. It provides a basis for comparison with
daily pumping records. The importance of these records can be realized
by remembering that the only way you can see what is happening in the
bottom of the well is by the comparison of these records or logs. A
marked discrepancy between the originaltest data and the current pumping
record would indicate that something is wrong.
Usually, the first indication of well,problems-appears a8 a-lOWering
of thelvater-table,-increated-pumping levels, decrease in production,
muddy, sandy or salty water or unusual noise or vibration in the pumping
equipment.
1.

,

These items can be quickly soJted.when-carefully-t-iiffitained records
of the static level-and- drilidown is- correlated with capacity or pumping
rate. This helps to anticipate diffictilties-In advance and provide data
for proper maintenance measures. The following examples prove the
value of properly maintained records:

I.

A falling static level may indicate gradual loW iing of the water
table.
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2.

An increased drawdown.may show receding ground water level,
interference ibf other wells, leaky casing or delivery pipes, clogging,
scaling or corroding of well screens, or, gravel area becoming,packed
with sand br ;silt.

3.

An increased draWdown when static level is unchanged is caused by
increased resistance to water in flow and definitely indicates screen

clogging, sealing, corroding; or.sand 'and silt in gravel packed area
around.eicreen.'
I

This indicates the importance of keeping accurate and proper records
of performanceir tly being familiar with the possible causes of.problems,
it is much easier to determine hoW to correct them. An example of this is
cleaning a clogged well screen by backwashing.
Backwashing

The surging effect, or reversal of flow required for backwashing a
well screen and adjacent stratum, may be obtained by three backwashing
methods.

\ Noe

One of the methods consists of alternately lifting water to the
surface by pumping and letting the water run back into the well through
the pump column pipe. To accomplish this effect, the pump is started; but
as soon as water is lifted to the ground surface, the pump is shut off.
The water then falls back into the well through the_columniiipe. The
pump is started and stopped as rapidly as-thespower unit and starting
equipment will permit-.--The effect is to intermittently lower and raise
the-w'ateflevel in the well which produces the inflow and outflow respectively through the screen openings.
--

This operation should be Performed-214 regular preventive
to eliminate the_cloggint-Of wells and-well screens. Generally, ameasure
well
that -has been surged or backwashed using this method on a regular
schedule will not have clogging problems for many.years.
Another Method of backwashing is by pouring or running a large
amoufit'of water into the well as rapidly as possible, thus, producing outflow through the screen opening. Inflow is then produced by bailing ,
water out as rapidly as possible. As can be seen, this is not a veryrapid means of surging as the time required for a complete cycle will be
several minutes, plus the fact that the pump must be remoed before
this surging can be performed.
91
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Of all the many methocislawn and tried the method of using the
pump for surging and backwashinghas proven to be the most efficient
and economical. Eyen with a good Program for surging, sometimes
not enough to keep the well screen from clogging.
-

Cleaning Well Screens .

Well failures are often caused by a sEaled up%creen.. When screen
cleaning is necessary, one of these follwing methods will be used.
1.

INHIBITED MURIATIC ACID: Acid can be used to disSolve the crust

formed on well screens. A contractor is called to do this job as
special pumping equipment is required. After the screen is cleaned,
the well must be pumped to waste until all acid residue has vanished,
2.

DRY ICE: Cleaning screens by dry ice is simple and safe. It may
or may not do a good job. To use this Method, dry ice is-broken
into fragments and dopped into the well until severafOtirids have
been used. The top Of the welliS- sealed and a great' preSSure will
develop in the well. ThiS pressure will create surgeg Which some-.
tirnes ismidlent enough,to_ clean the scale from a screen.

3:

SURGING AND BACKWASHING WITH EXTERNAL WATER SOURCE:

A well can be surged or backwashed-WiEhout pulling ttie Pump out of
the well and without-expert help. If bypass pump dOii.13e0iions or

washwater lines have not been'provided fOr this (*elation, remove
the flap in the check valve in the discharge line to Obtain full head of
water with tank pressure. Open pump discharge line valve and allow
full head of water to rush down through the pump column and pump
into the well. If the screen is badly clogged or the well is badly
sanded or silted, the well will quickly fill and water will flow from
yent holes in.the pump head.
CAUTION: Before starting wash water, be sure pump and motorl
turns freely; otherwise down rush of the water rotates the pump tin
the wrong direction and may unscrew the pump shafting.
In most cases cleaning of wells and well screens by one of these
methods will restore a well to the original production capacity or even
in some cases even mores
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Disinfection of Wells

Wells must be disinfeCted When initially dug and after repairs
have
been made to the well and submerged Well pumps:
.

To disinfect a well, first pump the.well to waste for several
hours to
eliminate as much pollution as possible: Then
calculate
the
volume
of
water in the well,to'determine amount of chlorine
disinfectant needed.
The ricommended dosage of chlorine for
super,
chlorination
of a well is
150 PPM. Strong solutions may damage
punip parts or the-well screeti.
Pour chlorine solutibii directly into the' well casing
After flushinlOperation
is completed.
To mix the chlorine solution throughlt With
the well water, connect
a hose to the pump discharge and-direct
flow
back
into well casing. Raise
pump base to provide clearaiice for the hose.
Pump until a strong
chlorine Odor is _noted. Reset the pump base and
time. Mter -the lanse of the contact time again allow 24 hours contact
all chlorine is removed andobtain samples for pump well to waste until
to determine potability before putting,well backbacteriological'analysis
in service.
Inspection for sanitary cOnditions
f a well would include the following: for-the prevention of zontamination
1.

Check surface drainage. Make sure the surface
that all drainage flows away from the.well and earth,is graded so
hose. No
standing water should be allowed within 50 feetpump
of the well.
Check area and allow no livestock within 50
feet-of-the,well. If
necessary, fence the well

site.

3.%

4.
5.

Make sure the concrete slab or apron around the well is
water-tight
and that no water can woik under the
apron and into the well.
Check the top of the well casing to be sure that the sanitary seal
is
intact and water tight.

Cheek ventscreens to make sure they are not torn or clogged.
'The
vent should end in an elbow or equivalent
which
points
down
and
is
at least 12 inches Above the top of the
well
casing
and
18
inches
above
the pump apron or pump house floor.
Be sure that all-water used for
bearing lubrication and pump priming is from a safe
approved source.
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Be sure that well heads, well casings, pumps, pumping machinery,
exposed suction pipes or valve boxes connected with an expOsed
suction pipe are not located in any room or space lower than ground
level.
7.

The water sample tap thust be installed in the discharge .line near the
pump, facing downward.'

8.

Make sure waterfor'cooling parts of engines, air compressors,
pumps, or other equipment is not returned to any part 6f the water
sydtem.

9.

Make sure there are not any cedspools, privies, septic tanks or
sevier lines located less than 100 feet of a well.

.

Protection froth Freezink
All wells must be protected froth freezing in cold or attic climate:Methods used to prevent freezing of wellb or pumping equipment will
vary depending on the severness of the climate.
One method of preventing freezing is to have cOntinuous operation.
It is a knOwn fact that thoving water will not freeze as readily a.s stilF

When it is not possible to have continuous operation, it is better to
drain all pumps and pipes. Ttlis is a time consuthing operation,\an4
unless the equipment is goirg to be out of operation for itieral days', it
isn't the most practical, but may be the only way possible to prevent
----- _freezing.

,

For alliOundloperation and protection the most practical method is
to construct heated,weli- houses. These should be large enough to cover
the putap head and motor- qr insome cases may be large enough to
include discharge piping and other, equipment. In some artic climates it
is necessary to hive heated pipe lines from the well into the storage area.
This is usually accomplished by means of heated tunnels from one building
to the other.
CAPACITY OF WELLS

The capacity of a well depends on the relationship bltween static
N Water level, active static water-level; and pumping level; See figure-2.
94
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WATER LEVEL RELATIONSHIPS

.

Water levels and drawdownineaSurements are necessary for an
accurate determination_of the capacity of a well and for operation within
safe limits. For a better understanding of static level, pumping, and other
associated terms see the definitiong listed below:
1.

Static Water Level = The level of.ground water in a well before
Pumping.

2.

Puniping Level - The-elevation at which water stands in a well when
the. well Is being puinped at .a given rate.

3.

Drawdown - The difference between static level and pumping) level.

4.

Maximum Yield - This,is the maximum number of gallons pint minute

that can be puMped from the well over a six-hour period during
which the pumping rate is maintained so the pumping leve1 remains
stationary; but any increase in pumpbg rate would cause the well
to run dry.
=

,

5.

Desired-Yield - This is the rate at which the well is enipected to.
produce.

/

.

6.

Safe Yield - This is the rate of pumping that producesi a drawdowh of
50 percent of the drawdown obtained when the well yias built and
pumped at maximum Yield. Operating a well withilt its safe yield

will prolong its productive life..

95
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.7.

Specific Capacity - This is the nAiraber of gallons per minute piimped
per fodt of drawdown. The specific capacity is not the same for each
foot of drawdown but is approxithately so when the drawdown is not
tdo;great. Knowing the specific capacity of a well enables the'operato to estimate the Arawdowns that will be produced at different pamp

settings.'
-

Coraparison of these measurements over a period of time reveals
changes in-well characteristics and indicates when maintenance is

necessary.

Since the water level falls.gradually when pumping is begun, the
pumping level is normally determined after an hour of continuous operation. Since wells are normally operated intermittently, measizre drawdawn whenever possible, for the static level to which the well returns
after full recovery. Determine the normal recovery time and make
periodic checks for any chaxige in recovery. Such changes may indicate
serious trouble.
.

When Water is pumped from a well, a depression is produced in the
water table (see figure 3). This depression is called the "Zone of
WELL B

WELL C

Figure 3. &the of influence of well pumping on water table.
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influence of the well. Zones_of influence of wells close together may
overlap so that, if the wells are pumped simultaneously, they will compete with each other for the water (see figure 3). As a result each well
produces less water than if it were operating by itself. Thus, when A
water sUpply is taken from a group of wells, the wells.being pumped at
any one time should be far enough apart so that the zones of influence do
not overlap.

MeasUre Water Levels ind Drawdown

To chedk the water level, lower a 1/4-inch pipe (telltale) of 'mown
length into the well to a depth known to be below the drawdown level.
Connect the surface end of the line to a:bicycle pump and connect a
pressure gauge into the line So the air pressure in the line can be read.
Make all joints airtight. With the well pump shut down, apply air pressure
through the bicycle pump until the gauge needle no longer registers any
increase in pressure. The reading of,the gauge then shows the amount of
pressure that 'was necessary to force the standing water out of the telltale. This Is directly proportional to the height of water standing in the
well above the bottom of the telltale. Multiply the pressure in p.s. i. by
2.31 to determine the height in feet. To determine the distance below
the air guage at which the Water stands in the well', subtract the calculated height of water above the bottom of the telltale from the known
length of the telltale -below the well top. This is the statfe level.

Start the well pump and observe the air gauge until the reading no
longer changes, pumping in additional, air -to make up.for any leakage.
Convert this pressure reading to feet. It is the height at which water
stands in the well above the bottom of thetelltale during pumping. \
Deduct this from the length of the air pipe below the well top to get the:\
pumping level. The difference between the static level and the pumping
level is the drawdown.(see figure 4).
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EXAMPLE:

Assuine length of (L) of airline tell-

tale) is 150 feet. Assume that the
pressure gauge reading (Pi) before
starting the pump is 25 p.s.i. Then
the pressure converted to feet (A)
is 25 x 2.31 = 57.7 feet. The static

PRESSURE
GAGE

AIR
PUMP

water level (B) = L - A = 150 - 57.'7 MI
92.'3 feet. Assume that the gauge
reading (P2) during pumping is-18

p.S.i. Converted to feet (C) this is
18 x 2.31 = 41.6 feet. Then the
pumping level (I)) = L - C = 150 41.6 2 108.4 feet.
The drawdown is determined by any
of the following methods:
1.

D - B = 108.4 - 92.3 = 16.1 feet

2.

A - C = 57.7 - 41.6 = 16.1 feet

3 Pi - P2 = 25 - 18 = 7 p.s.i.;

PUMPING

HEAD

STATIC

LEVEL
WS

LENGTH
OF AIR LINE

L.

MUST

BE
KNOWN

7 x 2.31 = 16.1 feet

PUMPING

LEVEL
WS

Record water level-and drawdown correlated with capacity or
pumping rate on AF Form 996,
1354, and 1461. This helps to
anticipate difficulties in advance
and provides data for proper maintenance measures, as well as making
a permanent record for future

.A

3' MINIMUM

reference.

1

SUMMARY

Figure 4. Using air line to find
depth of water level.
.

_Wells are relatively simple
structures. Proper maintenance

is necessary to insure a continuous
and adequate supply of safe water. The failure or contamination of a
Water supply can,have serious consequence for abase mission. Failure
I
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of wells may require water rationing or may result in temporary lack of
water for even such necessities as drinking and Cooking. Should a fire
occur during a period when water is unavailalale, the results could be
disastirous. Contamination of a well cam result in the rapid -transmission
of water borne diseases to a large number of people. To pre'vent any of
these incidents, wells must be maintained in a satisfactory structural,
mechanical, and sanitary conditibn at all times.
QUESTIONS

1.

What is the purpose of the well casing?

hat is the minimum distance for cesspools, privies, etc. , around
a well?
3.

What is the purpose of the telltale when computing the water leirel of
a well?

4.

The casing should be how deep in a well?

5.

Define static water level:

6.

When the-factors are equal, such as amount, accessibility, betwen
ground water 'and surface water, which would usually be selected for
use of a military water .supply?

7.

Define pumping level of a well.

8.

When you know the static and pumping levels of a well, how can you
determine the drawdown?

9.

What is the indication of an increased drawdown when the static
level is unchanged?

10.

What method shotild never be used for cleaning well screens?

11.

How much chlorine should be used for super chlorination of newly
drilled water well?

12.

What is the best method of preventing wells from freezing in extreme
cold weather?

99

13.

Define safe yield of a well.

N

14. -Name three different types of drilled wells.
15.

What cemical is used for cleaning stainless steel well screens.

REFERENCES
1.

AFM 85.:13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems

2.- AFM 85-23, Well Drilling Operations
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MODIFICATIONS

.104- 1/7

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for.inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of
a
Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials.for Use in
Vocational
and Technical Education."

Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc.

and was not consiciered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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INTRODUCTION TO EXTERNAL CORROSION CONTROL

Ile purpose of this exercise is to assist,You in inspecting
for corrosion and to
det2rmine preventive measures.
I. Define the corrosion.of metal.
Z.

,Name the three types of corrosion that appear on iron.
a.
b.
C.

3.

What are the four requirements needed for galvanic
corrosion to occur?
a.
b.

c.
4.

d.
The instructor will show you several samples of corrosion.
you are to list the types of corrosion found on the samples. In the spaces below,

5.

e.
How coula you have prevented the corrosion from occurring
on the metal you
listed above ?
a.
b.
C.

d.

e.
DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE
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CATHODIC PROTECTION
311:1EC

The purposes of this exercise is to aid you in understanding techniques used in
carhodically protected systems.
1.

What are the two, systems used in cathodic protection

a.
b.
2.

Why will the large buried anode corrode instead of the protected structure?

Identify three items ihat Can be protected by cathodic protection.

c.
4.

Using a

ultimeter, measure the voltage of a flashlight battery and record it.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to measure the AC.voltage of a wall plug or lab table
outle).
5.

Using the multimete

Voltage read

measure the voltage on a cathodically protected pipeline.

N volts.

21' 1 .)
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DRIVE EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

OBJECTIVE

The purpose otthis eXercise is tq aid you in the inspection and maintenance of
equipment common to wafer and wasti) installations.
1.- Name four conditionis that
you :4u1d observe during a daily inspection of a chain
driven piece, of equipment.

d.

2.

What is the reason for performing daily inspections?

Electric Motors
.r

3.

4.

Inspect .an'oFierating electric motor.

a.

Is there any unusual noise in the motor? Yes

b.

Does'the shaft wobble or shake? Yes

c.

Is'che motor securely motilnted? Yes - No

CI.

Is the motor. housing overheated? Yes - No

e.

Are there any sparks cOrn;ing out of the moter? Yes - No

No

No

Inspect after operation.
a.
b.

Is the motor dirty with mud, grease, rag lint, or leaves and gras-11? Yes - No
Does the motor have an,oiling hole or grease zert? Yes - No

c.

Are the electrical wires, in good condition? Yes - No

d.

Is there any exposed naked wire ?' Yes - No

3

C.
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Drive Equipment and Accessories
S.

Inspect a belt-driven piece of equipm
_

a.

Is the belt a fl t belt or V-type?

b.

What is used o obtain the proPer tension on the belt?

c.

What would-happen iethis belt weie to lOosen?

d.

What does a belt look like when it is Worn out?

.

6.

Inspect a chain-driven piece of equipment.

a.

What method is used to tighten this chain'?

b. ' Is each link f;ee to swivel or is it stiff due to corrosion?

7.

8.

c.

Is this chain a low,' medium, or high speed chain?

d.

Are there any 'Means for lubricating this chain?

Remove the belt drive safety cover on the hypochlorinatort:

a,

How' can the speed of this equipment be varied?

b.

Should there be three belts or only one?

c.

What provisiOn is made to keep the belt at the proper tension?

Inspect the/coupling betren ihe.motor and the Peerless Fluidyne pump.
a.

What absorbs the shock of starting and pumping variations ?

b.

What wrench is needed to loosen this coupling from the shaft?

4

J

9.

Inspect the speed reduaing gear on the L head 90° chemical feeder.
a.

What is the ratio of the reduction gear?

b.

What tool is needed to lobsen the couraing on the motor shaft?

c.

What type of wrench is needed\o loosen the coupling between the reducing

1 to

gear and pump?

What absorbs operating shocks in

5

ese two couplings ?

WB 3ABR56330-VI-3-P2

OPERATING A GASOLINE ENGI E
OBJECTIVE

'The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning t
inspectintand operating sinall gasoline engines.

correct procedures for

Pre operation Procedures
- 1.

Fill fuel tank. WARNING! po.not attempt to refill the fuel tank while engine is
operating.
\+

2.

Remove fuel tank filler cap and check cap vents to make sure they are not clogged.
This may be done by blowing-through the vents.

3.

If, the engine is used with a generator to produce power, make. sure \the frame
grounded.

4.

Always use funnel to fill fuel tank. If any fuel is spilled, ,:vipe clean and allow
time for the fumes to evanrate before starting engine. Check compleie-fuel
system for leaks.

5.

Check oil. Oil should be seen in the oil filler pipe. (If low, add 20 wt Oil as
required. )

6.

Make sure that the water pump inlet and outlet are properly connected to water
supply and reservoir.

7.

Prime the water pump by removing the square plug in top of pump housing and
fill with water.

8.

Visually check overall condition: fuel or oil leaks, loose nuts or fittizigs.

1

Starting Procedure

I. Checketo make sure fuel shutoff valve is open. Valve is located under fuel tank.
2.

Pull carburetor choke valve all the way out.

3.

Position grounding switch in run position. (Move it away from spark plug. )

4.

The engine\ you will operate here in school has an autoinatic igovernor so no

\

throttle con\k rol is necessary.

i

5.

Take hold ofthe recoil starter rope and use a odick steady pull to spin and start
1

engine.
6.

I

1

After engine starts, allow engine to warm up, then push choke in.
6
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i

C4erating Procedurt.
,

The automatic go:ernor will take over control oz
speed to pumping conoitions.

.

rigind speed and adjust engine .

I

Stopping Procedures
1.

Move spark plug grounding switch against th- piug.

Z.

When engine will not be restarted for a lone period time, the carburetor should
ie drained. This may be done with drair ...
in carburetor.
//

.
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MAINTENANCT. OF PIPELINES, VALVES, METERS AND RECORDERS
OBJECTIVE

The purpose of these exercises is to aid you in the maintenance of water and waste

components.

Pipelines
1.

Identify three rethods used in locating a buried pipeline.
a.
b.
C.

2.

Explain the principle used by the lectric meter in locating water leaks.

Cbzain a saddle clamp and place it on the trainer pipeline. .Cover a hole and secure
it so that there is no leakage when tested by waterline pressure.
NOTE: E not use a pipe wrench during this project.
..

Name twc other field methods used to repair a water leak.
a.
b.

aives

Disassemble and reassemble a valve

,

a.

Place a 1 1/4-inch gate valve, stem up, in a vise,\ and tighten the vise just
enough to hold the valve securely. Too much pres ure will warp the va4ve
or crack it.

b.

Remove the round hahdle, and place the nut and landle n the workbench.

c.

Loosen and remove the top packing nut. The packing corn
now be seer..

d.

Carefully raise the brass compression ring with a rag in the jaw of pliers.
8
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ession ring can

2:24
e.

The lead ring packing can now.be seen. If the top packing nut you removed was
,sc,rewed down all the way, then additional lead washers can be placed in position. If no washers are needed, gently tap the compression ring down until
it seats, using a plastic mallet or a piece of wood.

f.

Place the packing nut on the stem and.tighten it snugly. Too much force will
only cause the valve stein to.bind and make it hard to turn.

g.

Put handle on stem and snug the nut gently.

e,

Z.

Place the valve back in the bin.

Meters
1.

Disassemble and reassemble a watermeter.
a.

Set the Hersey meter on the workbench.

b.

Remove the large flange bolts.

c.

Lift the top body off and lay it on its side.

d.

You can now see the wobble plate and the small drive pin in the center of the
plate in the bottom section of the meter.

e.

Notice the fiiter screen at the inlet'port.

f.

Now look at the bottoni of the top section. Notice the spinner. With your

finger turn the spinner and watch the dial of the meter. What happens?

2.

g.

Can you now determine how the meter registers the amouni of water flowing
through the meter? If not, ask your instructor to explain it.

h.

Carefully r.e_place the top section on the bottom section, and install the flange
nuts and bolts. Tighten-the nuts only-finger tight as the meter will be taken
apart again very shortly.

Read and record the water used as shown on khe dial.

a.

The round dial will record 10 gallons after,one complete revolution.

b.

When 10 gallons have been used, the first movable number to the right above
will increase by one. Example: 4,will turn to 5.

c.

How many gallons is this meter capable of Measuring?

d.

Record the reading on the meter and have your instructor check your reading

9

Recorders
1.

I.

Change the chart on a recorder

a.

Open the door and observe the components that hold the chart in place.

b.

In the upper left,corner, gently raise the lever to raise the inking pin from
the chart.

c.

Pull out gently on the knob located in the center of the chart.

d.

Now carefully remove the chart.

e.

Replace the chart in reversed procedure./

f.

Turn the chart paper so as, the inking /pin will start its travel on the day and
hour that you perform this i)roject./

a.

Apply ink to the pen.

3.

Do not attempt any type of repair on a recorder as this Vs done by the precision
measurement equipment laboratory on each base.

WB 3ABR56330-V1-5-Pt

CHEMICAL FEEDER MAINTENA.NCE

GWECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in the maintenance procedures of
:aernicai feeders.
Chemical Feeders
How may leaks be detected in chlorine lines?
Z.

What procedure can be used to prevent chlorine valves from sticking or becoming

set?
What material is the gasket made of that is used in connecting chlorine cylinders?

Why should a brasc. -,alve not be used in ammonia systems?

When using a pump type solution feeder; how can you determine if solution is
being fed?
i

*

OCEDURE

)isassembly and Reassembly of a Hypochlorinator
L.

.0i:1g a small screwdriver or sharp edge tool, remove the round inspection plate
on top of the unit .
:nspect tl-e worm gear for loose play by wiggling the shaft pulley.

Check the top screw with a screwdriver for tightness.
Cher..< oil level, it should be above the bearing.
:ns.)Qct camshaft snr1,1g for breakage,

ace ine2ection piate.

11

252

7.

Remove the eight screws holding the plastic
:lead over the diaphragm and lift off
the head.

b.

Turn counterclockwise to unscrew the diaphragm. Inspect the diaphragm for
holes or tears.

9.

Check the swedges for ease of movement by turning the stroke control knob.

-

10';

Replace the diaphragm and turn until it seats then back up until the first diaphragm
notch lines up with the screw holes.

11.

Replace the plastic head and very gently snug the screws as overtightening can
break the plastic.

12.

Now unscrew the top and bottom poppet valve covers and check the condition of the
poppet valves. They should not be nicked, torn or cut. They should seat easily
and be easily removable.

13.

Replace the poppets and poppet covers.

14:

Check the motor for security of mounting'and the belts for proper tension.

2

.

12
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IDENTIFICATION OF PUMPS AND PARTS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in the identification of various
types of pumps and pump parts. These different types of ptipps and equipment are used for many different purposps in water and waste treatment
plants.
IDENTIFYING A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
1.

What type of pump is most commonly used to pump water 'a.nd sewage
in a sewage plant and has a rotating impeller enclosed in a spiral

volute, or casing?

2.

List principles of operation for reciprocating sludge pumps.

3.

Lilt the different types of reciprocating pumps.

4.

Explain the principle of operation for a turbine well pump.

5.

List the equipment necessary and the normal uses of a sewage ejeCpz)r.
et

13

6:

What type of packing seal is used on water lad waste type centrifugal
pumps?

7.

How can the pumping capacity of a reciprocating pump be regulated?

8.

What is the purpose of ball check valves in reciprocating pumps?

9.

What other name is used for axial flow pump?

10.

For completion of the following exercise match the Figure number
from the following pages to the description of various pumps listed
below and state the type of pump..
a.

Mayes sewage from a lower level.to a higher level by means of
compressed air. Complete unit includes air compressor and
controls in one sealed unit.

b.

Two stage,. with bottom suction, horizontally split case, oil or
grease lubricated bearings, renewable type packing.

14

c.

Fully enclosed impellers, shaft Couplings, aligning spiders,
suction nozzle, and diffuser yahes.

d.

Bottom suction, dual volute, arranged for synchronous motor
drive on one end and standby engine operation on other end.

e.

Multiply stage, high capacity, high head, usually used for
transfer pumps.

.

Mechanically operated ball check principle, reciprocating action.
May be hand operated. Requires no surge chambers. Usually
used for pumping sludge or heavy liquids.

g.

Has one moving part installed in a spiral casing. Low head, high
capacity, used for extremely large quantities .of liquid.

Reciprocating, single plunger, ball check principle. Requires
surge chambers, commonly used in sewage plants for sludge
transfer.

15

Has.cutting mechanism and conveyor type impe er and is used
-- --for pumping bulky type substances.

i.

i

Incomplete' system,.consisting of dual chambers dischaging into
the same line. Loy/capacity ideally tested for basements.
These units prevent odors and flooding.

k.

Double suction, mechanical seal, side suction and discharge.
High capacity and low head. Designed for transfer service.

1.

Triple action, requiring surge: chamber and gear drive.
Commonly used for Sludge or heavy liquids.

16
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IDENTIFICATION OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMP PARTS

The parts of the centrifugal pump in figure 13 below are numbered.
Write the name of each part on the blank line nekt to the corresponding
number of the part in the figure.

\roe'

CGJ-016

I.

1.

7.

2.

8.

3.
4.

9.
10.

5.

11.

6.

12.
20
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TEARDOWN, REASSEMBLY AND OPERATION OF
A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

OBJECTIVES: The purpose of this project is to teach
you how to disassemb e
a centrifugal pump, relnove and replace
the
packing,
reassemble the pnmp
and then connect the pump into a water source and
operate
it, observing
pump for proper operation.
PUMP DISASSEMBLY

1.
2.

The instructor will a 'sign you a centrifugal
pump.
Place the pump-onthé work bench.

NOTE: Do not use hammers or improper wrenches

on this pump.

/

Removing the Impeller

,

1.

Remove the cap screws holding the casing
to the pump frame and remove the casing.
2.

Remove the impeller lock-nut and wash

!I

3. .Slide off the, impeller and key.
NOTE:" If it is necessary to pri off the im
ller-,-be careful to p
evenly on 'opposite sides where -denting
impeller shroud Will nottoccur. T ghtlyor bending of the
stuck impellers
will require the

ue of a wheel or iear puller.

Shaft and Bearing Disassembly
1.

Remove the bearing retaining snap

ing frame. The snap rings can be pried -rings from both ends of the bearout, but their removal can be done
easier with a snap ring extractor.
2.

Pull out/the pump shaft with bearings
i
attach!d from the coupling
of the pump frame.
end
1

NOTE:., TIlith
e bearings may be cleaned and
i
wi out removal from the shaft. inspect d for serviceability
1

\......

21
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Stuffing Box Disassembly
1.

Loosen the hex nuts.

2.

Remoie the gIand bolts and gland.

3. Pull out the pacIizg rings and seal cage using a packing tool or a rod
with a hook on one end.
PUMP REASSEMBLY

Make sure all parts are thoroughly clean before reassembling. Take
care to keep the ball bearings absolutely clean. Do not over torque nuts
and bolts as you may damage the equipment or strip the bolt threads.
Shaft and Bearings Reassembly

Replace the inboard bearing cover on the impeller end of the shaft and
bring into place against the inboard bearing.
1.

Slip the deflector on the shaft next to the bearing cover, then place the
seal cage against the deflector.
2.

3. Ptish the shaft assembly through the pump frame and slip on the inboard retaining ring before the shaft enters the stuffing box.
4.

Set the inboard retaining ring into position.

Replace the outboard bearing cover and set the outboard ring into
position.
5.

Stuffing Box Reassembly

Cut two rings of packing (or whatever number is necessary to fill the
space belOw the tapped hole in the-stuffing box) so that the packing has a
small amount of clearance when it is wrapped around the shaft.
1.

Use the gland to pitsh the packing into the istuffing box, staggering the
breaks in adjacent packing rings 90 to 180 degrees apart.
2.

'3. Slide the seal cage into the stuffing box where it will locate in a position
Opposite the tapped hole.

22
2 t.,}

4. Continue to fill the stuffing box with packing rings, having the breaks
staggered 90 to 180 degrees apart, until there is only enough space for the
gland to be started in the bore of the stuffing box.
5.

Poi the gland, gland clamps, and gland bolts in place andtighten the
hex nuts enough to compress the packing slightly then loosen the hex nuts
until the gland clears the top packing ring by one-eighth inch.
\
6.

Further adjustment will be made after the pump has been started.

Impeller and Volute, Casing Reassembly
1.

Slip the impeller and key onto the shaft.

NOTE:

If a shaft sleeve is used, the key must enter into the slot in the
end of the shaft sleeve.

2.

Replace the washer aAd lock-nut.

3.

Replace the gasket using a nonhardening sealing compound such as

grease or graphite.
4.

Put the casing in place and fasten securely with cap screws.

NOTE: The pump should be thoroughly flushed tt. ,emove any foreign
material which may have accumulated during the repair and
inspection.
PUMP INSTALLATION
1.

Reinstall the pump on the base plate.

2.

Align the pump shaft with the motor shaft.

3. Manipulate the pump on the base plate until a check indicates that the
distance between the faces of coupling is exactly the same at any point and

a straight edge will be exactly level at all pointS.
4.

Connect the suction pipe to the pump.

NOTE: When the pump is located above the liquid level, a foot valve
on the end of the suction pipe will retain enough water in the
impeller when the pump is shut down to prime it when starting. A gate valve should be installed in the suction line when
the liquid is located above the pump.
23
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;e//
5.

Connect the discharge pipe.

NOTE: A check valve and gate valve should be installed in the
discharge. line.
by removing
6. Prime the pump, if the liquid level.is lower than the pump,
the prihiing plug and fill the suction line and pump.
IT,.

Replace the priming plug prior to starting the pump.
PUMP OPERATION

1.

Turn the pump over by hand to make sure that it is free and not binding.

Check the rotation (rotation shown by the arrow cast on the casing) with
a quick start and stop of the pump.
2.

3.

Prime the pump if it has not already been done.

and
4. Make certain that the gate valve in the suction line is fully open
that the gate valve in the discharge line is fully closed.
the discharge
5. Start the motor and when it is up to full speed, slowly open
gate valve.
Packing 'Gland Adjustment

Proceed slowly when tightening the, packing gland. Never tighten the
gland more than necessary. -Never force the packing into a-leak proof position.
1.

Tighten the bolts evenly about one-sixth turn at a time, allowing an
interval for the packing to creep into a better sealing position.
inspect
3. After you have adjusted the packing gland, the instructor will
your work.
2.

24
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
PROBABLE CAUSE

REMEDY

FAIIURE TO DELVERWATER, OR SUFFICIENT WATER AND SUFFIC/ENT PRESSURE
Pump not primed.

Noprime.
,

Pump not up to speed.

Chock tor incorrect motor voltage and motor overload.

Discharge head beyond pump shut-off.

Alter installation or provide pump suitable for
higher pressure.

Excessive suction lift.

Reduce lift:

Incorrect direction of rotation.

Reverse rotation.

Insufficient positive head on suction
for hot liquids.

Give pump Mere submergence, simplify and increase
size of Auction piping.

use larger suction pip..

Footvalve too small.

yleplace with adequate size footvalve.

Strainer clogged.

Clean out.

Worn wearing ring or damaged impeller

Recondition or replace worn parts.

High spot or air pocket in suction lino.

Repipe to pump suction to ethainate loose and high
spots.

PUMP LOSES PRIME AFTER STARTING
Excessive suction lift.

Reduce lift:

Air leaks in suction line.

Check joints, make up tight with pipe joint compound.

use larger,suction pipe.

MOTOR OVERMEATS
Total head is higher than rated;

larger motor is required. Check with dealer to see
it head is in the operating range of the pump.

liquid handled is of higher viscosity
or specific gravity than that for which
the pump was designed.
Mechanical trouble in pump or motor.

law voltage or incorrect voltage,

Check with dealer; a larger motor is required.

Check impeller fit, shaft straightness and ball
bearings. See if motor turns freely.
See that power supply is as required, check eleetrical
connection, to motor, check.to see that wiring to
motor is large enougg.

PUMP VIBRATES OR7 IS NOISY
Impeller partially clogged.

Disaisemblo pump and clean out impeller.

Insecure foundation.

Rebuild to give rigidity to pump and, motor.

Bent shaft, impeller, or worn ball
bearings.

Dismantle and replace worn parts.

Misalignment between motor and'pump

Check alignment

25
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WATER WELL MAINTENANCE
OBJEC TIVE

This exercise is designed to aid you in understanding the imp rtance
of well maintenanCe requirements.
PROCEDURE

Enter the correct.answer for the following questions in the spac
provided.
Why is proper maintenance of wells important from the consumer's standpoint?
1.

2.

What is a well?

3. What 3 things shoun be taken into consideration when determin.ing the type of well to be used?
.

_^

4.

Wily should wells be located on relatively high ground?

,a

26

2t1'

Why is a well that is dug usually of large diameter?

5.

,
6.

What type of well excavation is made with a poiiited screen?
,

,

7.

What is a free-flowing well called?

8.

What is meant by the term "Desired Yield?"

9.

What is meant by the term "Safe Yield?"
.

,

How many pounds of pressure are needed to displace one (I)
foot of water in a 1/4" pipe?
10.

11.

_.

What is used to clean brass or bronze well screens?
I

,.

12.

How is surging a well accomplished?

-

27

c.

..

13.

What if meant by the term "Well Apron?"

11=0
14.

What is the minimum distance livestock must be kept from a well?

Find the static le .Vel, drawdown and pumping level of a well when
given the following data:

Length of telltale

PSI before pumping

PSI after

15.

400

19

17

16.

500

22

20

17.

650

28

21

18.

970

47

43

19.

1115

63

52
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

Given a list of various types of solid waste and three waste classifications
(garbage debris, and rubbish), list each solid waste type under its-correct
classificItion.

la.

.

(1)
(2)

Purpose of solid waste processing
Personnel responsible for solid waste processing

(4)

Classes of solid waste
Edible and nonedible garbage

(5)

Incinerable and nonincinerable debris and rubbish

(6)

Personnel safety in solid waste processing

(3)
,.

ATC FOR"
AUG 72

770

.

.

Boor,(ios )in)
PRESENTATIGN:
la.

Given a list of various
types of solid vesteand three
waste classifications
(garbage, debris, and
rubbish), list each
solid mite- type under
its correct classificatIon.

OD Purpose of solid waste
processing

(a) Preient breeding
of pests

(b) Prevent creation-of
-fir* hazards

(c) Prevent unsigAtly
appearances

(d) Prevent odor
nuisances

.

(2) Perionnel responsible for
solid waste processing

(a) Installation commander
;

(b) Installation engineers

(c) Sanitation superintendent

(d)Solid Waste personnel

(3) Classes of solid waste

(ai Garbage

(b) iebria

(c) Rtlibbish

4

27;2

\

(5) Incinerable and nonincinerable
debris and rubbish
.

/

/

/ (a)Incinerable debris
)

1 Construction

wastes

2, Manure
,

9

.

A Hay and strut'
oft

1

.

Grass cuttings

;De

..
M't

:

e
1

6

i:

4

(b) Vonincinerable debris
.16

1,Ashes

Street sweepings

"Concrete

Glass

(c) incinerable rabish

PaPer

a Boxes

Scrap rubber

cri

7

2 '4,

4, Bones,

(d) Nonincloarable \rubbish

i

1 Bottles
i
,
,
,

a Scrap metal

Grease

I Tar prUducts

(6) Personnel safety in solid waste
procesSing

(a) Collect Ion of heavy,refuse
must be accomplished by

at feast two aen

8

27 6.-

(b) All personnel must be
able to perform strenuous
duties

(c) Protective clothing and
equipment

1,Leather protective gloves

Safety toe shoes

Goggles where necessary
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Have students to accamPlidh
WB 3ABR56330-51II-1-F1

2.

Check students performance

9
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

2a.

From provided infôrmation, list the duties of the solid waste monitor.
(1)

Discarding units

(2)

Collection procedures

(3)

Collection equipment

(4). Disposal areas
(5)

ATC

FORM
AUG 72

Safety, health, and nuisance precautions

770

&CY (50 Mim)
PRESENTATIOV:,
2a.

From prOvided information,

list theAuties of the

.1

solid waste' monitor

(1) Discarding units

(a) Mat be'proper segregation
of Materials.

1 Garbage

2_01ass

3 Wood, etc.

(k) Keep area *round pick up
point clean

(c) Keep cans welshed and clean.

3

(c) Hake sure correct equipment
is being used.

(4) Disposal areas

(a) Imeinerators

.00

1 Unregulated deliveries
interferes vith the orderly
operation

2 Schedule deliveries et
staggered times

3 Delivery of materiels to
the disposal facility is
controlled by the Civil
lingineer.

(b) Sanitary landfill

1 Eaiier to operate
and maintain

2 All unicheduled collections should.be delivered
to landfill not inciretator

5

(2) Collection procedures

(a) Garbage should be
collected daily
except Sunday

(b) Rubbish and 'debris, a
max. of 2 times. per

week

(c) Whenoontainers are
used for both garbage
and,debris, it should
be picked up twice
weekly or as required.

a

(d) Family housing twice
weakly

(3) Colleetion equipment

(a) An important factor in
efficient collection is
the use of trucks designed
for solid waste being

collected

(b) Consideration must b
given to msount and type
of refuse to.be collected

4

o
(c) Special collections for
salable materials

(5) Safety, health end nuisance
precautions

(a) Observe safety when
handling heavy cans

(b) Health hazards.

(c) Nuisance precautions

1 Ashes and dust

9

2 File*. and other insects
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Check $ tUdents performance
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EVALUATION:.

'Zialuate by oral or written questions;
and/or Observation of student's
performance during Lesson.. This
may be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increases effectiveness.
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CFHTERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

3a. Provided information from AFM 91-11, list the factors
_ - to be considered
when planning collection activities.
_
(1)

Quantity and kinds of refuse

(2) Type of disposal
(3)

Equipment

(4)

Pick up points

(5)

Routing of collection vehicles

,

.
,

ATC-FOR"
AUG ix

770

0

,

LESSON PLAN (Pait I, G.niraI) CONTINUATION

it' Eir

No11111110

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHINGSTEPS(CantInum)

Using AFM 91-11 and AFR 127-101, eOtablish eget of safety precautioñik
to be observed during collection operations of; solid waste.
,/
(1) PerSonnel responsibilities
3b.

/

(2)
(3)

lrotective clothing
Operation of equipment

3c. Using AFM 91-11 and following written-instructions; determine the best
locaticns for solid waste pickup stations, and-typee-Of-storage containers.
(1)

Solid waste pickup_ stations

(2)

Refuse receptacles

\

3d. Using AFM 91-11, list the frequenci'of.collection of garbage, rubbish, and
debris for separate collections and combined collection.
(1)

Separate collection

(2)

Combined collection

3e. Given a base map which shows solid waste pickup. stations and location of the
sanitary fill, lay out the niost feasible route for colleeting solid waste.
(1)

Type of vehicles

(2)

Quantiti of refuse

(3)

Route selection factors

?iven AFM 91-11 and a list of various types.of collecting vehicles, pickup
stati s, and number of pickups per day, determine the number of personnel
required to perform supervisory responsibilities and driver, loader, and helper
3f.

responsibilities.'
(1)

Supervisor responsibility

(2) Driver responsibility
(3)

Loader and helper responsibility

2
* 111.0 11071177111.11111-104--,,

ATC

AUG 7 2

770A

COURSE NO: 3ABit56330
DAY 56 & 57

BRANCH APPROVAL:
DATE:
PART II.

DiTRODUCTION (10 Min)
CHECK -PREVICUS DAYS S1UDY ASSIGNMENT
o

ftEVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

BODY (340 Min)
PRESENTATION:
3a.

Provided informatidh-fron ABM 91-11
list the factors to be (considered
,
when planning collection activities.

(1)

Qualtity and kinds of refuse

3
I.

0

287

(2)

Type of disposal

(a)

Sanitary fill

(b)

Incineration

-

' (3)

Equipnent

(a)
t4

(1
(b)

)

'(5)

Design

Pick up points

(a)

Responsibility

(b)

Oberation

Routing_o! coilection vehicles

ZY6

2(X0

3b.

(a)

Starting points

(b)

Distance

(c)

Combined

(d)

Segregated

Using AFK 91-11 and AFR 127-1012'1
establish a set of safety precautiOns
to be observed during collection
operations,of solid waste

(1)

Personnel responsibilities

(a)

Supervisor

(b)

Foreman

(c)

Driver

(d)

Loader

5

280

2.. 7
Th

(2)

Protective clothing

(a)

Aprons

(b)

Steel toe shoes

(c)

Gloves

(d) Face shields (optional)

(3)

Operation of equipment

(a)

Accident Prevention

(b)

Safe Design

I

Repair unsafe equipment
as soon as possible

2 Make regular safety inspection of all equipment

6

2D J

3c.

Using AFK 9141 and following written
instruction, determine the best
locationsfor solid waste pickup
stations, and types of storage
containers.

(1)

Solid waste pickup stations

(a)

Pickup stations are
established by the
base civil engineer.

(b)

Refuse awaiting collection
is a potential fire risk.

(c)

Traffic conditions are
another potential hazard

(d)

A separat; pickup station for
1 Each dining facility
2

&change

- 2 Club
Warehouse or'similar
building

(e)

Pickup station not more than
300 ft. from source of waste

7

29

4

(0 One station serves three to
five barracks

P

(g)

(h)

(i)

(2)

Family residence, usually a
separate pickup point

Multifamily dwellings, one
or more large containers
per building

Special provisions must be made
for waste generated by maintenance
repair,.and industrial areas.

Refuse receptacles

(a)

Base civil
determines
.and number
to be made

engineer
capacity
of containers
available

(b)

Galvanized trash and
garbage cans

(c)

Large portable box container

8

2n

270

APPLICATION:

(d)

Stationary compactors'

(e)

Paper bag'refuse.container

Haye students to camplete
Wi 3ABR56330-VII-3-P1

CONCLUSION DAY 56
SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
1,

Read SG 3ABR56330-VII-4 and answer
its questions

2.

Review SG 3ARR56330-VII-3 and its
questions

INTRODUCTION DAY 57

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY-ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

9

293

27
MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:
3d.

Using AFK 91-11, list the frequency
of collection of garbage, rubbish,
and debris for separate collections
and combined collection.

(1)

Separate collection

(a)

Determined by segregation
requiressints

(b)

cedures for separate
collections

tv.

(2)

&plain segregation pro

Combined collections

(a)

Advantages of efficiency
and econaay over separate
collections

(b)

Reduces_refuse hAndling
and truck trips

0

10

29

27
(c)

Permits maximum utilization
of newer collection equipment such as compaction
and multiple container
trucks
-

(d) 4Practical where sanitary
fill is used for method,of
disposal

(e)

3e.

Utilized where production
of salvageable
or salable material is small

Given a base map which shows solid
waste pickup stations and location
of the sanitary fill, lay out the
most feasible route for collecting the
solid waste.

(1)

Type of vehicles

(a)

Loader packers

(b)

Dempster Dumpsters

(c)

Front Loader-compactors

11

25

a

2
Quantity of refuie

(2)

(a)

Compactable

(b)

Salvageable

(c)

Recycleable

(d) Burnable

'(3)

Route selection factors
arr

.

(a)

Criterion for establishing
refuse collection routes

1

Tine and'direction

4r

2 Expogure to motor
vehicle traffic

2.L.4u
12

27V
3

Shorter hauls at
maximum truck carrying
capacity

4

Determine the effect on collection
Routes of dead-ends, and one-way
streets.

5.

Try- to lifoi.Or pickup

stations on streets
-with steep grades

4

6

(b)

Always use secondary
or less traveled roads
when possible

ProcOures for collection
'route operation
q.

1

2

,

Collections should be
started from points
farthest from disposal
area

a

Any steep grades should
be covered at beginning
of route.

13

29 7

*VI

3 Use prOper.truck for
waste to be handled

3f.

Given AFM 91-11 and a list of various
types of collecting vehicles, pickup
stations, and number of pick ups jper
day", determine-the number of personnel
required to perform supervisory re
sponsibilities and driVer, loader,
and helper responsibilities.

(1)

(2)

Supervisor responsibility

(a)

Supervises collection crews

(b)

Safety of personel

(c)

Efficienc
collectio

(d)

Makes periodic adjustments
to handle demands

nd econany of
ystem

Driver responsibility

14

(a)

Act as foreman to collection
crew

(b) . Safe operation of his

yehicle.

r
,

.

(c)- Follow correct routes

(d). Keep materials segregated

(e)

(3)

Report discrepancies in
segregation ptacticesat pickup stations

Loadei-and helper responsibility

(a)

Safe-operating practices

(b)

Know segregation require
ments

(c)

Notify driver of improper
segregation of waste

a

15

2.99

277
,(d)

Clean up spilled garbage
immediately

7
APPLICATION: Using map provided, lay out a
collection route, frequency of
collection, type of collection
equipment to be used and the
number-of personnel required
to perPorm supervisory,
driver, Ioader, and helper
responsibilities.

'EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral'or written question
and/or,observation of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be.accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (10 Min)

smgy:
REMOTIVACION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT
NONE

16

27
_

LESSON PLAN ( Pert I, Gomel)
APPROVAL OFFICE ANO CATE

-75/444

TCETC 17.

INSTRUCTOR

et

.

'

COURSE NURSER

COURSE TiTLE

1

.

Environmental Support Specialist

3ABR56330

LOCK TITLE

BLOCK RUNNER

VII

Collectio___,n Transportation, and Disposal
of Solid Waste

LESSON TITLE

(Day 57)'

Solid Waste Collection and Transportation

LISSON DURATION
COMPLENENTA0Y

EL ASSHOOMAAIIGRATORT

1TOTAL

0

3 Hrs

3 Hrs

POI REFERENCE

I PARAGRAPH

PAGE DATE

1.04GE NuMsEN

51

6 Jim 75

I

4

1

STS/CTS REFERENCE

T DATE

NUMC

563X0

1

SUPERVISOR

a

APPROVAL

\
DATE

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE

28 July 1971

--

,

,

'
EQUIPmEHT L,3CAT ED
IN L AeORATOIre

PRECLASS PR PARATION
EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

None

None

CLASS1FIED OATERIAL

ZiRAPritC AIOS AND

......._ UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

"

.

.

SG VII-4
WB VII-4-P1
AFM 91-11
MP 67-1.5

..-.

i
CMTERION OBJECTIVES ANO TEACHING STEPS

4a.

Given AFM. 91-11, list the four common-types of collection equipment.
(1)

General purpose trucks

(2)

Specialized refuse collection vehicles .

i

AMC

AUG 72

770

-.....

3 ii _.i

_
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LESSON PLAN (Port I, G.neraI) CONTINUATION SHEET
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continwid)

4b. Given AFM 91-11 'and various problems containing one or more of the known'
factors in solid waste collection and disposal procedures, select the best suited
equipment to accomplish the job.
-

(1)

Characteristics of vehicles

(2)

Limitations of vehicles

4c. Given AFM 91-11, list the rules for proper utilization, operation, and rare
collection equipment.
(1)

Proper utilization

(2)

Operation

of

(3) Care ,of collection.equipment

C

3',.
GPO I1172-,71,-3111/14*

2460
APPROVAL:
DATE:

CCURSE. NO. .X4RS:6336::"
DAY 57

PART II

motucTiON (10 min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS SIUDY ASSIGNMENT
REVIEW:

ATI'ENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATICN:

_

Borf--(160-min).

PRESENTATION:
0,1

4a. Given AIN 91U, list the four

ccmon types of collection equip

ment.

(1) General purpose trucks
3

303

21/
(a)

Flit bed trucks

(b)

Dump trucks

.(c)

Semitrailer trucks

-(2)___Specialized refuse collection

vehicles

41).

(a)

Rear hopper compaction

(b)

Container hoisting/compaction

(c)

Container hoist-and-carry

GlAren ABM 91-11 and various problemscontaining one or mei* of the known

factors in solid waste-collection
and disposal procedure, select the
equipment best suited to accomplish
the job.

(I) Characteristics of vehiclesRefer to AFM 91-11 pages 2-4
then 2-5

(2)

4c.

Limitations of vehicles Refer to AFM 91-11 page 3-3

Given AFM 91-11, list the rules for
proper utilization, operation, and care of
collection equipment.

(1)

(2)

Proper utilisation

(a)

General purpose trucks

(b)

Specialized collection vehicles

Operation

(a)

Specific Practices

(b)

General practices

5

395

(3)

Care of collection equipment

(a)

Operator's inspection

(b)

Cleaning of equipment

APPLICATION:

Acconplish WB VII-4-1

EVALUATICK:

Evaluatehy oral, written questions,
and/or,observation of student's
:performance during lesson. This
maybe accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION _(10 Min)

SU14MARY

Cover main points of lesson

6

RDIGTIVATION:

SIUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read SG 3ARR56330-VII-5

r

,

;,

7
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Lessom PLAN ( Poe I, Gomm')
INSTRUCTOR

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE

TCETC/17Jun7
CQURSE TITLE

COURSE NUMBER

Environmental Support Specialist

3ABR56330

LOCK TITLE

BLOCK NUMBER

Collection Transportation and Disposal

LESSON TITLE

nra Da 's 58 and 59
e_aolidaggaglAgingal_NALAIL_Th...---1

and

h

LES.SON DURATION
I COMPLEMENTARY

CL AssRoom/LABORATORY

TOTAL

0

12 Hrs

POI REFERENCE
PAGE DATE

PAGE NUMBER

12 Hrs

1 PARAGRAPH

6 Jun 75

52

STS/CTS REFERENCE
DATE

NUMBER

4

28 Jul, 1971

563X0
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE

DATE

_
PRECLASS PR PARATION
EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

EQUIPMEN-TIOCATED
IR LABORATORY.-

None_

None

CLAsswIED MATERIAL

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

SG VII-5
WB VII-5-P1
AFM 91-11

None
_

Slides MK 1-5
_

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

5a._ __GivenYM 91!,l list the _methods and operating principles of a sanitary
.
landfill.
(1) Types of landfills
.
(2) Trench method
(3) Area method
(4) Advantages and disadvantages of landfills
utiliza5b. Given AFM 91-11, list the items to observe to determine the correct
,
tion of earth moving equipMent.
(1) Specific practices
.

-

(2) General practices
ATC FOR"
AUG n

770

3!) s

243(0
LESSON PLAN (Po9.I. Gomel) CONTINUATION SHEET
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (C.8.01inv.4)

5c. Given AFM 91-11, list the standards and ,operating principles

4/10wwwW ii

of incinerators.

(1) Standards
(2)

Operating principles

I5d, Given AFM 91-11, list the items to observe when determining
utilization of incinerators.
(1)

Flammable materials

.(2)

Fire extinguishers

the correct

(3) Guardrails.
(4)

Face masks

(5) Safety valves
(6)

Electrical equipment

procedure utilized by a sanitary
5e. After,observing the equipment and operating
landfill, name the equipment and safety precautions observed.
dr

(1)

Proper use of equipment

(2)

Safety equipment and precautions

31);)
41111111&

SPOt 1072 77113,404

Ayr

r"61

770A

2e810ourse NO:

3ABR56330

Days 58' & 59

Branch Approval:
Date:

PART II
DITRODUCTION (10 Min)
CHECK PREVICUS DAYS STUDY ASSIQWENT
REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

BODY (700 Min)

PRESWTATION:
5a.

Given AFM 91-11, list the methods
and operating principles of a
sanitary landfill.

(1)

(2)

Types of landfills

(a)

Trench

(b)

Area

_

Trench method

(a)

Also known as cut
and cover

tf,

(b)

Trenches are excavated,
below.the original ground
surface

(c)

Especially wen suited to
level terrain

(d)

Generally preierred over the.

.

area'

(e)

Method of operation

..evo

4

24641

1 Dig trench below
original ground
surface

2 Dump refuse into short
section of trench

.

Spread and compact'
refuse

,

o'

4 Cover the compacted'
refuse daily with 6
inches of soil

(3)

Arta Method

(a)

Best applied to rolling,
uneven terrain

(b)

Conditions under which.this
method can be used

I

pit, hole or sidehill

5

312

/ Flat land

a

Ravines or gullies

*

(c)

Method of operation

1 Prepare slope of 30
.degrees if using pit,
hole, sidehill or flat
land

Deposit reiuse in base
of depression and thoroughly
compact if using ravines or
gully.

Cover daily with 6inch
layer of dirt

4 Final cover will be 2ft
of clean earth

(4)

Advantages and:disadvantages-of landfills

Zqi
(a)

Adavantages

1 Can be puc into operation
in a few dais

2

Over all cost is small

Does not require a large

caw for operation

4 Makes it practical to
dispose of combined
refuse

1 Permanent means of
disposal

6

Converts waSte iand
into usable areas '
ta

(b)- Disadvantages

1 Frozen ground.in winter

7

33.4

291
2

Soil too loose allowing leaching
which caVses p011ution of ground
and surface water
4.

3

Groundwater table near
the Surface

4 AcCess for ?efuse vehicles
during inclement weather

Sufficient disliosal area

6 Away from

liabited building

and down

5b.

Given A.FM91-12; list the items
. to *observe to deteimine the
correct utilization of earth
moving equipment.

(1)
.

Specific practices-lor
complete instructions op the
various types of equipment,

,

consult manufactureios handliook

(2)

4

General practices

0.

4,

.
)

(a)

Aviaid excess tractor travel

(b)

Govern the depth of cutting
with a bullclam by opening
or closing the lip of the bucket

(c)

Raise or lower the bullclain
blade by means of the hydraulic,
control lever

(d) When the bullclam is filled, close
the lip and float the load on top
of the ground so the load is. not
carried by the tractor

Before moving or filling the
bucket of a front-end loader,,
.set the ihoe on or close to the
ground. Set bucket for-proper

(e)

cut.

Fill bucket on front-end loader,
- roll: the bucket back,all the way.
Lift ihoes so the load can be
-samiskidded over the ground

(f)

(g)
-

Always roll the front-end
loader bucket all the way back
when transporting

9

316

(h)

Sc.

Never perform maintenance
on equipment while it is in
operation

Given AFM 91-11, list the standards

and-operatimg principles of incinerators

(1)

Standards

(a)

If built after
6 June 1966

(b)

If built before
6 June 1966

'

(2)

Operating principles

(a) Types of incinerators

Barrel arch

2

Charging hood

3 Medical

10

(b)

Operating temperatures

(c)

Capacity:

More expensive to
operate than landfill

'(d)
,

Requires segregatiod of
refuse

)

5d.

Given A.FM 91-11, list the items
to obierve when determining
the cOrrect utilization of
incinerators.
_

N,

\

---(1)Planimable materials

(2)

Fire extinguishers

(3)

Gu4rdails

(4)

F&ce masks

(5)

Saf ty valves

Th
(6)

Electrical equipment

iPPLIUTION:
Student will list the items to
observe when determining the correct
utilisation of incinerators, earth
moving equipment
Ccraplete WB 3ABR56330-VII-5-P1

CONCLUSION Day 58
SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT
Review SG 3ABR56330-VII-5

INTRODUCTION DAY 59

Min PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY, ASSIGNMENT

OVERVIEW:

12

247
MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:
5e.

After observing the equipment and
operating procedure utilized by
base sanitary landfill, name the
equipment and safety precautions
observed.

(1)

(2)

Proper use of equipment

(a)

Types

(b)

Personnel

(c)

Operation

Safety equipment and precautions

(1)

Directing moving equipment

(b)

Safety practices during
operations

13

329

2n
APPLICATION:
Have students to name the
equipment and safety
precautions after observing
the equipnent and operating
procedures -utilized by base
sanitary landfill.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral or written
questions, and/or observation of
student's perforpance during
lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time during lesson for
increased effebtiveness.

CONCLUSION (10 Min)

SUMMARY :

Cover main points of lesson and
answer student questions.

MOTIVATION:
Reemphasize why student needs to
remember and apply what he has learned

14.,

-

'0';

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read the following:
SG 3ABR56330-VII -6

SG 3ABR56330-VII-1
SG 3ABR56330-VII--8

15

4
s:
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LESSON PLAN ( Pert , Gowen
INSTRUCTOR

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE

TCETC/17.Tun70k4-4
COURSE NURSER

.

4.COURSE TITLE

\N

\

Environmental Support Specialist
SLOCK TITLE Collection, Transportation, and Disposal
of Solid W =te

3ABR56330
SLOCK NURSER

VII

,

N

,LESSON TITLE

Sanitation in Solid Waste Processing (Day 60)

\

,

LESSON DURATION

TOTAL

COMPLEMENTARY

CL AS SROOM/LABORATORY

1 Hr

0

1

4 Hr

1

,

POI REFERENCE

T PAGE DATE

PAGE NURSER

53

PARAGRAPH

6 Jun 75

1

STS/CTS REFERENCE

NinnER

28 July 1971

563X0

4

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
I

DATE

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE

AD.

*

\

--4,

PRECLASS PREPARATION

CLAssirIED M/
/A TERIAL

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

EQUIPMENT LOC AT ED

IN LASORATORY

None

None

None

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

SG VII-6

WE VII-6-P1
AFM 91-11

,
.

,
i
1

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

6a. Provided inforrimtion, list the sanitation practices to be observed by all
activities relatedy the collection, transportation, 'and disposal of solid wastes.
Sanitation.\practices for discarding units
.
(2) Sanitation p\ractices, for collection units
(1)

(3)

Sanitation items that should be coordinated with base medical services

(4)

Correct procedures for covering daily layers of compacted refuse
.
.

.

,
,

,
,

ATC

,

AU* 72

770

,

COURSE NO:

BRANCH APPROVAL:
DATE:

3ABR56330

DAY 60

PART II
1NTR0DUCTIC4 (5 Nam)

ma PREVIOUS DAYS SIUDY ASSIGNMENT
REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

BODY

(so

Min)

PRESENTATION:
6a.

Provided information, list the
sanitation practices to be,
observed by all activities
related to the collection, transportation, and disposal of solid
wastes.

(1)

Sanitation practices for
discarding units

3c7

Discarding units are

(a)

required to keep recepta
Cles,.stands and
jirea around containers clean
.

7'

(b) !Discarding

:

uniumust

sort and deliver refuse
to pidk up stations
I

(2),...SMnitation practices for

deflection units

(a)

Collection crews are
respomsible for keeping
trucks and mobile dontainers

clean

(0- Cleaning stations with
hot water or stole should
be on or near route

(c)

(3)

Clean at end of operation daily

Sanitation items that should
be coordinated with base
medical services

3

.(a)

SpitialIncinerstort
are reirUired for hosiital
waste

1 Homan lasts
C:t

waste

Operating roas
waste
,

(b)

(4)

This type of waste must
not be disposed of in
sanitary fill

Correct proceduret for
covering daily layers of
compacted refuse

(a)

Refuse ihould.be
completely coVered and
compacted at the end of
eadh day
or%

a

4

323

(b)

Do not leave refuse ex
posed

(c)

Concrete waste and ccra0
lumber 'Should not-Ne
placed near surface

1 Allows possible
rat harborage

Z. May create odor
problems

"
(d)

Two feit of cover for
final cover

1 Six indhes for seal
ing cell at end of

day

I Allow six inches for
settling in first
feir weeks

.

APPLICATION:
Have student accomplish

WI 3/111156.4SOVII-6P1

9 -.4

EVALUATION:
Evaluate bir oral or written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performande during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any tiile during"

"lesson for increased ?ffectiveness.
,

CMICIIISICti (5 Min).-

SUMMARY:

Cover main point of lesson and student
questions

REMOTIVATION:

needs to
Reemphasize why student
remember and apply what he has 'learned

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

NONE

6

3261

,..

LESSON PLAN ( Portia Gomel)

.

INSTRUCTOR

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE
.

TCETC/1/Jun75Zesia

COURSE TITLE

COURSE NUMBER

Environmental Suyport Specialist
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CRITERION-OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

7a. Using AFM 91-11, list the items that would be .a health hazaid or a nuisance to
personnel operating a solid waste disposal system.
(1) Insects
(2) Hazardous wastes
/
(3) High water table
/
(4) Dust and odors
I
/
(5) Bloviing paper
7b. 'Using information provided, list the disposal activities which will be
coordinated with base medical services.
r
(1) Operating medical incinerator

/

,

,

(2)

Disposal of hospital wastes

'ATCAUG
Ft"72

770
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COURSENO:

3ABR56330

BRANCH APPROVAL:
DATE: 1.

DAY 60

PART II
BIRODUCTICS (5 Min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSICNMET

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

BODY (50 Min)
PRESEITATION:
7a.

Using AM 91-11, list the items
that would be a health hazard
or a nuisance to personnel
operating a solid baste disposal

(1)

Insects

2

33)

A

(a) Flies

Carry

a

diseases

Bothersome

(b) Mosquitoes

I NO standilm;,water

2

(2)

Periodic spraying
for control

Hazardous wastes

TO- -Tox-k

(3)

(b)

Infectious

(c)

Combustible

High Water table'

(a) Mobility of equipMent

33.4

Flotation of Refuse

(b)

(4)

Dust ami odors

(a) -Use pressurized

water

(b) Water truck if
preisurized water
not available

(5)

7b.

.

Blowing paper

Using information provided,
list the disposal activities whidh will
be coordinated with base medical
services.

(1)

Operating medical incinerator

(2)

Disposal of hospital waste

APPLICATION:

Have students to complete
WB 3ABR56330-VII-7 -PI

4

EVAIUATION:

Evaluate by oral or written questions,
and/or,observation of student's
13erform4nce during lesson. This
mity be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness.

CCNCIUSION (5 Min)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson anct
students questions.

t

^

REMOTIYATION:

Reemphasize why student needs to
lemember-and-apply7what-he haa learned

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

NONE
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PURPOSE OF STUDY. GUIDES AND WORKBOOKS

Study Guides and Workbooks are training publications authorised byAir Training
Commend (ATC) for student use in ATC courses.
The STUDY GUIDE (G) presents the information you need to complete the unit of
instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required infärmation.
The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help,you.achieve the

learning objectives ofthe unit of instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the
study guide Will help you perform the missions or exercises, solve the problems,

or answer questions presented in y.he workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SG/WB) contains both SG and WB material

under one cover. The two training publications may bp combined when the WB is
not designed for you to write iii, or whenboth SG and WB'are issued for you to keep.

SGs and WBs are designed for ATC course use only. Theyare updatedas necessary
for training purposes; but are NOT to be used on tk.e job as authoritative references

in preference to Technical Orders or other official publications.
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INTRODUCTION TO SOLID WASTE PROCESSING

OBJECTWE

Upon completing this unit of instruction you will be familiar with definition, classification,- description, segregation and methods of refuse disposal.
INTRODUCTION

In order for the solid waste monitor to properly manage a collection system, he
must first be able to define the different types of refuse and the different types of pickup
stations. The monitor must also be able to determine the best method of disposal.
STupyASSIGNMENT

AFM 85-11, Refuse Collection and Disposal, Part A, Section 1 General, Al. 01
Purpose and Scope - A1.02
Reeponsibility - Al. 03
Definitions - A1.04 Classification of Refuse.
QUESTIONS

_

1.

What is refuse?

2.

What is rubbish?

3.

What would be considered salvage or salable materials?

4.

What is a sanitary fill?

5.

How are medical wastes disposed of?

SG 3AiR56330-V/I-2
DUTIES OF A SOLID WASTE MONITOR
OBJ ECT WE

Upoh completing this unit of instruction you will be familiar with the duties of a.
solid waste Monitor.
INTRODUCTION

,
On some bases solid waste disposal- functions are performed by Air force
personnel, on other bases these duties are performed by a contractor. In any case,
a solid waste' disposal monitor would be assigned to make sure the task is completed
in the proper -manner.
DUTIES OF A SOLID WASTeDISPOSAL MONITOR

Monitors solid waste collection, transportation,-ancrdisposal processing facilities.
Monitors discarding units for proPetsegreffiffElii of materials such at, combustible
trash, metals, glass _p_aper;-1, salvageable materials and ashes. Monitors the
collection_and-transportation-of combustible and noncombustible solid waste from-pickup.
-stat ociiito points of disposal. Posts cperating records daily for each collection vehicle
indicating type of material collected and total cubic yards delivered to place of disposal.
Coordinates, with balm medical Service on procedures for radioactive waste disposal.
Plans collection -routes,- controls deliveries to disposal facilities and expedites unloading
operation for 'economics and safety. Maintains material inventory at disposal points
for metals, paper, wood, and other reusable wastes. Monitors operations for efficient
utilization of mechanized equiPsient.
QUESTIONS

1.

Name the' monitoring duties of discarding units.

2.

List the monitoring responsibilitles involved in the collection procedure.

3.

Would the mcnitor of the collection equipment overhaul the equipment?

4.

List the monitoring duties of the disposal:areas.

REFERENCES

AFM 39-1, Airman Classification Manual

3
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SG 3ABR56330-VII-4
SOLID WASTE COLLECTION AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES

'I'he purpose of this study guide is to aid you in learning the different types oLsolid
waste collecting and transporting equipment.
INTRODUCTION

Collection equipthent must be carefully selected and placed conveniently. The size
and type of equipment must be selected to fit the job. Vehicles are then selected to fit
the job to be performed. The complete system must then be supervised to conserve
manpowerand money.
STUDY ASSIGNMENT

AFM 85-14 Part B, Refuse Collection Section 2, Collection Equipment.
B 2: 01 General.

B2. 02-Generil Purpose Trucks.
B 2. 03 Semitrailers.
B 2. 04 Special Collection-Bcclies.

B2. 05 Multiple Container Trucks.
B2.06 Correct'Operation of Collection Equipment.

1

IONS

1.

What should be taken into consideration when selecting solid waste equipment for
ari
tallationl

2.

Where xe semitrailers used in O. solid waste collection system?

3.

How mucOoes' a builk-in compaction mechanism normally 'reduce the

compressiele materials?

volume of

4.

The bOdies on\bucket loaders can usually contain from
cubic yards of

5.

What type of system is used to raise and lower collection bodies on solid waste
collection equipme ?

1

33,y

to

SG 3AHR56330-VIX-5

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS AND THEM OPERATION
OBJECTIVE.

The purpose of this study guide is to aid you in leaLing aolid waste disposal
'methods and how these facilities operate.
INTRODUCTION

Solid waste disposal methods have become increasingly important in the past few
years. Properly disposed of, solid waste will not create any problems from a sanitary
standpoint. A solid waste disposal area that is not properly managed and operated
will create hazards from disease bearing rodents and insects and create the milsance
of sight and smell. The land used to dispose of solid waste cannct be .reused if prcper
sanitary land fill methods, have not been followed.
STUDY ASSIGNMENT

1.

AFM 85-11, Part C, Disposal Methods; Section 1, General
C1-01 Methods.
Cl. 02 Weight Factors

2.

AFM +85-11, Section 2, Sanitary Fill.

C2.01 General.
C2. 02 Sight Selection.
C2. 03 /Method of Operatim.
C2.04 Construction Requirements for Trench Method.
C2. 05 Operating Personnel.
C2. 06 Equipment Application.
C2.07 Correct Operation of Earth Moving Equipment.
C2.08 Section of Trench.
C2. 09 Operating the Fill.

C2.10 Low Temperfture Operation.
C2.11 General Practices.
C2-12 Correct Operation of.Sanitary Fill.
3.

AFM 85-11, Section 4, Incineration.
C4. 01 Emission Visibility Standards ick Incinerators.
C4. 02

Site Selection:-

C4. 03 Safety Measures.
C4.04 Charts, S igns, and Records

C4. 05 Tools.
C4. 06 Persconel Requirements and Labor Schedules.
C4. 07 Incinerator Capacity.

C4:08 Terbperature Range

9
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C4.09 Material& Unsuitable for Incineiration.
C4.10 Placing Incinerators in Service.
C4.1I Taking Incineratces Out of Service.
.C4.12 Types of Incinerators.
C4, 13 Barrel Arch Incinerators.
C4.14 -Charging Hood Incinerators.
C4.15. Medical Tncinerators

,

QUESTIONS

1.

What does the term "urban arek" mean in relation-to equivalent population?

2.

Name some of the advantage§ of a sanitary land fIll.

3-.

What type of waste may not be disposed of ma s anitary land fill?

4.

What are some considerations when selecting a location for a sanitarY land fill?

5.

What are bumper logs used for at the sanitary land fill?

6..

How often should the refuse pile be sealed?

7.

What is the puipose of portable fences it the sanitary land fill'?

8: How is the barrel arch incinerator burning capacity rated?

Ii

10

SG 3ABR56330.-VH-6
SANITATION IN SOLID WASTE PROCESSING

4

-zb\

0134EqtnrE

Upon completing this mit of intructlon, you will be familiar with ihe sanitation
. aspects in solid waste professing.
INTRODUCTION
-

GOod'sanitatice practices must be fillowed in the storage collection and disposal
of solid waste. The discarding units as well as the collection and disposal crews must
be alert so that no health hazard is allowed to develop. Flies and other vector must'not
become a nuisance at the collection or disposal points.
STUD*/ ASSIGNMENT

AFM 85.i1, Part. A, Introduction; Sectioh 2, Sanitation; A2.01 through A2.05.
I QUESTIONS

1.

Who has the responsibility of keeping the area around ihe receptacle stands clean?

2.

Where are receptacle stands located?

3.

How is thesize of a receptacle stand determined?

4.

How high should the top surface of a receptacle be from the ground surface?

5.

How often should garbage cans be yashed?

6.

If there ate no central can washing facilities, who is responsible for washing
tlie cans?

.

..,

,

,

7.

/

.

.

-

How often should the inside of collection trucks and .containers be washed?
,

rx'

11,

11
C,

:
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G. 3ABR56330-VII-7
PUBLIC HEALTH AND NUISANCE ASPECTS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide is to aid you in lerning the public health and
nuisance aspects of solid waste collection and disposal
INTRODUCTION

Public health and nuisance aspects must be known 114efore any attempt is made to
dispose of,solid waste. Vector control must be closelyisupervised. The site must be'o
selected and managed so that no water pollution occurs.li Air pollution, dust and odors
must be closely controlled. Air pollution is one of the big factors governing incinerator
.

operations.
Public health and nuisance aspects will be discussed under the following main
headings..
METHODS OF VECTOR CONTROL
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST WATER POLLUTION

REDUCTION OF AIR POLLUTION
CONTROLS FOR DUST AND ODORS

HEALTH AND NUISANCE ASPECTS COORDINATED WITH BASE
MEDICAL SERVICES
6

METHODS OF VECTOR CONTROL

Vector control is not a major problem at a Sanitary land fill thit is operated
correctly. However, there are some precautions,that.,mhst be taken. During the
-summer months the compacted waste may be sprayed to retard the fly population.
No water shoukl be allowed to stand in the area of a sanitary land fill. After the
trench is sealed checks must be made for rat burrows and the area resealed if any
are found.
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST WATER POLLUTION

High 'water tables may cause many operational difficulties, such as inability to
properly qmpact the refuse; the flotation of refuse; and places limitation upon the
mobility and usefulness of land fill and collection equipment. Water pollution may
be caused by direct horizontal or vertical leaching as a result of chemical contaminants,
biological contaminants,, and the decomposition a products placed in the sanitary land
fill. A site having a high water table may be used if only ithat portion of the site above
the water table is used. Two to five feet above known high water is recommended as a
minimum. For this type operation, cover material may be obtained on site above the
water table or by hauling from another location, You may, permanently lower the water
table with underground drains or drainage ditches. You c1 ould temporarily lower the
13

'34 3 /

4.

How may high water tables permanently be lowered so sanitary land fill cperations
caa be used?

5:

What are the emission standards for incinéiatorsliased on?

6:

How, is-duit controlled at the sanitiry land fill?

7.

How is blowing piper controlled.at the sanitary land fill?

15
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of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this materAl for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a
Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational
and Te.zhnical Education."

Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc.
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for use in vocational and/technical education.
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INTRODUCTION TO SOLID WASTE PROCESSING

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning solid waste processing.
IN6TRUCTIONS

Given AFM 91-11, answer-the following questions:

I.

Who is responsilKe for carrying outrefuse collection and disposal procedures?
REFERENCE: Para (1-2)

2.

What two agencies prescribe safety and health standards for refuse collection and
disposal procedures? REFERENCE: (1-1 a)

iDefine the following terms. REFERENCE: (Attachment 1)
a.

Refuse

b.

Garbage

c.

bebris

Salvage or salable materials

1

.

---------e.

Solid waste management

f.

Furnace

er

Grate
1

,

..

h.

Mixing chamber

i.

Charging chute
......,.....*,

?
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WB 3ABR56330-V11-2-P1

April 1975
DUTIES OF A SOLID WASTE MONITOR

\

OBJECTIVE
.

\
\

\

_

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning the duties of a solid wasto

inoffitnr.

i

INSTRUCTIONS

\

\

Given information in Study Guide VII-2, answer the following questions.

I.

What types of materials should be segregated by the discarding unit?

1

2.

What information must be posted on the daily record for each collectiOn vehicle?

3.

What must you do before disposing of radioactive waste?

4.

What information must be on the inventory of material at the disposal site?
-\

r

5.

List the monitoring responsibilities involved in the collection procedures.

6.

Would the monitor of the collection equipment repair the equipment? Why-?--

7.

List the monitoring duties performed at the disposal aras.

8.

Summarize the dudes of the solawaste monitor in your own words.

_

,

r
-

4

WB 3ABR56330-VII3-P1
April 1975
SOLID WASTE .COLLECTION PLANNINd. AND PROCEDURES

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning the solid waste collections,planning and procedures associated with all solid waste collection and disposal systems.
INSTIIUCTIONS

Given AVM 91-11, answer the following quesLions.
1.

What device is used to locate pickup #stions-in-celation to sources of waste and
to the disposal area? -REFERENCE (2-10 a )

2.

What type of collection reduces handling, truck trips, and permits maximum
use
of special collection vehicles? REFERENCE (2-9 c )

3.

What manual is used as a guide for refuse contract action?

4.

Why should hand unloadhig be avoided?

5.

How many barracks buildings are usualliserved by one pickup station?
REFERENCE (2-8 ) -

REFERENCE (2-11)

sREFERENCE'(2-13 a )

5
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6.

How much will uncompacted solid waste from family housing
weigh per cubic yard? REFERENCE (2-4 c (2))'

7.

Who selects the collection system best suited for local needs and resources?
REFERENCE (2-1)

8.

How often should general refuse be scheduled for pickup?

REFERENCE

-9a(1))

\\
9.

-Why are refuse trucks scheduled to start collections at points farthest from the
disposal area? REFERENCE (2-10c)

10.

Are the loaders on a waste disposal collection vehicle required to segregate
materials at their pickup points? Explain. REFERENCE (2-12 b(3))

6

WB 3ABR56330-VII-4-P1
April 1975
SOLID WASTE COLLECTION AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
013JECTIVE
\

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning solid waste collection and
transportation equipment and some of the cautions that must be observed when operating

\ this equipment.

INSTRUCTIONS

Given AFM 91-11, answer the following questions.
1.

In collecting refuse where would semitrailers normally be used?
(2-7 b)

2.

N

'REFERENCE

What are some of the advantages of sPecial collectti bodies used for collection
\and transportation of refuse? REFERENCE (2-7 c)

11

3.

Compact ion type truck bodies flinge in capacities from

cubic yards.
4.

REFERENCE (2-7 c(1))

One multiple container hoist anid carry truck can usually service from
to

5.

to

.

containers.

kiFERENCE (2-7 c(2))

What type of system is used on-collection_trucks to_raise_anctlower the
REFERENCE (2-12 c (2)(a))

ies?

6.

What are some of the precautions that should be observed when.loading a detached
container on a.colletion truck? REFERENCE (2-12 c (2)(1))

7.

What are some of the precautions that should be observed when operating *.power
takeoff on a collection truck? REFERENCE (2-12 c (2)(b))

8.

Why are bumper logs used at the dump sitei

9.

When operating a rear loading compaction vehicle, what are some precautions
that muse be observed? REFERENCE (2-12 c(2)(f),and (g))

REFERENCE (2-12 c(2)/(k))

I

10.,
,

What kind of container is recommended at the pickup station for storing edible
garbage? REFERENCE (2-5 a(7))

8

z

(

What kind of container is recommended foi storing cooked grease that can be
sold? REFERENCE (2-5 a(8))

r

9,

,

WB 3A13R56330-VII-5-P1

April 1975
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS AND THEIR OPERATION

OBJECTIVE

The purpose 3 . this workbook is to aid you in learning solid waste disposal method:4
;aid their operation.
'INSTRUCTIONS

Given AFM 91-11, answer the following questions.
1.

List some of the advantages of a sanitary landfill.over other disposal methods.
REFERENCE (3-10)

2.

List the items that cannot be placed in a sanitary landfill operation. REFERENCE
(3-10)

\\

3.

List the desirable terrain features for stnitary landfill operations. REFERENCE
(3-12a, b, and c)
4

e
4:

Wh# type of cover soil iiused in the sanitary landfill?

10

0 5 ;*

REFEEENCE (3-14 b(1))

5.

What are the two methods of operation for a sanitary landfill?

6.

List the type of terrain where each method would be used .

7.

To serve an installation with 8,000 to 10,00 men, haw deep'should the starting
trench in the sanitary fill be?- REFERENCE (3-15 c)

REFERENCE (3714)

REFERENCE (3 14 a(1))

(

8.

How is blowing paper controlled during

m ing operations at the sanitary landfill?
,

'

.1
t

9,

How Often should the surface and,fac of the fill be seala?

REFIERENCE (3-21 f)

/
10.

/

How long after closing a fill should tpe maintenance program be continued?
REFERENCE (3-21 k)
,
,

I

11
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